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ABSTRACT 

This thesis presents the results of the research that has been carried out in order to realise 
a highly reliable two-way microwave based digital communication link between a radio 
beacon and a moving vehicle. Such a system can be used for traffic applications such as 
automatic road and corridor (lane) tolling. 

The emphasis of the research has concentrated on the design of the system in order to 
meet the required system specifications in terms of range, data rate and communication zone, 
etc. In particular the research has also focused on the design and realisation of the in-vehicle- 

unit (called on-board-unit) which has to be small in. size and inexpensive. To achieve the 

above objectives, novel designs have been produced for both a circularly polarised patch 
antenna and a single-diode approach for the on-board-unit. Circular polarisation is obtained 
using-ä microstrip square patch antenna and a 3dB two-branch coupler. In order to match 
the coupler to the antenna, the characteristic impedance of the matching line has to be very 
high and this results in a very narrow microstrip line that is difficult to realise. Thus the 
design of the coupler has been modified in order to have a lower characteristic impedance of 
this matching line, making it wider and easier to realise. 

In respect of the design of the road-side beacon's antennae, a4 by 4 planar antenna array 
has been developed, including the effect of mutual coupling between the patches. The mutual 
coupling between two patches has also been studied in detail using both the transmission line 

model and the cavity model. For the transmission line model, a new approach has been 
developed in deriving a simpler expression for the mutual conductance between the patches. 
The new derived formula for the mutual conductance can be readily evaluated. 

Further, a unique method has been implemented for an ASK demodulation and a PSK 

modulation using a single diode at the on-board-unit. An analysis for a non-ideal PSK 

modulation was also presented. Finally a two-way microwave communication system has 
been successfully realised and evaluated. Good performance was achieved. 

As a result of the above work, two reports have been published in the Commission of the 
European Communities documents (November 1992 and May 1994), one paper has been 

published in the IEE Colloquium Proceedings (11 June 1993), one paper is to be published in 
the 24th Microwave Conference Proceedings (5-8 September 1994) and one paper is to be 

published in the Microwaves 94 Conference and Exhibition Proceedings (25-27 October 
1994) and these are listed in Appendix M. 
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CHAPTER 1 

1.1 Introduction 
Traffic growth depends mainly on income and to a lesser degree on the price of fuel. 

Between 1970 and 1990 traffic growth in UK has doubled. Based on forecasts of income 

growth and fuel price traffic growth could increase again by 140% by the year 2010. 

Consequently traffic congestion on roads will likely increase to unacceptable levels. Building 

of new road is increasingly opposed by strong and highly organised environmental groups 
supported generally by public opinion. 

One option to ease congestion which is now being examined in this country and Europe is 

that of road-pricing which not only raises revenue for the construction of new roads but also 
makes more efficient use of the existing road space. In a road-pricing system a motorist will 
be charged for using a specific road or motor-way at a specific time of day. A system must 
be designed which will allow for an automatic payment of tolls on roads and multi-lane 
motor-ways. 

In order to implement any form of road-pricing system, it is necessary to obtain a secure 
two-way communication between a tolling system and a moving vehicle. One way of 
achieving this is to use microwave frequency system to obtain a digital, two-way 

communication, between a road-side radio beacon and a moving vehicle. 

This thesis presents the research that has been carried out in order to realise such a 
microwave system operating at 5.8GHz. The important area of the research has been the 
detailed design of the antennae for both the road-side radio beacon and for the device placed 
inside a moving vehicle (in-vehicle unit). Further, the research has concentrated particularly 
on the design of the in-vehicle unit (or called on-board unit, OBU) to ensure not only that is 

small in size but also inexpensive. 

1.2 Overview of the Thesis 
Chapter 2 reviews the main technologies that have recently been developed in Europe, 

USA and Japan. It was found that microwave technology offers the best options when the 
error-free data transmission is required. This is very important as there is a financial 
transaction involved. 



The specifications of the system for the down and up-link operations are described in 

Chapter 3. The effect of the side-lobe levels of the road-side unit antenna on the 

communication zone is also examined. 

Chapter 4 investigates the design of the microstrip antennae for both the OBU and the 
RSU. Two transmission line models have been compared in respect of the design of single 
patch antenna for the OBU. It is found that it is necessary to consider the mutual coupling 
between the two radiating slots of the patch in order to obtain a more accurate value of the 

resonant impedance and resonant frequency. 
_ 

In the design of a4 by 4 antenna array for the RSU, mutual coupling between the 

adjacent patches affects the array performance. Two approaches were employed to 
investigate it analytically namely using a transmission-line model (TLM) and a Cavity Model 

presented in Chapter 5. New formulae are proposed for calculating the mutual admittance. 
For the Cavity Model a mathematical analysis for the mutual impedance was included. 

Chapter 6 is concerned with the design of a4 by 4 antenna array. It is found that the 

mutual coupling has a negligible effect on the array performance when the spacing between 

elements is 0.75%o. 

Chapter 7 is concerned with the design and performance of an ASK detector/PSK 

modulator and an image rejection mixer (IRM). In the case of the combined ASK 
detector/PSK modulator, a matching network is realised to obtain a maximum performance 
for the PSK modulation and this device also functions as an ASK detector. Due to the 

unavoidable mismatch of the matching network the tangential signal sensitivity (TSS) is 
degraded by approximately 5dB. 

The design of the OBU and the RSU and the performance of the system are presented in 

Chapter 8. In order to simplify the circuitry of the OBU, a single diode is employed for PSK 

modulation on the carrier for the up-link and also for ASK detection on the down-link 

operation. Finally the system has been evaluated in the field and the communication zone has 

also been measured. It was found that there is a good agreement between the theoretical and 
the practical results. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Review of Current Systems 

2.1 Introduction 

The requirement, for a two-way digital communication system between a Road-Side Unit 
(RSU) and a moving vehicle, is that it can be used for a variety of traffic applications. Such a 
system normally consists of two fundamental sub-systems: a Road-Side Unit (RSU) and a 
vehicle mounted transponder (On-Board Unit, OBU). Important design requirements of the 
system are that the On-Board Unit (OBU) placed behind the windscreen of a moving vehicle 
should be small in size, low profile and inexpensive. The system should also satisfy the 

requirement of communication range, data rate and in addition, rain, snow, fog, ice, etc. 
should have minimum effect on the transmitted signal It would show that the above 
requirements can best be achieved using microwave frequencies. Two frequencies have been 

allocated for use in traffic applications: in Europe the allocated frequency is 5.8GHz while in 
USA and Japan the frequency is 2.45GHz. 

This chapter briefly reviews the main technologies that are currently under investigation in 
Europe, USA and Japan. 

2.2 Review of Existing Technologies 
The main technologies used in traffic systems and described in this section are 

(i) Inductive Loops, 
(ii) Surface Acoustic Wave, 
(iii) Infrared and 
(iv) RF and Microwave Frequency. 

2.2.1 Inductive Loop System 
Inductive systems utilise the inductive coupling properties of coils or ferrite rods in the 

frequency range of 30 to 300kHz. Communication can be established between two inductive 
loops, one buried under the surface of the road and the other fitted underneath a vehicle. The 
frequency of operation is 147kHz, data rate is 9.2kbps and the communication range is 
between 0.1m to lm. The inductive loop fitted under the road cannot only detect the 
presence and the type of vehicles but it can also determine the length of the vehicle and its 

speed. Such systems have been widely used in traffic monitoring to provide relevant 
information of the actual traffic conditions on sections of roads. 
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Early systems used an active transponder which generated its own low-frequency signal 
but because of the cost and power consumption such systems are unattractive. More recently 
passive and semi-passive transponders have been developed. These are operated by receiving 
energy from the road-side loops which is then coded by the transponder and re-transmitted 
back to the road-side loops. When the transponder enters the fields of the inductive loop, a 
signal operates a transistor switch and the transponder transmits a reply signal of 
identification data message. This fix-coded message is repeated at least seven times before 
the transponder switches off to save power. The custom-built chip used for the London 
buses are based on the ones developed by Plessey for the Hong Kong Electronic Road 
Pricing project (ERP) (Plessey, 1985). The main parameters of the system are shown in 
Tables-2.1. 

Communication systems using inductive loop technology have also been utilised for route 
guidance applications in the 1970s. In Japan, the Comprehensive Automobile 
Communications System (CACS) has been operating in Tokyo since 1977 (MITI, 1977). 
Similar equipment has also been demonstrated in Germany (Jeffery, 1987a). These systems 
have not however been adopted because of the following problems: 

(a) the expense of installing inductive loops beneath the road surface, 
(b) low data transmission rate, 
(c) relatively large size of the transponder and 
(d) because inductive loops are affected by steel-reinforced pavement. 

The advantages of the inductive loops include 
(a) indifference to environmental conditions, 
(b) a choice of different sizes and shape detection areas, 
(c) accurate determination of the position of vehicles and also their speeds and 
(d) they cannot be seen or tampered with. 

2.2.2 Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) 
SAW devices rely on the propagation of acoustic waves which allows the wavelength of 

signals in the frequency range 100MHz to 1GHz to be realistic, as the velocity of 
propagation is that of sound. Below this frequency range the devices become too large and 
above the propagation losses along the substrate become excessive and the interdigital 
transducers become to small to fabricate. 
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SAW devices are made by laying interlocking comb shaped electrodes, called interdigital 

transducers (IDTs), onto a piezoelectric substrate (Datta, S. ). The interlocking fingers of the 
IDT are spaced at intervals equal to half a wavelength of the intended resonant frequency of 
the device. When the RSU sends a low power radio frequency to the SAW device at the 
OBU, the surface of the piezoelectric substrate is distorted in such a way that acoustic waves 
are produced. The waves will propagate along the surface where a series of etched metal 
poles may reflect part of the original acoustic signal in a time related manner which 
represents the code of a particular OBU. This information is then re-transmitted back to the 
RSU for identification of the particular vehicle owner for subsequent billing. 

The KOFRI system, which was developed by Micro Design (Bogen, 1989) is 

maintenance-free as there is no battery. It has a life-time of more than 20 years. The 

specifications of the system is given in Table 2.2. 

The main problem with this system is that again limited amount of information can only 
be transmitted back to the RSU because the code is fixed for each transponder by the pre- 
determined pattern of the etched metal poles on the transponder. 

2.2.3 Infrared System 

The receiver consists of an array of photo-diodes while the transmitter uses a simple light 

emitting diode which is pulsed ON and OFF to represent the binary signal. An early example 
for AVI tolling application is the KILO transponder (Foote, 1980) which was evaluated on 
the Lincoln Tunnel by the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey in the late 1970's. A 

current example of an active infrared system is the Siemens ALI-SCOUT electronic route 
guidance system which was demonstrated in the LISB experiment in Berlin and the 
AUTOGUIDE experiment in London (Jeffery, 1987b and TCC, 1988). The parameters of the 

system are shown in Table 2.3. 

It was found that the infrared system operates well in good weather and light conditions. 
However, the performance was severely degraded by snow, ice and dirt on the windscreen. It 

was reported that a layer of snow 1/8" thick on the windscreen can completely block the 
infrared signal However, it may be suitable for route guidance applications, where the 
reliability of data is not crucial and it can support two-way communications. As the reliability 
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of the system is low, it is not suitable for the tolling applications which require financial 

transactions and a low bit error rate (BER < 10"9 after error correction). 

2.2.4 RF and Microwave Frequency 
In USA; the Heavy Vehicle Electronic Number Plate (HELP) programme is to integrate 

heavy vehicle monitoring, identification, weighing and classification systems. Optical, 
infrared, inductive-loop, radio frequency (RF), surface acoustic wave (SAW) and microwave 
based technology have all been used and evaluated (Davies, 1989a). It was found that either a 
RF or a microwave system would best meet the requirements of a two-way communication 
between the RSU and the OBU. A system evaluated in the HELP experiment has been 
installed on the Dallas Toll Road in Virginia (Davies, 1989b) developed by the AMTECH 
Corporation. Currently, the HELP program has entered a major operational evaluation phase 
known as the Crescent Demonstration (Sabounghi, 199 1). The Close-Range Road/Vehicle 

Communication System (CRCS) is able to support a number of IVHS (Intelligent Vehicle- 

Highway Systems). The Department of Transportation is expected to spend over $350B 

(more than the Apollo project) on developing a nation-wide IVHS infrastructure 

incorporating microwave and other technology over the next 30 years (Rose, 1993). 

Another system to emerge was AMTICS (Automatic Mobile Traffic Information and 
Control System) which operated in the RF band around 800MHz (JTMTA, 1986 and 
Tsuzawa, 1989a). Its aim was to develop advanced technology for every aspect of traffic 

management which included traffic signal control, traffic information collection, traffic 
database and traffic routing and diversion. Since 1986, a joint research and development 

project between Japanese Ministry of Construction and 25 private corporations has been 
developing a Road-Automobile Communication System (RACS) (Tsuzawa, 1989b; 
Okamoto, 1989 and Shibano, 199 1). The AMTICS project was successfidly used in the first 

pilot experiment in metropolitan Tokyo in 1988 and the second experiment was 
demonstrated in Osaka in 1990 (Okamoto, 1990&199 1). 

Specific microwave and RF systems developed for use in a variety of traffic applications 
are discussed in the following sections. 
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The PREMID System 
The PREMID system (Programmable REMote IDentification) (Philips, 1987a, b&c and 

Skadsheim, 1988) has been developed by Philips, operating at the frequency of 2.45GHz. The 

first applications was in the car and production industries. In 1985/86, the PREMID system 

was evaluated for automatic identification of cars in a road-toll system in Bergen, and in 

October 1987 the complete system was commissioned for the toll system in Alesund, 
Norway. In the UK, the PREMID system is being used at the Dartford River Crossing 
(Holmes, 1992) and Jaguar's programme (Bhandal, 1992). 

The fundamental principle of operation of the PREMID system is shown in figure 2.1. 

When the identification-tag is not exposed to microwave signals, it remains in a'sleeping 

condition with a very low power consumption. When it enters the area in front of an antenna, 
it 'wakes up', and the communication is established between the tag and the antenna. The 

communication between RSU and OBU is a half-duplex system. In down-link transmission, 

the carrier is ASK modulated at the data rate of 167kbps. In up-link transmission, a 

continuous wave at 2.45GHz is transmitted from the RSU to the OBU, which is frequency 

shifted where a'0' is represented by 28kHz and a'1' by 25kHz at the data rate of 267kbps. 

Single sideband modulation is used for the uplink transmission. 

The FSK (Frequency Shift Keying) modulator is in the form of a phase shift modulator 
which is driven by a constant ramp voltage whose slope is varied for different data logic, i. e. 
'I' or'0'. A constant varying phase shift produces frequency shift. The link parameters of this 

system are summarised in Table 2.4. 

The AMTECH System 
The AMTECH system (AMTECH, 1989) is a vehicle identification system in which an 

ID-tag is mounted on a freight container. The system operates in the frequency ranges 850- 

950MHz or 2.4-2.5GHz. The tag uses a modified FSK code of two frequencies. A'0' bit is 

represented by one 20kHz square followed by two 40kHz square wave cycles while a '1' 

consists of two 40kHz square wave cycles followed by a 20kHz square wave cycle. 

The reflected signal modulated by the modified FSK signal is received by the beacon 

where the data is decoded and sent to the automatic data processing systems. The link 

parameters of the AMTECH system are given in Table 2.5. 
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The BOSCH System 
The BOSCH system (Blume, 1992) is used for automatic fee collection. The system 

operates at 5.8GHz and consists of four sub-systems. They are the Charging System, the On- 

Board Unit (OBU), the Smart-card, and the Central Station. 

The charging station comprises all necessary road-side installation such as transceiver 
units, video equipment and station processor. The transceiver units are mounted on two 

gantries which span on the carriageway at a spacing about 13 metres. When the car passes 
the first gantry, the OBU receives the microwave signals. It switches itself from standby 
mode to operating mode and sends an authentication request to the gantry. As the vehicle 
leaves the communication area of the first gantry, the OBU debits the fee from the smart- 
card and prepares an acknowledgement signal. When the vehicle has reached the 

communication zone of the second gantry, the OBU sends the acknowledgement. At the 

second gantry, the vehicle is detected by an inductive loop. 

The TELEPASS System (5.8GHz) 

The system is an Automatic Debiting System installed along the Autostrade Milan-Naples 
in Italy operated by Autostrade S. p. A. (Autostrade S. p. A., 1991). The link parameters are 
given in Table 2.6. 

PAMELA/ADEPT Microwave System 
In Europe under the DRIVE I project PAMELA (1989-91) a two-way digital 

communication system to be used for traffic application has been developed. The objectives 
of the project were to specify, design, develop and demonstrate equipment to facilitate two- 

way communications between a moving vehicle and a fixed roadside station for non-stop 
automatic debiting applications such as road-tolling, road-use pricing and car-parking. At the 

centre of the system is a reliable high-capacity, short-range microwave communication link. 
Initially, a system operated at 2.45GHz had been developed and tested (Dadds, 1991 and 
Korolkiewicz, 199 1). Since then, the allocated frequency for traffic application has been 

changed from 2.45GHz to 5.8GHz by the CEPT recommendation. The new system 
operating at 5.8GHz system has been developed at the Northumbria University jointly with 
SAAB, Sweden and tested in three separate field trials, 
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(a) Non-stop automatic toll-collection (SAPN highway in France), 
(b) On-street car-parking management and debiting (Lisbon, Portugal) and 
(c) High-speed multi-lane communications for road-pricing and advance toll collection 

(Enjöping, Sweden). 

The PAMELA field tests demonstrated the ability of the communications link to operate 
under a number of different conditions, both in a built-up urban area and a motorway 
environment, at low and very high vehicle passage speeds and in mono-lane and multi-lane 
road configurations (Blythe, 1992). 

In the DRIVE II project ADEPT (1992-93)(Automatic Debiting and Electronic Payment 
for Transport), the objectives are to use the results of the DRIVE I programme and to 
integrate the developed transponder and smart-card for various automatic debiting (ADS), 

electronic payment and other complementary RTI (Road Traffic Informatics) applications. A 

number of test sites were to be used. They were 

(a) Göteborg (Sweden): Experiments on automatic debiting (November 1992), 
(b) Thessaloniki (Greece): The multi-lane and mono-lane automatic tolling will be evaluated 

on a highway (November 1993), 
(c) Lisbon (Portugal): A dynamic car-parking management and debiting system will be 

installed (March 1994) and 
(d) Cambridge (UK): A prototype Congestion Metering System (CMS) will be developed 

and demonstrated (October 1993). 

2.3 Summary 

This chapter has reviewed the existing technologies applied to traffic systems. Microwave 

technology offers the best options if secure data transmission is required. The microwave 
system supports high data rate and line-of-sight secure two-way digital communication 
between the Road-Side Unit and the On-Board Unit. The system developed at the 
Northumbria University is being tested in four European countries and the research which 
results in the design and the realisation of the system forms the basis of this thesis. 
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Hong Kong ERP System (Plessey, 1985) 

Frequency: 147kHz 
System characteristics: passive transponder, one-way 

communications, fixed code 
Data rate: 9.2kbps, transfer of about 20bytes of data 

Modulation: PSK (Phase Shift Keying) 
Range: 0.1-Im 
Position of loops: buried in road 
Position of transponder: underside of vehicle 

Table 2.1 Hong Kong ERP System 

KOFRI System 

Frequency: 

System characteristics: 

Data rate: 
Modulation: 
Range: 
Passing speed: 
Max. system response time 
for information to driver: 

Position of RSU: 
Position of transponder: 

440MHz and 915MHz 

Passive transponder, 
One-way communications, Fixed code 
N/A 

N/A 

< 15m 

0-200km/h 

0.1 sec. 
Gantry, above the road surface 
Behind driving mirror 

Table 2.2 KOFRI System 
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AUTOGUIDE System 
Infrared wavelength: 
System characteristics: 

Data rate: 

Modulation: 

Range: 

Position of RSU: 
Position of transponder: 

950nm 
Active transponder, 
Two-way communications, Variable code 
Present: 125kbps 
Future: 515kbps 
ASK (Amplitude Shift Keying) 

50m each way 
2.5-3.5m high on lamp post of traffic light 

Behind driving mirror, 0.5-2.0m high 

Table 2.3 AUTOGUIDE System 

PREMID Svstem: 

Frequency: 2450MHz 
EIRP: 25mal 
System characteristics: Semi-passive, one or two-way 

communications, fixed or various code 
Data rate: present 166kbps, 20bytes 

(future 266kbps, >lkbytes) 
Modulation: ASK Downlink FSK Uplink 

Range: up to 15m 
Max. speed of tag: 100km/h 
Position of beacon: 1-2m at side of road or 5-6m on 

gantry above road 
Position of transponder: 1-2m high in side window or 

mounted behind the windscreen 
Table 2.4 PREMID System 
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AMTECH System 
Frequency: 
System characteristics: 

Data rate: 
Modulation: 

Range: 

Position of beacon: 

-- Position of transponder: 

880,915,2450MHz 

passive or semi-passive 
transponder, one-way 
communications, fixed code 
20 alphanumeric characters (120bits) 

FSK (Frequency Shift Keying) 

5-10m for tolling purposes 
1-2m high at side of road 

mounted behind the windscreen 
Table 2.5 AMTECH System 

TELEPASS System 

Frequency: was 5.72GHz 
is 5.8GHz 

Output power: 100mal 
Antenna gain: 18/15dBi 
Modulation: FSK 
Maximum vehicle speed: 50km/h 
Data rate (Downlink): 960kpbs 
Data rate (Uplink): 144kbps 

Table 2.6 TELEPASS System 
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Figure 2.1 Basic elements of the PREMID system 
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CHAPTER 3 

Specification of Communication Link 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the specification of a two-way communication system between a 
RSU and an OBU and includes the operating frequency, transmitted power, communication 
zone and the specification for down and up-link operations. The effect of the side-lobe levels 

of a RSU antenna on the communication zone is also discussed. Finally a comparison of the 
losses produced by direct modulation of the carrier and modulating the carrier by a 1MHz 

sub-carrier is presented. _ 

3.2 System Parameters 

CEPT Recommendations 

The standard body 'The Conference of European Posts and Telecommunications' (CEPT) 

recommended in February 1991 (T/R22-04) that 

1. "the frequency band 5.795 - 5.805 GHz is used for the initial road to vehicle system 

especially for the road toll system and the maximum'Effective Isotropic Radiated Power' 

(EIRP) is 2W average", 
2. an additional sub-band (5.805 - 5.815 GHz) may be used for multi-lane applications, 
3. all vehicle-to-vehicle communication links should be developed in the band 63 - 64 GHz, 

4. vehicular radar systems should be developed in the band 76 - 77 GHz, 
5. in the development of RTI equipment special attention should be given to compatibility 

with the equipment of other services. 

Consequently the 5.8 GHz frequency has been used in Europe. The frequency 2.45 GHz 
is however being used for traffic applications in Japan and the USA and therefore two 

systems in this project have been designed for the above two operating frequencies. 

The system was designed to produce a two-way microwave digital data communication 
between a RSU and an OBU. To reduce the cost of the OBU a talk and listen technique as 
shown in figure 3.2.1 has been implemented. Link definition is made by the information to 
sends. In the system, information is initially transmitted from the RSU to the OBU (Down- 
Link). The OBU then transmits information and the RSU listens (Up-Link). For the up-link 
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operation the RSU transmits an unmodulated carrier (CW) which is then modulated at the 
OBU before being re-radiated back to the RSU. 

It is important to ensure that the design of the OBU is simple and inexpensive when 
deciding on the type of modulation to be used. Consequently ASK modulation is used for the 
down-link as the information can be recovered using a simple diode detector. For the up-link 
the CW is PSK modulated by a DPSK 1MHz sub-carrier signal. A simple diode can be used 
to produce PSK modulation of the 5.8 GHz signal at the OBU (see chapter 9). In order to 

reduce the effects of multi-path reflections circular polarisation is implemented at the OBU 

and RSU. 

For the down-link, a 5.8GHz signal oscillator is ASK modulated by a single-pole-single 
throw (SPST) switch and transmitted on left-hand circular polarisation as shown in figure 

3.2.2a. At the OBU (see figure 3.2.2b), the received signal is demodulated using a diode 

detector and then the signal conditioning unit produces TTL signal. 

For the up-link, single-pole-double-throw (SPDT) as shown in figure 3.2.2a switches the 
CW signal so that it is transmitted on right-hand circular polarisation. At the OBU (see figure 

3.2.2b) the received CW is PSK modulated by a 1MHz DPSK signal and re-radiated back at 
the RSU. At the RSU the signal is synchronously demodulated using an image rejection 
mixer (IRM). 

Power 
According to the CEPT recommendation the maximum 'Effective Isotropic Radiated 

Power' (EIRP) for the 5.8 GHz frequency is 2W average. 

Communication Mode 
For a two-way communication there are two ways of exchanging information between the 

RSU and the OBU, namely 

1. Half Duplex: Data is transmitted in both directions but not at the same time and 
2. Duplex: Data is transmitted in both directions simultaneously. 

The duplex mode requires an oscillator to be used for the OBU which increases the size 
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and cost of the OBU significantly. Consequently half-duplex or talk-and-listen mode has 

been employed. 

Bit Error Rate 
To obtain a secure communication for financial transaction it is necessary to have a raw 

bit error rate of 10'. With an error detection and correction coding a bit error rate of 10"9 

can be achieved. 

Circular Polarisation 
Circular Polarisation can offer the following advantages: 

1. the-orientation of the OBU on the windscreen and the RSU mounting is not critical and 
2. the problem associated with multipath reflections between the metallic vehicle bonnet and 

the OBU is reduced as the hand of CP is reversed on reflection. 

The principle of realisation of circular polarisation antennae is discussed in detail in 

chapter 4. 

Communication Zone and Range 
The required length of the communication zone does depend on the speed of vehicle and 

the amount of data rate required to be transmitted between the RSU and the OBU. A 6m x 
4.5m communication zone is recommended which allows a time of 135ms for the 
transmission of required data when the speed of the vehicles is 160km/hr. The height of the 

antenna on a typical mounting is normally in the range 4m to 7m and to achieve a 
communication zone of 6m the required range for the communication should be of the order 
7-15m. 

Bandwidth 

For down-link the data is Manchester encoded at a data rate of 250kbps and therefore the 

required bandwidth is 1MHz, centred at the 5.8GHz carrier frequency. For up-link the data 

rate is 250kbps which PSK modulates the 1MHz sub-carrier. The required bandwidth is 
1MHz centred at the frequencies of 5.8GHz±1MHz. 
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Frequency Spacing 
In a multi-lane situation it is necessary to ensure that the antenna patterns of the two 

RSU's do not overlap in order to avoid destructive interference at the OBU. Three channels 
can be accommodated within a 10 MHz bandwidth. Consequently it is possible to have a 
channel spacing of 3 MHz with the following centre frequencies: 

channel 1: 5.797 GHz 

channel2: 5.800 GHz 

channel3: 5.803 GHz 

The frequency spectrum of each channel for down and up-links with respect to the three 
frequencies is shown in figure 3.2.3. In addition the 5.805 - 5.815 GHz frequency band is 

available for the multi-lane applications and the corresponding centre channel frequencies 

are: 

channel4: 5.806 GHz 

channel5: 5.809 GHz 

channel6: 5.812 GHz 

The above centre frequencies have been chosen to ensure that inter-modulation products 
of the three lower channels do not fall into the RSU receive bandwidth of the upper channel. 

3.2.1 Specification of Down-Link Operation 

Modulation 
ASK modulated signal is transmitted by the RSU and this signal is demodulated by means 

of a diode detector thus making the OBU design simple and inexpensive. 

Data Encoding 
For synchronous transmission clock information must be contained within the transmitted 

data regardless of its actual content and hence a'self-clocking' data encoding is used as it 

contains good clock information, for example, Manchester encoding. 
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Down-link Budget 
The fixed losses for the down-link are given below: 

Loss due to windscreen and weather: 2dB 
OBU acceptance angle: 3dB 
RSU acceptance angle: 3dB 
Losses due to switches, two-branch coupler, 
cable and connectors: 2dB 
Total fixed loss: LD = 10äB 

The power received at the OBU is given by (Schwartz, 1981): 

PGGL 2 
PR TLT R4 (W) (3.2.1) 

D 

where PT is the power transmitted from the RSU. GT, GR are the gain of the transmit and 
receive antennae respectively. R is the communication range between the RSU and the OBU. 
Xo is the wavelength in air and LD is the total fixed losses. Equation (3.2.1) can be modified 
into the form of 

PR = Pr. +G,. +GR - LD +201og, o 
(i-2. 

-1r) - 20 log�, R (dBm) (3.2.2) 

where Gr, GR and LD are in dB and P,. is in dBm. The maximum transmitted EIRP for the 
5.8GHz systems is 2W while the EIRP for the 2.45GHz system is 100mW. The link 

parameters are given as 

Frequency PT GT GR L 
2.45GHz - 4dBm 16dBi 5dBi 10dB 122.4mm 
5.8GHz 17dBm 16dBi 5dBi 10dB 51.7mm 

where the gain of the antenna (in dBi) is with respect to an isotropic point source. Hence the 
power received at the OBU becomes 
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PR = -(25.23+201og10R)dBm for 2.45GHz and 
PR = -(19.71+201og1OR)dBm for 5.8GHz 

(3.2.3) 
(3.2.4) 

Equation (3.2.3) and (3.2.4) have been plotted as shown in figure 3.2.4 to determine the 

range (R) for both 2.45GHz and 5.8GHz systems. 

For the down-link using ASK modulation to obtain a bit error rate BER = 10-6it can be 

shown that (see chapter 7) the minimum required input power P, is given by: 

Pr_(PTSS+5.3) dBm (3.2.5) 

The typical value of Tangential Signal Sensitivity (PTSS) of the diode detector is -5OdBm 
and hence the required received power at the OBU should be at least -44.7dBm. From 

figure 3.2.4 it can be seen for PR = -44.7dBm, the obtained range is 10m for the 2.45GHz 

system and 18m for the 5.8GHz system 

Effect of the RSU Antenna's Side-lobe Level 
The side-lobe level of the RSU antenna should be as low as possible otherwise, depending 

on the height of the RSU mounting, the projection angle of the antenna and the sensitivity of 
the RSU receiver (for down-link), or the OBU receiver (for up-link), communication nulls 

can be produced. Based on the polar pattern of the 4x4 planar antenna array (see chapter 6), 

the received power levels at the OBU as a function of the horizontal distance on the road 
from the RSU have been determined (see Appendix A). For the geometry of the RSU 

mounting as shown in figure 3.2.5, figure 3.2.6 shows that a good communication zone of 

about 6.9m long for the projection angle of 60° can be achieved. It is also shown that the 

communication nulls are produced by the RSU antenna side-lobes in the range of 0 to 3.5m. 

3.2.2 Requirement of Up-Link Operation 

Modulation 
In order to reduce the contribution of flicker noise (i. e. low frequency noise) of the mixer 

diodes a sub-carrier is used at the frequency of 1MHz. This frequency is high enough to 

suppress the noise to a negligible level and readily available from CPU clock. The modulation 

of the microwave carrier by the 1MHz sub-carrier can either be amplitude or phase 
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modulation. The modulation of the 1MHz sub-carrier can either be DPSK, FSK or ASK. The 

DPSK (NRZI) modulation is used for the 1MHz sub-carrier as it does not contain a DC 

signal and it is easier to decode. 

Coherent detection requires a reference carrier which is synchronised in both frequency 

and phase to the received signal. This means that carrier recovery needs to be carried out 
before signal detection. The reference carrier can be made available by splitting the local 

oscillator and coupling the output to the mixer at the RSU. For coherent detection of a SSB 

signal it is necessary for a reference carrier to have the -same 
frequency but not necessarily in 

phase. For coherent detection of a DSB signal however it is necessary that the reference 
carrier has the same frequency and be in phase with the received signal and is a problem for 

this application, as the phase of the reflected signal is continuously changing due to the 

motion of a vehicle. 

The received DSB-SC modulated signal (x, ) at the RSU can be expressed as 

x= etj[mt-'DL'+m(a)] +e±J[w t+w t+m(R)] (3.2.6) 

where '(R) = 27rR/2o +0 (3.2.7) 

The reference carrier voltage of the local oscillator (um) is 

uLo = etJ°" (3.2.8) 

where co, = the angular frequency of the carrier, 
CO, -roc = the angular frequency of the lower side-band of carrier, 
toe + tvu = the angular frequency of the upper side-band of carrier, 
R= the range between the RSU and the OBU, 

(D(R) = the phase shift between the reference r. f. signal and the returned r. f signal 
from a moving vehicle, 

A= the fixed phase difference between the reference r. f. signal and the returned r. f 

signal at the OBU, and 
X. = the wavelength in air. 
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After synchronous demodulation using a double balanced mixer followed by low pass 
filtering, the output (Y) becomes: 

Y=2 cos(o. t + (D(R)) +2 cos(wLt - (D(R)) =4 coswmt cos( +0) (3.2.9) 
0 

where wm = co, = cuu 2, r x 106 (sub-carrier frequency). 

As can be seen communication nulls (or a standing wave pattern) are produced since the 

magnitude of sub-carrier varies due to the cosine term when OBU is travelling to RSU. It is 

therefore not possible to use a double balanced mixer to demodulate the DSB signal. 

One way of overcoming this problem is to use an Image Rejection Mixer (IRM) 
(Murphy, 1990) which is shown in figure 3.2.7. The received signal is split into I and Q- 

channels. The I-channel signal is mixed directly with the reference signal from the LO and the 
Q-channel signal is mixed with the reference signal after it has been phase-shifted by 90°. 
Each of the I and Q-channel outputs is band-pass filtered (BPF) and amplified separately. 
Then the Q-channel output is phase shifted by 90° before being combined with the I-channel 

signal. The I-channel output is 

Y =u x =e ±J[W. t+O(R)l +efJ[ivLt-m(R)] (3.2.10) 1 LO r 

and the Q-channel output is 

-I2 tl[mýr+O(R)-Z] ±J{wLv-D(R)+z] 
YQ = uLoe *x, =e +e 

Hence the output of the IRM is 

Y=Y, + YQe-jz =4 cos[wLt - (D(R)] (3.2.12) 

Equation 3.2.12 shows that now magnitude of lower side-band of the sub-carrier which 
contains information is independent of the distance (R) between the OBU and the RSU. 
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Consequently it is possible to demodulate a DSB signal using an IRM to recover the data 

transmitted for the up-link transmission. Full design of the IRM is given in chapter 8. 

Up-link Budget 
The fixed losses are given below: 

Loss due to windscreen and weather: 4dB 
OBU acceptance angle: 6dB 
RSU acceptance angle: 6dB 
Conversion Loss (maximum) of PSK modulator: 8dB 
Losses due to switches, two-branch coupler, 
cable and connectors: 2dB 
Totallöss: Lu = 26dB 
The power received at the OBU is given by 

( )2 4 

PR = 
PT LLGR 4 (W) (3.2.13) 

L. 

or expressed in decibel form 

PR = PP(dBm)+2G,. (dB)+2GR(dB)- L. (dB)+401og, o -401ogjo R (dBm) (3.2.14) 

Similarly, the power received at the RSU becomes: 
PR = -(60.46+401og, (A)dBm for 2.45GHz and (3.2.15) 
PR = -(62.43+401og10R)dBm for 5.8GHz (3.2.16) 

For the PSK coherent detection, in order to obtain BER = 10', the S/N at the output of 
the IRM should be better than 10.6dB (Shanmugam, 1979). The block diagram of the PSK 

coherent detection using an IRM is shown in figure 3.2.8 where 

Fl (1/G, =Cable Loss): 
F2 (LNA Noise Figure): 
F3 (Conversion Loss of IRM): 

G2 (LNA Gain): 
Bandwidth: 

0.5dB 
1dB 

8dB (approx. ) 

30dB 
500kHz 
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The input signal power to the receiver can be expressed as 

S, = FN, (3.2.17) 
/P 

where 
E -i E -i F2+3 (3.2.18) 

G, G1G2 

N; = kTB = 1.38* 10'23 * 290 * 500kHz = -117dBm. Therefore, S; = 1.5dB + 10.6dB + 
(-117dBm) = -104.9dBm. From the graph in figure 3.2.9 it can be seen that the maximum 
range of the system is 12.9m for the 2.45GHz and 11.5m for the 5.8GHz. 

Effect of the RSU Antenna's Side-lobe Level 
For the down-link, the received power levels at the RSU as a function of the horizontal 

distance on the road from the OBU have been calculated. In figure 3.2.10 it is shown that a 
good communication zone of about 4.5m long for the projection angle of 60° of the RSU 

antennae can be obtained. It is also shown that the communication nulls are produced by the 

side-lobes of the RSU's antenna in the range of 0 to 3.5m. 

Comparison of Losses for Direct and Sub-Carrier Modulation Schemes 
To reduce the flicker noise of the mixer diodes a sub-carrier is employed to modulate the 

microwave carrier, It is therefore necessary to compare the losses produced by direct 

modulation with that produced by sub-carrier modülation. The analysis assumes that the up- 
link modulation scheme uses BPSK on the 5.8GHz carrier and DPSK on the 1MHz sub- 
carrier and the data rate is 250kbps. Data modulated onto the sub-carrier is DPSK and the 
NRZ-I encoding scheme is used. Data which directly modulates the carrier uses FMO 

encoded. It is shown that the extra signal loss is only 0.6dB when, using a sub-carrier as 
compared with loss produced by direct modulation. 

Data Modulated on a Sub-Carrier 
The Fourier coefficient, Cn 

, obtained from the Fourier analysis of the 1MHz sub-carrier 
wave (see figure 3.2.11) is given by 
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n7c 
sin - 

C. =B ný 
(3.2.19) 

2 

where B is the peak amplitude of the 1MHz sub-carrier square wave signal 

A 1MHz sub-carrier will contain the fundamental, the third, the fifth etc. harmonics. 
When using BPSK onto the carrier, the power in the carrier is suppressed and all the energy 
is in the sidebands. Some power will be lost in the higher harmonics. The relation between 

the power content of the fundamental and the total power is given by 

-- 2 

B2 sin 2 
2 7r 

Pf 
=2=8 =0 81 (3.2.20) 

Porti 
. net z a, 

00 B2 SM2 

n 5^ 2 n7r 
2 

where Pf is the power in the fundamental frequency and P, 
o,,, 

is the total power in the 

sidebands. 

This shows that 81% of the power is contained within the fundamental frequency. The 

sub-carrier is then modulated using DPSK & NRZ-I encoding. The spectrum of the DPSK & 
NRZI signal (see figure 3.2.12) can be expressed as: 

V(f)=ATb sin2r1T 
ýrj7 

(3.2.2 1) 

where A is the peak amplitude of data signal (±A) and Tb is the bit time (4us). The energy 
contained in the main lobe (E) (in the frequency between -1/Tb and 1/Tb): 
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E_ 
(ATb )2 b2 sin , rJT df. _ 

A2T sin x2 (3.2.22) 
2j" TrJT 2; r J( x 

Tb 

The total energy of the data pulse is 

E 
(ATb)2 j(srn7rJ7df AZT sin x (3.2.23) 

told 2 
ý, ýfTb 2; r x) 

dx 

and 

sin 
2 

x 
`ýx Ex2.835 

-2=0.90 (3.2.24) 
Ero1d (sinx' 

dx 
7r 

Jý, 
x 

where the above equation has been evaluated using numerical methods. 

The result of using the sub-carrier is that the useful power will be 0.81*0.90=0.729 which 
is -1.3dB of the total power. If SSB demodulation is used (using an IRM to demodulate the 
DSB signal) another 3dB will be lost, giving -4.3dB total conversion loss. 

Data Modulated Directly on the Carrier 
If data is modulated directly onto the carrier, it will not be favourable to use NRZ-I 

encoding because the spectrum will then be centred on the carrier. If FMO is used, its 

spectrum (see figure 3.2.13) which is the same as Manchester encoding is symmetric around 
the microwave carrier. The main lobe will be between 0 and 500kHz (and an image between 
0 and -500kHz). The spectrum can be expressed as: 

Sm 
mfr 

V(f) = jATb 
Ir2 

sin 
7r2 (3.2.25) 

2 

The energy contained in the main lobe (E) above the carrier: 
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/Tb 
242 

E_12 JjV(f)I2d f_ 
A 

'r 

Tos 

x2 _A ýr 

T 
0.672 (3.2.26) 

The total energy: 

24 A2 
Erotd=1 fA 

20 't 0x_7T 
4ýt 

(3.2.27) 
2 

The ratio of E to the total energy Eto,,, can be calculated as: 

E=0.672* 4=0.856 
- (-0.68dB) (3.2.28) 

Erord 7r 

The result of modulating data directly onto the carrier is that the useful power (within a 
500kHz band) will be -0.68dB of the total power. If SSB demodulation is used, another 3dB 

will be lost, giving -3.7dB total loss. 

Two modulation schemes have been considered. The first is BPSK modulation on the 
carrier and DPSK on the 1MHz sub-carrier. The second one is to modulate FMO encoded 
data directly onto the carrier using BPSK modulation. It is found that if SSB demodulation is 

used the sub-carrier scheme will lose 4.3dB of the total power while if data is modulated 
onto the carrier 3.7dB is lost, producing only a difference in loss of 0.6dB. 

3.3 Summary 

The specification of communication link between the RSU and the OBU has been 

discussed. For down-link operation, ASK with Manchester encoding was employed. For up- 
link operation, SSB and DSB can be employed. Using DSB modulation it is possible to have 

a simple circuit at the OBU but then an IRM is required at the RSU. This can prevent the 

signal loss due to the motion of vehicle. 

The link budget for the down and up-link operations has also been shown. Having defined 

the requirements of bit error rate and the type of modulation, the required signal-to-noise 
ratio and the received power level can be determined. The communication range can then be 
determined by using the budget link equations. The effect of the RSU's antenna on the 
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communication zone has also been discussed. It is important for the antenna to have a low 

side-lobe in order to ensure a good communication zone. 

Finally a comparison of losses using direct and sub-carrier modulation schemes has been 

presented. If an IRM is used the sub-carrier scheme will lose 4.3dB while if data is 

modulated onto the carrier 3.7dB is lost. Since the flicker noise of the mixer diodes can be 

reduced when using a sub-carrier scheme, such a scheme should be employed in this 

communication system. Consequently the improvement in sensitivity by reducing the flicker 

noise is obtained by using a sub-carrier. 
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DOWN-LINK ASK/MANCHESTER 

ENCODED 

ROAD-SIDE ON-BOARD 
UNIT UNIT 

Cw 

-I\ 
UP-LINK PSK AT 5.8GHZ 

ROADSIDE BPSK OF 1MHz ON-BOARD 

UNIT UNIT 

CIRCULAR POLARIZATION AT ROAD-SIDE AND ON-BOARD UNITS 

Figure 3.2.1 Talk and Listen Two-Way Communication System 
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Figure 3.2.2a Block Diagram of the Road-Side Unit (RSU) 
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Figure 3.22b Block Diagram of the On-Board Unit (OBU) 
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CHAPTER 4 

Review of Patch Antenna's Parameters and Design 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter initially reviews the theory of a linearly polarised single patch microstrip 
antenna using first a simple transmission line model and secondly an improved transmission 
line model (TLM). The improved model includes the effect of mutual coupling between two 

main radiating slots and the radiation from side wall. There is a good agreement between the 

predicted and practical results. Finally, the theory, analysis and design of a circularly 

polarised antenna is also presented. - 

4.2 Review of Design Methods and Models 

Radiation from a microstrip antenna occurs through the fringing fields connecting the 

edges of microstrip antenna conductor and the ground plane. Radiation from discontinuities 
in a microstrip was first examined by Lewin (1960). In his analysis the effect of radiation on 
the overall Q-factor is described as a function of resonator dimensions, operating frequency, 

relative dielectric constant and thickness of the substrate. His results showed that at high 
frequencies the radiation loss is much larger than conductor and dielectric losses. It was also 
confirmed that open-circuited microstrip lines radiate more power for thick and low 
dielectric constant substrates. 

In figure 4.2.1 it is assumed that there is no variation of the electric field along the width 
and the thickness of the microstrip structure. With only the fundamental (0,1) mode being 

excited the electric field configuration of the rectangular (or square) patch antenna can be 

represented as shown in figure 4.2.2. The fields vary along the patch length which is 

approximately half a wavelength. Radiation may be ascribed chiefly to the fringing fields at 
the open-circuited edges of the patch. The fringing fields can be resolved into normal and 
tangential components with respect to the ground plane where the normal components are 
out of phase because the electrical length of the patch line is one half a wavelength. The 

tangential components (those parallel to the ground plane) are in phase, and the resulting 
fields combine to give a maximum radiated field normal to the surface of the structure i. e. the 
broadside direction. 
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4.2.1 Comparison of the Transmission-Line Models (TLM) 

Simple TLM 
The patch may be represented by two slots half a wavelength apart excited in phase and 

radiating in the space above the ground plane and the transmission line model is shown in 
figure 4.2.3. This model neglects the mutual coupling between the two main radiating slots. 
The rectangular patch is represented by a transmission line with a characteristic admittance 
Yc, a propagation constant y and a physical length L. The self admittance (Ys = Gs + jBs) 

are terminated at both open-ends of the patch. The real part Gs of the self admittance Ys 

represents the radiation effect and the imaginary part Bs models the stored energy in the 

extra line length. The accuracy of the model depends on the choice of the expressions for Gs 

and Bs. In the original model proposed by Munson (1974) approximate expressions for Gs 

and Bs are given below based on the work presented by Harrington (1961): 

Self-Conductance Gs Ir 1- ° 
24 

W (4.2.1) 
° rý° 24 

Self- Susceptance B, 
3.135 - 21n(/3ooL) 

W (4.2.2) 
A. 17o 

where W is the width of the patch, and SL is the line extension of the open-end of the patch 
given by Hammerstad (1975) 

0.412h(s�, +0.3) B +0.264 
bZ = (4.2.3) 

(E,. 
-0.258)( 

W. ff +0.8 

Van de Capelle (1989) also derived simple expressions for Gs and Bs as shown below: 

S2 Self -Conductance G, 2 1- 
24 ýo 

(4.2.4) 
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S2 
2 3 

1- s+s (4.2.5) Self -Susceptance B, z -ß°8"`W 
[(Ins 

-j +C, - 24 mho 2 288 

where s=ß0SL (normalised slot width) and C, =0.577216 (Euler's constant) and sTe is the 

effective permitivity given by 
1 

_ 

1+12h 
2 

for 
N`ff 

>1 (4.2.6) 
22 Wf h 

James(1981) derived the expression for radiation conductance in the form 

G' 
120, 

F2 A0W, (4.2.7) 
0 

where 

F2(x)=xSi(x)-2sin2 x 
_1+ 

sin x (4.2.8) 
(2) 

x 

and the effective width is given by 

W. ff= W+ 1+1n 
2 

for 
h> 

0.159 (4.2.9) 

These equations can be replaced by one of three approximate equations, depending on the 

antenna width: 
W2 

G, = 90 
f2 for W8 <0.35A. (4.2.1 Oa) 

0 

= "ff G° 
120 , 60 

for 0.35, % <_ W ff <_ 2, % (4.2.1Ob) 
0 

Gs =10 for W ff > 2, % (4.2.10c) 

The self- susceptance is given by 
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(4.2.11) B, = Y, tan 
2ý bY, 
AS 

where 

(4.2.12) 
120 nrh 

The input admittance can be expressed as 

Y_ Y2 +Y2 +2YY, coth yL (4.2.13) ` Y, +YYcothyL 

where Yc is the characteristic impedance of the patch and y=a +jß, the propagation 
constant; a=0.5ßo E,,, tan 8 and , l3 = ß0 E, ý . 

Improved TLM 
Figure 4.2.4 and 4.2.5 show the four-slot aperture model and its equivalent circuit 

proposed by Pues (1984). In the circuit Y, is the self admittance of the open-end terminations 

of the patch and Y. is the mutual admittance between two radiating slots. Mutual coupling is 

represented by voltage-dependent current sources. The input admittance is given by: 

Y= 
Y2 +YZ -Y, 2 +2YYcoth yL - 2Y. YcschyL 

(4.2.14) 
Y, +Y, coth yL 

The mutual admittance discussed in this chapter is a special case where the two radiating 
slots are placed in E-plane orientation in line. For the arbitrary horizontal and vertical 
displacements for the two radiating slots, new expressions for the mutual admittance have 
been derived and are fully discussed in chapter 5. 

To model the parasitic effects of the feed line the self-admittance of the open-end 
termination facing the feed line is reduced by a factor 

r =1- wwm 
We 

(4.2.15) 
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where Wm is the width of the microstrip feed line and Weff is the effective width of the 

patch. The antenna input admittance is thus given by 

Y, '=Y, -W Y, =Y, +(r-1)Y, 
Wlff 

= rY + 
YZ -Y. ' +Y, YY coth yL - 2Y, Y, csc hyL (4.2.16) 

Y, +Y, cothyL 

The self susceptance Bs is given by 

_ 
B, = Y, tan(ß0 ý� 5L) (4.2.17) 

where SL is the open-end extension of the patch and given by (Kirschning, 1981): 

where 

bZ=h4 3 (4.2.18) 
a 

W o. ssaa 
o +0.236 

0.434907 c .s+0.260 h (4.2.18a) 
Eri81 - 0.189 r w)0.8344 

+0.870 

W 0.371 

=1+ 
h (4.2.18b) 

2.358e, +1 

L941ý2 

0.5274 arctan 0.084 
h 

(4.2.18c) + 
61 

(l-s, 
ý4 =1 + 0.0377 arctan 0.067 

Wh 1.436 ](6 
- 5e 

0.036) (4.2.18d) 
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7.5W 

s =1-0.218e h (4.2.18e) 

The self conductance Gs is given by 

sin w s2 s2 1 cosw sin w G, = 
[(wSi 

(w+cosw-2 1-- +- -+ - (4.2.19) 
7m. w 24 12 3 w2 w3 

where w=ßoWegand s=0o6L are the normalised slot length and slot width. The equation 
does not include the effect of surface waves and is acceptable (James, 1989) for 
ß0h 8, <_ 0.3. The mutual admittance Ym Gm+jBm (Pues, 1983) can be written as 

Gm = G3FgKg (4.2.20) 

B. = BsFbKb (4.2.21) 

where Gs and Bs are self admittance. Fg and F are coupling functions expressing the ratio 

between the per-unit-length mutual admittance and the per-unit-length self admittance of two 
infinite-length TE-excited slot radiators. Kg and Kb are correction functions which are 

introduced to take into account the finite length of the main slots and the influence of the 

side slots. Their expressions are given by 

F=J (1)+ sJ (1) (4.2.22a) 
g 24-s2 z 

Y+ SZ 
2 Y2(1) 

F 24 -s 
s2 

(4.2.22b) e- 2ý2+Ct3+ /12 

2 24 

Kg =1 (4.2.22c) 

Kb =1-e`021ir (4.2.22d) 

where 1= PoLe = normalised centre distance between the slots. Ji(x) and Yi(x) are the ith- 

order Bessel functions of the first and second kind respectively; Ce = 0.577216... is the 
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Euler's constant. In section 4.2.4 a comparison of different models will be made to determine 

the input impedance of a patch antenna. 

4.2.2 Antenna Parameters 

Radiation Pattern 
The radiation pattern can be found by treating the antenna as an aperture (see figure 

4.2.6). Since the feed lines are chosen to excite only a TEM-mode the y-component of the 

electric field at the aperture can be assumed constant. The far-field radiation pattern for one 

of the radiation slots is given with (Balanis, 1982): 
Fi,,; 2 0 
Ee 0 

sinýhßo 
sin 9cosO 

sin 
Wýýý osB 

IoW 
_J"-r Eo ste -j 2; rr 

e sine hß0 sin 9cos0 Wß0 cos9 
(4.2.23) 

22 

For a thin substrate, 13oh«1, so to a good approximation the above expression can be 

written as 

Eo k; -i 
V e-JP' 

sin 
ßßW cos9 )tan 

O 
;rr2 

(4.2.24) 

The radiation pattern for a patch antenna (i. e. two slots) is obtained on multiplying Eý by 

the array factor. The 2-element array factor along y-axis is 

AF 
y= 

l+ejfu, ýBem4 = 2ej 2 "ý'eeý4 
co *I sin Osin 01 (4.2.25) 

2 

and therefore the polar pattern for a single patch is given by 

Eo _j 
2vß 

e-Ja°'e-fý2 "msme sin 
ßW cos 9 

tan 9co 
ßI 

sin Osin (4.2.26) 
irr 22 

01 
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where Vo=hEo is the voltage across the slot. 

Directivity and Antenna Gain (James, 1981) 

The directivity (D) is defined as the maximum power density at a range r, divided by the 

average power density at the same distance r. The maximum power density (Pmax) is given 
by 

__ 

(Em.. )Z /2 

_ 
16VZW2 

Pm"` 
1207r 8, % 120; r 

(4.2.27) 

where EO 
a,,, = EO (0 =180° and r =1m) and the average power density (Pav) is given by 

V2 
2.2G, z 

p_ _VoG, °" 4ncr2 4, r 
(4.2.28) 

where Gs is the self conductance (or radiation conductance) of the slot and therefore the 
directivity (D) is given by 

Pý, 
ýr = 

W2 D= (4.2.29) 
P., 15, % G3 

The antenna gain (G) is given by 

G= i7D (4.2.30) 

where i is the efficiency of the antenna. 

Efficiency 

The efficiency is defined as the radiated power divided by the total input power and is 
given by the ratio of radiation conductance to total conductance as 

efficiency il = 
Gs 

(4.2.31) 
G, +Gfil+G,. 
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Dielectric and Copper Losses 
The dielectric and copper loss conductances are given by 

Gale, =QC (4.2.32) 
diel 

Gc. = 
(D°C (4.2.33) 
QC. 

Q-factor and Bandwidth (James, 1981. p. 67-109) 
The total Q-factor of the antenna is equal to the sum of the Q-factors of radiation, copper 

loss and dielectric loss. The Q-factor of radiation is given by 

Q'mm`'- 
4ZG, 

(4.2.34) 

where Zc is the characteristic impedance of the line. The formulas for Q-factors of dielectric 
loss and copper loss are independent of the antenna geometry and are given by 

Qdiel (4.2.35) dtel 
to S 

Qcv (4.2.36) 

where tans is the loss tangent of dielectric substrate, ac is the bulk conductivity of the 
conductor and f is the resonant frequency of the antenna. The total Q-factor is therefore 

equal to 
I11 Qiold = +n +n 
md Ydiel ýCu 

Q 
(4.2.37) 

If the antenna is assumed to be a simple tuned RLC circuit, the usable bandwidth of the 
antenna is given by 

BW =100 
2Ip I% 

(4.2.38) 

Qgorm 1-Ip 1Z 
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where p is the required input reflection coefficient of the patch antenna. 

Capacitance of the Patch Antenna 
The total capacitance (C) of a rectangular microstrip antenna can be found by summing 

the static capacitance with the dynamic capacitance of the two main radiating slots and the 
two side slots (Abbound, 1988): 

C=Co.,,, (E)+2Ct1. 
j,,, 

(8)+2Ce2, 
d, �(s) 

(4.2.39) 

where C0.,,,, (e) is the dynamic capacitance of the patch without the fringing fields. 

Co.,. (E) = 
E°6' n 

(4.2.40) 
hY�Y,. 

For an antenna operating in the TM01(m=0 & n=1) mode, Y0=1 and Y1=2. 

C_1 
Z(W, h, E, =1)eOE, W 

L (4.2.41) 
ýý 

(= 
2Y, 

ß CZ2(W, h, e, ) h 

Cel. (--) _1 
Z(L, h, s, =1) 

_ 
sos, L 

W (4.2.42) 
2, v. CZ (L, h, s, ) h 

and 
7 [W+L393+0.6671n w 

+L444 (4.2.43) 

n 
(W) h( 

s, +1+E, -1 l+ 
12 y (4.2.44) 

22 W/h 

where Z(W, h, cr) is the characteristic line impedance of the microstrip line with dimensions of 
W and h and Z(W, h, sr=1) is the impedance on a substrate of relative dielectric constant 
equal to 1. 
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4.2.3 Measurement of Input Impedance and Resonant Frequency 

Method I 
The patch antenna is probe-fed. At resonance the input impedance at an arbitrary feed 

point a distance X from one end of the line resonator is strictly real and is given by 
(Demeryd, 1978) 

(x)= 1 
cos2ßx+Gs 

2 
sin' ßx-Bsin2ßx 

2G, Yc 
. 

Yc 
(4.2.45) 

where Yc is the characteristic admittance and ß is the propagation constant of a microstrip 
line of width W. Usually G/Yc «1 and B/Yc «1 and equation (4.2.45) simplifies to 

Re[Zr�,, (x)]= R,,,, 
r = 2G cos2 ßx (4.2.46) 

Z; 
�p�ý was measured by putting x=0. The SMA connector was then soldered directly to 

the edge of the patch on the other side of the substrate as shown in figure 4.2.7. 

Method (H) 

The antenna is now microstrip-fed instead of being probe-fed. The network analyser is 
first calibrated using the standard loads. Then the reference plane is moved from the end of 
the test cable of the network analyser to the edge of the patch. This can be done by using the 

same length as the antenna feed line and terminating in open or short circuit as shown in 
figure 4.2.8. However it is not recommended for use at higher frequency and for a lossy 

substrate since the reference plane cannot be established accurately due to the losses. 

Method (III) 

In order to match the high input impedance of a square, microstrip-fed patch antenna to 
5052, the impedance of the quarter wavelength matching feed line is very high and hence the 
feed line is usually very narrow. To maintain this high impedance feed line and measure the 
corresponding input impedance of the patch antenna, a novel method of measurement is 

presented. The circuit board shown in figure 4.2.9 was fabricated. The equivalent circuit 
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consisting of two quarter-wave transformers is shown in figure 4.2.10. The input impedance 

Zant of the patch is given by 

Zýu = Zzüw., (4.2.47) 

where Zant = Input impedance of the patch at resonance; 
Zinput = Measured impedance at resonance; 
Z 1= the high impedance of the ? J4 feed line; 

Z2 = the 50fl 2J41ine. 

The test procedures are as follows: 

1. Calibrate the network analyser; 
2. Connect the SMA connector (see figure 4.2.11(b)) whose centre conductor was 

shortened and short-circuited in order to produce a more accurate reference plane (see 

figure 4.2.12); 
3. Adjust the network analyser to establish the reference plane as shown in figure 4.2.12 for 

a short circuit condition; 
4. Using the established reference plane the input impedance of the patch can then be 

determined. 

4.2.4 Comparison Between Measured and Predicted Results 
In order to test the accuracy of the design equations and the theory antennae have been 

constructed and tested on the low-loss microwave substrates. The dimensions of the patch 
antennae were checked with a travelling microscope. The substrate specifications are as 
follows: 

1. RT/Duroid 5788, sr=2.20, h=0.785mm, t=0.018mrn, tans=0.0012 max@1OGHz, 
2. RT/Duroid 5880, sr=2.20, h=1.570mm, t=0.018mm, tans=0.0012 max@10GHz, 
3. RT/Duroid 5780, Er=2.33, h=0.79mm, t=0.0355mm, tans=0.0012 max@1OGHz and 
4. RT/Duroid 6010, Er=10.5, h=1.27mm, t=0.018mm, tan6=0.0028 max@10GHz. 

Input Impedance and Resonant Frequency 
Patch antennae have been constructed and the input impedance and the resonant 

frequency have been measured. The measured results are then compared with the results 
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predicted for the Simple and the Improved TLMs as shown in Tables 4.2.1a-d. Because of 
the manufacturing accuracy, the results of the ±1.5% worst case tolerance analysis for the 

patch dimensions were obtained as shown in Table 4.2. le. 

Antenna Substrate L(mm) W (mm) Wm(mm) Lm(mm) W mm L mm 
#A #1 33.15 33.17 0.47 18.71 2.40 18.50 
#B #2 39.90 39.90 1.06 22.04 4.85 21.97 

#C #2 70.02 70.02 1.08 37.86 4.85 38.68 

#D #3 16.18 16.18 0.19- 9.12 2.34 

- 
9.04 

#E #4 18.37 48.98 0.20 11.77 7 1.15 11.78 

Table 4.2.1(a) Antenna Dimensions 

where L and W are the length and the width of the patch. Lm and Wm are the length and the 

width of the matching ? 14 he (for method (III), Lf and Wf are the length and the width of 

the 5052 ? J4 feed line). 

Simple Transmission-Line Model: 

Antenna 

Munson (1974) 

Rin(f2) frGHz 
Van de Capelle (1989) 

Rin(92) fr(GHz) 

James (1989) 

Rin S2 fr(GHz) 

#A 172.1 2.990 86.5 2.872 382.1 3.025 

#B 177.8 2.459 91.4 2.320 406.8 2.494 
#C 171.5 1.417 86.1 1.363 379.9 1.433 

#D 184.1 5.883 91.4 5.478 433.5 5.960 

#E 120.6 2.538 17.2 2.110 218.9 2.450 

Table 4.2.1(b) Simple TLM 
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Improved Transmission-Line Model: 

Antenna 

Pues (1984) 

For Ym=O & Wm=O 

Rin(fl) fr(GRz) 

Pues (1984) 

For Ym=O 

Wm mm) Rin(S2) fr(GHz) 

Pues (1984) 

Wm(mm) Ym(mS) Rin() SZ frGHz) 

#A 270.9 2.989 0.47 271.8 2.990 0.47 0.203-'0.339 244.2 2.994 

#B 288.5 2.447 1.06 290.8 2.448 1.06 0.216-'0.356 257.4 2.453 

#C 296.7 1.417 1.08 270.8 1.417 1.08 0.202-'0.337 243.2 1.419 

#D 309.4 5.824 0.19 310.4 5.825 0.19 0.245-'0.353 267.9 5.841 

#E 169.1 2.385 0.20 169.1 2.385 0.20 1.227-'0.071 119.2 2.386 

Table 4.2.1( Improved TLM 

Measured Results: 

Antenna Method (I) 

Rant(S2 fr(GHz) 

Method (II) 

Rant(SZ) fr(GHz) 

Method (III) 

Rinput(fl) Z1 fl) Z2(2) Rant(fl) fr GHz) 

#A 282.2 2.995 249.8 3.013 53.0 118 50 295.2 2.998 

#B 313.9 2.446 234.1 2.480 61.6 113 50 314.6 2.462 

#C 281.8 1.411 261.7 1.416 58.0 112 50 291.0 1.416 

#D 299.9 5.772 ------ 32.9 158 50 328.5 5.820 

#E 147.1 2.370 42.3 93 50 146.3 2.383 

Table 4.2.1(d) Measured results 

±1.5% Worst Case Analysis (Improved TLM): 

Antenna 

Pues (1984) 

(0%) 

Wm(mm) Rin(f) fr(GHz) 

Pues (1984) 

-1.5% for L and W 

Rin(SZ) fr(GHz) 

Pues (1984) 

+1.5% for L and W 

Rin(S2) fr(GHz) 

#A 0.47 244.2 2.994 244.2 3.045 243.5 2.957 

#B 1.06 257.4 2.453 256.4 2.500 255.7 2.428 

#C 1.08 243.2 1.419 243.4 1.443 242.6 1.401 

#D 0.19 267.9 5.841 266.5 5.957 265.8 5.790 

#E 0.20 119.2 2.386 119.2 2.420 118.6 2.353 

Table 4.2.1(e) Worst Case Analysis Improved TLM) 
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Method (I) gives a consistent set of results for the resonant frequency but that of the 

measured resonant input impedance does not agree with that predicted by the improved 

model. This is because the probe-feed causes losses at the input of the patch. 

Method (H) gives a good agreement both for resonant frequency and input impedance at 

resonance. However the method cannot be used for a lossy substrate and/or at high 
frequencies. 

Method (III) shows a close agreement for the resonant frequency between the practical 

measurement and those predicted by the improved model as the narrow quarter-wavelength 
transformer is taken into account. 

Radiation Pattern 
The co-polar radiation pattern for E- and H- plane has been measured for an antenna on 

RT/Duroid 5780 (Er=2.33 h=0.79mm) at 5.8GHz. The measurement was carried out in a 
laboratory in which microwave absorbers were placed around the antenna under test in order 
to reduce the reflection due to the walls. The measured radiation pattern is compared with 
the theory (equation 4.2.26) as shown in figure 4.2.13. The 3dB beamwidth was measured as 
85°. The results show that the radiation pattern is displaced to one side due to the reflections 
due from the walls and the specific location of the antenna above the ground plane. 

Antenna Gain 
Antenna gain was measured using a three-antenna gain method described by Balanis 

(p. 718-720). The efficiency and directivity of antennae were calculated and the results 
obtained are compared with the theory as shown in Table 4.2.2. Again good agreement is 

obtained between the practical and those predicted results. 
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Substrate L 

used mm 

W 

mm Or 

ms 

Theory 

Gcu Gdiel 

ms ms 

il Directivity 

% dBi 

Gain 

dBi 

Measured 

Gain 

dBi 

#1 33.15 33.17 1.140 0.511 0.393 55.8 8.08 5.55 6.02 

#2 39.90 39.90 1.103 0.185 0.258 71.3 8.07 6.61 6.06 

#2 70.02 70.02 1.140 0.386 0.410 58.9 8.09 5.79 6.17 

#3 16.18 16.18 1.026 0.209 0.224 70.3 8.03 6.50 5.40 

#4 18.37 48.98 1.532 0.824 2.133 34.1 8.20 3.52 4.10 

Gs here was calculated using equations from Pues (where Gr=Gs). 

Table 4.2.2 Antenna Gain 

4.2.5 Circular Polarisation 
Circular Polarisation can be generated by using two feeding systems: one is a dual-feed 

circularly polarised antenna with an external 3dB hybrid, and the other is a singly-fed one as 
shown in figure 4.2.14 (James, 1989). A 3dB hybrid offers a better tolerance for the 180° 

phase shift and equal magnitude of the signal due to the fabrication process and gives two 
hands of polarisation (Left and right hand C. P. ) at two separate ports. Consequently the 
dual-feed C. P. antenna with an external MB two-branch coupler is discussed in this section. 

Figure 4.2.15 shows the dual-feed C. P. antenna. The [S] parameters of the 3dB coupler 
are given by 

bl 
b2 
b3 

bl 001j r1bl 
b2 1 00j1 I'2b2 
b, 1j00 a, 
b4 j100 a4 

(4.2.48) 

Since the coupler is matched to 5052, giving 1'1= I'z =0 and the received signals (b1 and b2) 

obtained at ports 1 and 2 are given respectively by 

bi =- (a3 + jaa) (4.2.49) 72 

b2 =-2ýA-i'a4) (4.2.50) 

01 

Of 
JO 
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If a left-hand C. P. wave is transmitted into the antenna, the signals picked up at ports 3 

and 4 are given by 

At port 3: a3=E,, =E, cos(a1, t-90°) (4.2.51) 

At port 4: a4 = Ex = E. cosw, t (4.2.52) 

where E. is the peak electric field of the C. P. wave and E,, and E. are the electric fields at x 

and y-direction and w. is the angular frequency of the carrier. 

Substituting expressions 4.2.51 and 4.2.52 into 4.2.49 and 4.2.50 the received signals at 

ports 1 and 2 are 

b1= 0 and b2 = -ýE0 (4.2.53) 

Hence only port 2 picks up the left hand C. P. wave. Similarly port 1 only picks up the 

right hand C. P. wave. 

Analysis of Imperfect Circular Polarisation 
A combination of two orthogonal linearly polarised radiating elements can be used to 

obtain a circularly-polarised (C. P. ) wave which has a 0dB axial ratio. In practice an imperfect 
C. P. wave is generated due to excitation with unequal amplitudes (amplitude error) and a 
departure from quadrature-phase difference (phase error). The formula for axial ratio (in dB) 
for arbitrary fields is given by (B alanis, 19 82) 

E2 +EZ + E4 +E4 +2EZEZ cos20 AR =101og, o 
yxyy (4.2.54) 

Es +Ey - Ez +Ey +2ExEy cos2O 

where EX and Ey are the magnitudes of the orthogonal radiated field components, and 0 is 

the phase difference between them. For a perfect C. P. wave (0dB axial ratio), (Exi = IEyland 
0=90°. The effect of amplitude and phase errors can be quantified in terms of the axial ratio. 
Pozar and Targonski (1990) presented a graph based on equation 4.2.54 showing the 
contours of constant axial ratio versus amplitude and phase errors as shown in figure 4.2.16. 
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With the aid of the graph the designer can predict the axial ratio for the given values of 
amplitude and phase errors. 

4.2.6 Design and Testing of a C. P. Antenna 
One of the essential elements of the microwave module of the On-Board-unit is the 

square patch antenna driven by a 3dB two-branch coupler in order to produce a circular 
polarisation as shown in figure 4.2.17. The usual method of matching the high input 
impedance of a patch antenna to the two-branch coupler is to use a ? J4 line transformer. 
However the required characteristic impedance of this ? 14 transformer is unacceptably high, 

making it difficult to realise as the copper track becomes too narrow. A novel design has 

been implemented to overcome this problem and this design is fully discussed below. 

Novel Design of a Modified 3dB Two-Branch Coupler 
Normally the two-branch coupler is designed to operate between a 5052 source and load 

impedances. For this application however, the operating impedance at the source has been 

reduced to 31.2552 so that the characteristic impedance of the X/4 transformer is also 
reduced making it easier to realise. The output of the two-branch coupler is still maintained 
at 5M. This unbalanced two-branch coupler is shown in figure 4.2.18. A novel method has 

been used in the design of the coupler where the impedance of the two ports of the coupler 
connected to the patch antenna (Z=328.552, see Table 4.2. ld) have been reduced to 31.25fl. 
This allows the X/4 matching line to have an impedance of 101.352. The full design of the 
modified coupler is presented below. 

Consider the case 1 where port (1) is an input port, port (2) is isolated and half of the 

power is absorbed at ports (3) and (4) respectively. The equivalent circuit is shown in figure 
4.2.19a. The characteristic impedances are calculated as Z4=31.2552 and Z1=27.9fl. 

Similarly for case 2: Power fed at port (2), half of the power absorbed at port (3) and (4) 

with no power going out from port (1). The equivalent circuit is shown in figure 4.2.19b. 
Therefore, Z4=31.2552 and Z2=27.952. 

Case 3: Power fed at port (3), half of the power absorbed at port (1) and (2) with no 
power going out from port (4). The equivalent circuit is shown in figure 4.2.19c. Therefore, 
Z4=50S2 and Z1=27.952. 
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Case 4: Power fed at port (4), half of the power absorbed at port (1) and (2) with an 
isolated port (3). The equivalent circuit is shown in figure 4.2.19d. Therefore, Z4=50S2 and 
Z1=27. %Z. 

Since it is not possible to model this coupler with two ports terminated each with a 5052 

resistor and the other two ports each with a 31.2552 resistor using 'Touchstone', the dummy 

matching network was instead connected to the ports (3) and (4). The dummy network is 

shown in figure 4.2.20. The complete 'Touchstone' program and the simulated results are 
shown in the appendix B. 

If OdBm of power is fed at port (1) there should be -3dBm of power dissipated across the 
31.25fl resistors at port (3) and (4), respectively. If the dummy network is connected there 

should be -9.20dBm of power dissipated at the 50Q terminations. 

Practical Results of the Cou lamer 

The 5.8GHz coupler was fabricated on the RT/Duroid 5870 cr=2.33 tand=0.0012 @ 

10GHz, h=0.79mm as shown in figure 4.2.21. Since 31.25S2 standard loads were not 

available it was decided to use the 5052 standard loads of the network analyser. The power 
out of the 31.2552 outputs ports should be the same, namely S21 and S31. 

The S-parameters at 5.8GHz were measured as shown in figure 4.2.22a-c: 

S11= -18.40dB (Return Loss) 
S21 = -3.805dB, 144.29° (Coupling) 
S31 = -3.983dB, 54.64° (Coupling) 
S41 = -16.49dB (Isolation) 

The results show only 0.2dB difference in the magnitude and a close to 90° phase 
difference. This is sufficient to produce a good circular polarisation. 
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Circularly Polarised Antenna Patch 
The dimension of the square patch was 16.18mm by 16.18mm (see Table 4.2.1). The 

antenna together with the coupler was then fabricated on the same substrate as shown in 
figure 4.2.17. The'S'-parameters were measured and are shown in figure 4.2.23. At 5.8GHz, 
S11=-18.37dB, S21=-17.05dB and S22=- 12.50M. The antenna gain and the axial ratio were 
measured as 5.5dBi and 3dB. Figure 4.2.24 shows the polar pattern which was good enough 
for the present application. 

4.3 Summary and Conclusions 

This chapter has reviewed the theory of a single patch antenna. A comparison of a 
number of published methods to determine the resonant frequency, input impedance and 
antenna gain is given in section 4.2. The improved TLM which includes the mutual coupling 
between the two main radiating slots gives a better agreement to the practical results 
compared with the simple model. Finally a circularly polarised antenna using a novel 
designed unbalanced two-branch coupler has been fabricated for the On-Board Unit. With 

such a design it is possible to reduce the characteristic impedance of the XJ4 matching 
transformer so that it can readily be realised. 
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Figure 4.2.8 Circuit Layout for Method (II) 
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where amplitude error = 201ogx , and phase error = 6- 90°. 
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Figure 4.2.16 Contours of Constant Axial Ratio versus Amplitude and Phase Error 
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Figure 4.2.17 On-Board Unit Antenna 
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Figure 4.2.18 Coupler Design for the OBU C. P. Antenna 
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Title obu 2 
Description 
Chamber 
Generator level 
Center Frequency 5600 MHz 

90dege 

Odeg Q" 

Gain = 5.5dBi 

Half-Power Beamwidth = 84° 

Fisure 4.2 " 24 Polar Pattern for OBU C. P. Patch Antenna 
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CHAPTER 5 

Mutual Coupling Between Two Patch Antennae 

5.1 Introduction 

The analysis of mutual coupling between two patch antennae is developed in this chapter 
based on two approaches, namely the transmission line model (TLM) and the cavity model. 
For the TLM, the mutual admittance integrals of the two radiating slots have been derived. 
Nauwelaers and Capelle (1985 and 1993) proposed a set of formulae for mutual admittance 
however, their analysis breaks down if the two radiating slots are placed very close to each 

other. In the design of antenna array the spacing between radiating slots varies. Consequently 

a set of new formulae for the mutual admittance have been derived which are valid for all 
spacing between the radiating slots. 

This chapter also presents the analysis of the mutual coupling between two antennae 
using cavity model. The results obtained for the TLM and the cavity model show a good 
agreement with published results. 

5.2 TLM Approach 

The mutual coupling between radiation slots is caused by the simultaneous effect of free 

space radiation and surface waves but for a substrate of small electrical thickness and low 

permittivity the surface wave can be neglected (Jedlicka, 1981). 

E. H. Van Lil (1980 and 1984) developed a model for calculating the mutual coupling 
however, the mutual admittance expressed by the coupling integrals has to be evaluated 
numerically. 

Initially this section presents the derivation of the expression for the mutual admittance 
between two arbitrarily placed radiating slots, and then a set of formulae is obtained which 
can be used to calculate the mutual coupling (S21) between two rectangular microstrip 
antennae. Finally the predicted results of the mutual coupling for E and H- plane are 
compared to the published results where good agreement is obtained. 

5.2.1 Derivation of Mutual Admittance Expression Between Two Radiating Slots 
A microstrip antenna can be modelled by a transmission line terminated at both ends by a 

radiation admittance (Ys). The mutual coupling between two main radiation slots can be 
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represented by the mutual admittance (Ym) (Pues, 1984). Such mutual admittances can be 

determined by evaluating the coupling integrals numerically (Pues, 1982; Lier, 1983; and Van 

Lil, 1980). However, Nauwelaers and Van de Capelle (1985) presented a simple method for 

calculating the mutual admittance. Their paper derived a series of approximations for the 

source integrals (ref. 10) in order to obtain the values of both mutual conductance (G12) and 
susceptance (B 12). 

The work presented in this section is based on the paper by Nauwelaers, however two 

main problems have been identified. The first one is that the numerical results obtained based 

on the formulae derived did not agree. This was due to errors in the derived formulae which 
is shown in the Appendix E. The second problem with the paper is that the formulae could 
not be used if the two radiating slots are very close to each other. This is shown in the next 
section and the latter problem has been overcome by deriving a new set of equations valid for 

all spacings between radiating slots. 

Formulation of Mutual Admittance 

The coupling integrals for mutual admittance are first derived. It is assumed that the 

electric field in the apertures (i. e. radiating slots) is evenly distributed and the slots are far 

enough apart so that the field in the apertures would not be affected. Considering a radiating 
slot as shown in figure 5.2.1, the radiated power is given by 

00coEH+- 
Pý =jf2 isds (5.2.1) 

. 00. ý 
Using the integral form of Parseval's theorem (Harrington, p. 182) equation (5.2.1) 

becomes 

P, =gff 4YY dkxdky (5.2.2) 
-*O-= : =o 

where 4, x are the Fourier transform of E and H, respectively and 

4,0 
= 

, 

ýEY(Y)I� 
e-jkyrdy (5.2.3) 

00 
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If the wave function j is chosen as (Harrington, p. 180) 

Y 
4z1 

Co Co 

2f 
jf(kx, ky)eikilxeikYeJk:: dkxdky (5.2.4) 

where the transform of W is 
T _. f(kx, ky)eik'f (5.2.5) 

then the Maxwell equations (Harrington, p. 181) become 

Jw, u 

ýy = -jk, xy =- 
kk, 
JW/J 

JkyT IZ =-k, 
k, 

`Y (5.2.6) 
Jwfu 

If the wave is in the transmission-line mode (TEM to z), ýs, will be the only component of 
ý while X. X will be the only component of X. From equation (5.2.6): 

k2 - k2 
jyz =1- xy (5.2.7) 

w/4 k, 

The radiated power Pr (Van Lil, 1980) is given by 

P-1 
00 4yky)( yky)+(k: 

)24y 
y dk dk 5.2.8 ' 8Z, 0), u 

f 
4s' y() 

-oreo 

where k=2n/? 0andk2=kx+k,, +k;. 

For two radiating slots as shown in figure 5.2.2, by substituting ýy = ýyl + ßy2 and 

identifying each part of the power expression term by term we have 
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1"ýl YikYýl ikYl +(k: )2 ýYi 1 P,, f f dkx dk 
8w, u Y 

_oo_ao 

k; )( r *)2 
1 eo 00 

`_y 
___ 

_Zk_ +` k: ýY2 

''2 dkxdky +8 

O)ýf f 
2 

C° G° 
Re[lY1kY)lýYZkY), 

+(k: )2 Re[ýY, 42] 
dk dk +sýwýl 

JJxY 

2 
IV, Iz }+ 2IV2Iz Yzz +Yiz Re[VVz (5.2.9) 

l*l 

The mutual admittance can be expressed as: 

"_I 
co 

Re[\ 
ylkyl\ y2ky) +(k: ) Re[ýyiv2] 

dkdk 5.2.10 - 
flf- 

Y12 
4 copRe[V, V21 

-00,0 
ey) 

For the translated slot, the integrand should be multiplied by cos(kxAx+kyLy) and the 

expression (5.2.10) becomes 

.1ýý 
ReL(ýyky)(ý, ky)*, (kf)2 Re[ýy$r] 

Y'Z 
4, -? tvuRe ViV2ý� 4co4 

kxdx+kyDy) dkxdky 

The electric field is assumed to be constant over the width of the aperture so that 

(5.2.1 1) 

EI=E for -w <X< 
w; 

- <y< 
& (5.2.12) 

y='o 2222 

where Ea is given by (Hammer, 1979): 

E_ 
hE0 
28L 

(5.2.13) 
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where E. is constant over the height of the substrate. 

The present discussion departs from the line taken by Van Lil (1980) in that b=k6L is no 
longer assumed to be zero. Thus taking the Fourier transform of expression (5.2.12) gives 

4z w 
22 
jJE 

: -oeeyydxdy JaW 
2 -2 

= 
V2 

sinc 
k2 

sinc 
k2L 

(5.2.14) 

where sinc(x)=sin(x)/x. Substituting equations (5.2.14) into (5.2.11), Y12 becomes: 

Wz ,,,, 
(k2'kz)sinc2 ký 

since 
kýL 

YZ 
16 wµ ý k" co4kxAx+kyDyýkxdky 

*-f f- 

where kz is chosen as 

k k2- kX+ky for k>I 2+ k., ' 

=j kc +ky -k2 for k <I kX +ky 
l 

(5.2.15) 

(5.2.16) 

Note that the above integrand is real for k> IV-k2 
+ky 

I; 
and imaginary for k 4jk x +ky 

Since Y12 = G12 + jB12, the mutual conductance can be expressed as: 

Wz +k+ 
- 

-k, ' 
(kz 

_k2) sin cz 
k2 

sin cz 
k bZ 

2 G12 
16w Jz_zz cosýkx0ic+kyDyýdkxdky 

-k-1 2-ky k k2 +ky 

The equation (5.2.17) can be transformed into a polar form by the substitution 

(5.2.17) 
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kx =k 1- P2 sin 9 
k,, =k 

VI-T' 
cos9 (5.2.18) 

where 0<i<l, 0<0<2n and the Jacobian is given by 

Okx akx 

J= 
. 

ae =Yk2 (5.2.19) öky aky 

OT 00 

Finally G 12 is then given by 

2 2r1 

G12 =4 
jJ"srnc2 (2 1-`I sin 0) sin c2 (2 cos 6) 

is 00 

(cost e+p2sin' e)cos[(c. cos9+f. sin9) 1-`Y2]d`Fd9 (5.2.20) 

where a=kW; b=k6L; c=kLy; f=kkx and k=2n/ko. 

From equation (5.2.15) the mutual susceptance is given by 

To 
W- kz) sin c2 

k 
sin c2 

kL 

C ý B12 =2-(2 

)co4kAx+kyAyýaik.,, 

dky 
4w, u k k=_ky 

Fkx +ky -k2 

A polar form of the above expression is obtained by means of the substitution 

kx =k 1+`Y2 sin6 
ky =k 1+'Y2 cosB 

(5.2.21) 

(5.2.22) 

where 0<l<co, 0<0<2n and the Jacobian J= xvk2 . The result for the mutual susceptance 
B 12 is then 
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22 sao 
a B12 =4ý 

ffsinc2( 2 1+sin G)sinc2(2 1+`1'2 cosh) 
0 00 

(cost 6-`Y2 sin2 9)cos[(c. cos6+ f. sin 6) 1+` ]df'dO (5.2.23) 

These integrals printed incorrectly can be found in the paper of Nauwelaers (1985) and it 

was assumed that the width of the radiating slot (b) is equal to zero. 

5.2.2 Derivation of New Formulae for Mutual Admittance and Results 

Mutual Conductance 
A fast converging infinite series representation for the integral in G12 was developed 

(Appendix F) on the assumption that the width of the radiating slot (b=k6L) is much smaller 
than the wavelength in free space Le. b-+0. The resulting formula for G12 is then given by 

G12 2 
= 

n2 
ýi 

-I2) 
17. 

where 

and 

11= 4 a2 Snc-a2 
-2cosf +cosA+cosB-2fSi(f)+A 

7r r (-1)m(m-1)! C2m-2i(2f 21 _ A2' _B21 +) 
8 

m,. 3 (2m-1)! 1_2 (2i - 1)(m - i)! i! 

(5.2.24) 

Si(A)+B Si(B) 

2 sin c2 +f2_ sin c2 + A2 sin , VF c2 + B2 12 

Jc2 +f2 
Jc2 

+A2 
4c2 

+B2 

where A=f+a, B=f-a and Si (x) =J 
Sit. 

0t 

(5.2.25) 

(5.2.26) 
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The infinite series above converges rapidly with no more than 30 terms required in the 

worst case situation for the parameters c=4n, f--0 and a=3.121. Considerably fewer terms are 

required for small value of'c' and 'f. 

The self-conductance (G, ) is determined by taking c=f=0. 

Mutual Susceptance 
The departure from the Capelle treatment was necessitated by the fact that the coupling 

integral for the mutual susceptance B 12 given by equation (5.2.23) is divergent if the width 

of the slot (b=k6L) is taken to be zero. In contrast the present formulation of B 12 of the 

coupling integral results in a convergent integral. 

Therefore the width of the slot has to be considered when evaluating the integral even if 

the width is very small compared to the wavelength in free space. However the integral is 

very difficult to evaluate numerically. 

In order to evaluate the mutual susceptance the equation (5.2.23) has been re-arranged as 

2 

2 
/� sin 

a 1+`V Z sin 6 sin 1+'I'2 cos6 1 ff 
-) 

2_z B12 
rho oo sin 6b 1+`Z cos9 

1+ý'z - sin 6 

2 

2 cos[c. cos 1+`1'2Icos[f. sin 1+`Y2]dTdO (5.2.27) 

A profile of the integrand in the 'P-plane showed that the difficulty in numerical 

evaluation was caused by very high frequency oscillations. This oscillation together with the 
amplitude decay factor of only 1/(1+'P2) accounted for the long run-times which of necessity 
involved considerable round-off errors in the numerical integration. 

The following Table 5.2.1 shows quite clearly that, as successive intervals of integration 

over the range of `I' are taken, there is no definite evidence of numerical convergence. 
Individual contributions from the intervals of integration show sudden increases at 'Y=30 and 
`P=40 in the above cases. However in consideration of the long computation run times it may 
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be that the above increases are mainly due to round off errors. In that event the best available 
estimates of B12 are underlined in Table 5.2.1. 

B12 = B, 2(a', b, c, f) 

= B12 (3.121, b, 1.9573,5.00632) 

Intervals of Integration 
for `Y 

b=0.0238 b=0.2 

0-10 -1.1279262669E-4 -1.1602002379E-4 
10 - 20 -2.8479527377E-5 -2.2563273750E-5 
20 - 30 -5.2612688276E-6 4.2327857020E-6 

30 - 40 1.6121568440E-5 * 2.9172081639E-7 

40 - 50 5.2924585762E-7 * 3.7123504185E-6 * 

Note: * Round-off errors appear at these values of T. 

Default tolerance for evaluating integral in'MathCad' is 0.001. 
Table 5.2.1 An Example of Evaluating the Mutual Susceptance 

From Table 5.2.1, the value of B12 is calculated by adding the values between interval of 
0-10,10-20,... together. Therefore, 

for a=3.121, b=0.0238, c=1.9573, E 5.00632, B12 = -1.465334228E-4; and 
for a=3.121, b=0.2, c=1.9573, f--5.00632, B12 = -1.34058791E-4. 

Comparison with Published Results 
The Nauwelaers formulae (Appendix C) for the mutual conductance G12 do not give 

accurate results if the spacing is too small (i. e. c2 +f2 < 1). However in the new formula for 
G12 the parameter'c' representing the spacing between the slots is in the numerator and 
hence convergence is excellent especially for small value of V. 

The mutual admittance is calculated using the equations (5.2.24) and (5.2.27) and 
compared with the results from Nauwelaers equations numerically. Table 5.2.2 shows the 

numerical results for the mutual conductance while Table 5.2.3 shows the results for the 
mutual susceptance. - 
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G12 Equation (6.2.24) Nauwelaers' 

C: £ (N=30) (N=10) 

1.9573 5.0063 -1.28716E-4 -1.28716E-4 
1.9573 10.6612 7.23246E-6 7.23316E-6 

05 7.85551E-5 7.85551E-5 

10 1.88795E-3 N=9 1.88895E-3 
N=10 1.87872E-3 

N=11 1.97400E-3 
(Divergent) 

50 -6.04669E-4 -6.04669E-4 
Table 5.2.2 Comparison for Mutual Conductance (a=3.121. b=O) 

B12 

c: f: 

Equation (6.2.27) 
b=0.2* 

Equation (6.2.27) 

b=0.0238** 

Nauwelaers' (b=0) 

N=10 

1.9573 5.0063 -1.34059E-4 -1.46533E-4 -1.36950E-4 
1.9573 10.6612 -2.98878E-5 -2.95326E-5 -3.13596E-5 

05 -1.92145E-4 -1.93123E-4 -1.84121E-4 
10 -1.64608E-4 -1.88208E-4 Not Applied 

"c<1.2 
50 4.15296E-4 4.19429E-4 4.17109E-4 

Note: *b=0.2 for comparison purpose; **b=0.0238 is the calculated normalised values of line 

extension. 
Table 5.2.3 Comparison for Mutual Susceptance (a=3.121) 

The equations from Nauwelaers (1993, private communication), Pues (1982) and Lier 

(1983) (Appendices C, D, G and H) were compared with the new formulae 5.2.24 and 
5.2.27 (Appendix F). Figure 5.2.3 shows the comparisons for the mutual conductance and 
figure 5.2.4 for the susceptance, normalised to the self-conductance as a function of 

normalised distance for E-plane. It was found that the new formulae for both mutual 
conductance and susceptance are in good agreement with the published results. 

Formulae for evaluating mutual admittance between rectangular microstrip antennae have 

been presented. These can be used for any distance between radiation slots but are especially 
efficient if the spacing between the slots is small when evaluating the mutual conductance. 
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Due to the fact that the integrand for mutual susceptance has a high degree of oscillations 
and diminishes only as 1/(1+`P2 ), the computation of the integral is time-inefficient. 

However, for all values of'c' the new integral for B 12 can be computed as the infinite upper 
limit is replaced progressively through `P=10,20,30,... using'MathCad'. The formulae have 

also been compared with other published results and good agreement has been obtained. 

In the following section the new formulae are used to examine the mutual coupling 
between patch antennae using theTLM. 

5.2.3 Transmission Line Model for Mutual Coupling 

It is assumed that the mutual coupling between two rectangular microstrip antennae can 
be evaluated as a function of the coupling between several narrow rectangular slots (Van Lil, 

1984) as shown in figure 5.2.5. and the mutual coupling can be represented by the voltage- 
dependent current sources. The equivalent circuit of two antennae is shown in figure 5.2.6. 

The [Y] matrix related to the currents and voltages can be written as: 

and 

Il-Ym1V, -YmfV4-Y, �eVZ = 
Y, I Y,, cschyL, Vi 

(5.2.28) 
(13 

-Y. IVI -ym, V4 - Y. V2 JYc, cschyL, ii Ay3) 

I2 - Ym2V4 - YmsV3 - Ym, VI 
_ 

Ystz Y, z csc hv4 Vi 
IY V- Y V- YV 

(5.2.29) 
4- m2 2 mr a mf j Y. 2cschy4 42 V4 

. Since I3= l4 = 0, the [Y] matrix of where Y, 1= Ysl +Y, t coth yLl and Ys12 = Y, Z +Y2 Goth 74 
the two-port network (port 1 and port 2) can be derived as, 

. 
2.30) 

Yll Y12 J' 
_ 

(1') 
(5 

Y21 Yn Vz 

and 
2 

Yu -_ 
Yý2 Yýz -YajY +2Ym, I YmrYmr -Yý2Y, -Y JYý1 (5.2.31) 

N 

Y -"- Y-" zym. - Ym, Y, ;+ YmnYmt2Ym, - YmtlYnJa 2+ Ymf 'njrr - ý'ºnr2YJmf 
(5.2.32) iz-zi- 

Y' 
N 
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Y_ 
Y lY 22 -Yý2Y, r +2Ymt2ymwymr -Ystl m2 -Y, s 

s12 (5.2.33) 
N 

where Y. 
11= 

Ysl +Y, l coth yLl 
YY2 =Ya2+YY2cothyL2 
Y, t, = Yl cschyL1 +Y, �, 
'mt2 = Y, 2 cschyl2 +Yrn2 
N= YýlYstz -Y ; (5.2.34) 

In the case of two identical patch antennae, we have 

- Ys1= Y, 2 9 Yci = Yca ' Li =4' Ymi = Ym2 ý 
ti = Y, R2 and Ymri = Ymt2 (5.2.35) 

The [S] parameters can then be calculated by 

and 

(5.2.36) S21 = 
2Y2 

-2 (1+Y, 
1) _T2 

(1- 
. 

)(1+Y. )-Y 
Sly °ý (5.2.37) 

(1+Y11) 
-Y2 12 

where Y11= 50. Y� and Y12 =50. Y, 2 . The mutual coupling (in dB) is given by 

Cp = 201ogloIS211 (5.2.38) 

5.2.4 Comparison with Published Results 

In order to check this TLM comparisons have been done with a number of published 
theoretical and experimental results for E and H-plane coupling. The coupling between two 
identical patch antennae has been examined and the specification of the patch antenna is 

shown in Table 5.2.4. J 
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Length: L=66.28mm 
Thickness: h=1.575mm 

Width: W=105.7mm 

E, =2.50 
Propagation Constant: )'=a+j(3 

where a=0. S, ß, sri tan 8 and ß=2I/Z0 

The resonant frequency of the patch is determined by 

C 
f" _ 2(L+26L) E�ý 

Table 5.2.4 Antenna's Specifications 

The experimental results published by Jedlicka and Carver (1981) and the theoretical 

model published by Van Lil (1984) were compared with the present model. The method of 
Van Lil is a transmission line model but uses a different method for evaluating the integral of 

mutual admittance. Figures 5.2.7 and 5.2.8 show the mutual coupling, for E and H-Plane, 

between two antennae as a function of the normalised distance (normalised to the 

wavelength in free space) between two nearest adjacent edges, respectively. Good agreement 

was obtained. 

5.3 Cavity Model Approach 

Compared with the IlAt the cavity model is generally recognised as superior in several 
aspects. The analysis can be employed to include any mode of excitation and applies equally 
to antenna of any geometric shape (Bahl, 1980). 

The electromagnetic advantages of the cavity model approach are as it will be seen added 
to by the ease of computer implementation and the fast computer run-times obtained using 
'MathCad'. 

For the above reasons and because of the difficulty in evaluated B12 by the TLM approach 
it was decided to give attention to the cavity model. A recent paper by Huynh and Lee 
(1992) outlined the relevant field analysis though in a somewhat cryptic form However it 

was therefore interesting to work out the general case analytic formulae and in particular to 
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unfold the computational/mathematical detail required in the evaluation of a line integral 

contained within another line integral - quite a novel procedure. 

Using the'Reaction' theorem and the cavity model the double-line integral for mutual 
impedance. are derived. The predicted results of the mutual impedance and the mutual 

coupling for E and H-plane coupling are then compared to the published results and good 

agreement is obtained. 

5.3.1 Formulation of Mutual Impedance 

Consider two rectangular microstrip antennae oriented in the x-y plane as shown in figure 

5.3.1. The antenna O'A'B'C' is referred to as antenna #1 and the antenna OABC is referred to 

as antenna #2. Antennae #1 and #2 are geometrically identical. The length and the width of 
the patch are'a' and "o', respectively and are fabricated on a substrate of thickness U, 

relatively permitivity'c and loss tangent'tanS'. The coaxial feeds are located at 
(xi, yl) and (xz, y2) respectively. The formulation is based on the cavity model in which the 

coupling is mainly due to the space wave and it is assumed that the substrate thickness is 

much less than the wavelength in free space so that the surface wave can be ignored. 

The mutual impedance, Z21, between the two antennae is given by Rumsey's Reaction 

theorem (1954): 

Z21= -1 
#(E(» 

" J(2) -H(l) " M(2)) S2 (5.3.1) 
1112 

S2 

where Il and '2 are the currents at the coaxial feeds of the patches and equal to 1 Ampere. 
E(», H(» refer to the electric and magnetic fields on antenna #2 due to antenna #1. 
J(2), M(2) are the equivalent electric and magnetic surface current density on antenna #2 

when it is self-excited. 

The integration is carried out over the surface of antenna #2. Since E() " J(2) is zero over 
the perfect conductive surface of the patch, we have 

Z21 =I 
#H(1) 

" M(2)dS2 (5.3.2) 
'1 2 S, 
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The surface S2 comprises of the four sides of the rectangle OABC and extends from 0 to 
h in the z-direction. Since H is uniform across 0: 5h the above integral for Z21 can be 

expressed as the line integral 

I 

Z21 =1 H(') " M(2)d lý (5.3.3) 
1112 'Z 

where M(2 and H(» are given by (Richards, 1981 and Huynh, 1992) 

(z) °° co T (X, y)Ymn(x2, Y ) z xn (5.3.4) M= jhw, uý m" 2 

m-O n-o 
kf- kmn 

where n is a unit vector in the direction of the outward normal to the path of integration and 

H(» =1 
{k2 E(')(x, Y)+0(v. F(')(x, y))] (5.3.5) 

ßa)µ-g. 

where 
() e-Jk0 r-r1 

F(1)_ ofM1 (r') dl, (5.3.6) 
4 ýr -0 

M") = 2M(2) (5.3.7) 
ix2. Y2)-ºixi"Yý) 

Tmn ýomeon 

Cos 
MAX 

COS. 
nxy (5.3.8) 

ab 

Fa- 

C1, 
P=O (5.3.9) 

ýp = 2, P#0 

k =köS, 
(1-jöe8) (5.3.10) 

22 

km2 
�= 

ä'r + ýb (5.3.11) 
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The transmission coefficient S21 is given by 

S21 = 
2Z21.2 0 (5.3.12) 

(Zll +50) -Z 1 

where Z11 is the input impedance of isolated antenna. The mutual coupling Cp is defined as 

Cp = 201og10IS211 (5.3.13) 

For the fundamental mode (mn=01), kY is given by 

JX, y)= 
? 

Co 
ab bb 

On substituting the expression from 5.3.4 through 5.3.11 into 5.3.3, the following 

expression for Z21 is eventually obtained (Appendix I) 

Z21=JKffco 
b co b {kog"(Z Xn, )"(Z x i)+ 

g(v" 
i)(v" 

44 la 

ýlgýx. n)(2. i )-g {(. 12)(2. i)+(9 A)(2 fl2)]Id', as (5.3.15) 

where 
2h z 

K=ä2b 
2co b 

ir ;r 

Y1 co b Y12 (5.3.16) 
l ke2ff k2 

oil 
) 

(5.3.17) 9= d and g= g(x, Y, x', Y') _e C(X 
- XT + (Y - Yy 

Jg e''k°d k2(x-x')2 3(x-x')2 

aCZ =- d3 
(l+jkod) 1+ 

1+Jk d d2 
(5.3.18) 

o 
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Og--e-j"ß(1+jkod) 
1+kö(Y-Y')2 _3(Y 

Y')2 
0d1+ jkod d2 

9g 
-(x-x')(y 

s y, )e-ikad 
(köd2 

-3- j3kod) (5.3.20) 
äxoy d 

d= (x-x')2 +(y- y')2 (5.3.21) 

The computation for Z21 takes into account all the interactions of the line integrations 
between the two antennae. This involves the integration of each segment of line B, with in 

turn each segment of line t... There are totally sixteen interactions involved giving rise to 

sixteen double integrations. Some of which can be combined to give the final set of 
integrations for Z21 as follows: 

Z21 = Zl +ZZ +Z3 +Z4 (5.3.22) 

where 

&g(x, L , x', 0) 
k; g(x, Lý,, x', 0)+ 

o'2 k 
&g( x, L +b, x', 0ý 

Lx+, a +k2g(x, Ly+b, x', 0) +y 
Z, =jK 

ff a2 'dx (5.3.23) 
tx o &. g(x, L 

, x', b) 
+kög(x, Ly, x', b)+ 2 

+kög(x, Ly +b, x', b) + 
&g(x, Lý +2b, x', b) 

3 
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CHAPTER 5 

og(x, L,, a, y') dg(x, Ly +b, a, y') 
L, +a b 

Z2= jK dx J Jco() 
611,16, 

L0b o"g(x, Ly, O, y') Og(x, Ly +b, 0, y') 

L &0 &0 

g(L. �Y, O, Y')+ 
, 5gS(Lx, Y, 0, Y') ko 

z 

Lý 
s(Lý + a"Y, o, Y') 

_L -k28(L, +a, Y, o, Y')- 
Z3 - jKJ f cos b cos 

b 11 
Y' dY 

-k, S(L�Y, a, Y )- ez 

JS(L, 
+kög(L, +a, Y, a, Y')+ 

+ a, y, a, y') 
e2 

. 9g(L,, y, x', o) 
ty+ee ýýy-Lyý -+ 

Z4=jK ff 
cos 

aý 

b 0'5g(Lx, Y, x', b) Ly 0+ 
-ko o 57 

o2g(L� +a, y, x', 0) 

(5.3.24) 

(5.3.25) 

a- e 
x'dy (5.3.26) 

i g(LT +a, y, x', b) 

ao'ý 

5.3.2 Comparison of Mutual impedance with Published Results 
In order to verify the validity of the above derivations, comparisons were made with a 

number of published theoretical and experimental values as shown graphically. The equations 
(5.3.22) have been used to compute the mutual impedance Z21 and the mutual coupling C. 

for two rectangular patches with the following parameters: 

Case (1). a=45mm, b=30mm, Er=2.32, tan6=0.001, h=0.5mm, the calculated resonant 
frequency = 3.262GHz. The feed points are located at x'1= x'2 = 27.5mm and 
y't = y'2 = 8.7mm. For this feed position the isolated input impedance for the TMO 1 mode is 

approximately 50Q (i. e. Z11=50f). 
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Case (2). a=105.7mm, b=66.28mm, 6, =2.5, tan5=0.001, h=1.575mm, the calculated 

resonant frequency = 1.418GHz. The feed points are located at A= y12 = 19mm. For this 
feed position, the isolated input impedance for the TMO1 mode is approximately 500 (i. e. 
Z11=50fl). 

Case (3). a=16.18mm, b=16.18mm, s, =2.33, tan6=0.001, h=0.79mm. the calculated 
resonant frequency = 5.995GHz. The feed points are located at y'1= y'2 =O (Le. microstrip 
feed). For this feed position the isolated input impedance for the TMO1 mode is 

approximately 2705 (see chapter 4). 

For the case (1) figure 5.3.2 shows the mutual impedance as a function of spacing 
between the two nearest edges of the antennae, normalised with respect to the free space 
wavelength Aa for E and H-plane while Figure 5.3.3 shows the mutual coupling for E and H- 

plane. They were then compared with the results from Huynh (1992). 

For the case (2) figure 5.3.4 shows the mutual coupling compared with the experimental 
results by Jedlicka and Carver (1979) and the theoretical results by Van Lil (1984) for E and 
H-Plane. 

For the case (3) figure 5.3.5 shows the computed results for the mutual impedance while 
figure 5.3.6 shows the mutual coupling for E and H-plane for the microstrip-fed antennae. 

It can be seen that the formulae for evaluating the mutual coupling (i. e. 20 log,,, S21J) give 

good agreement with the published results as shown in figures 5.3.3 and 5.3.4. However, it 

was found that the mutual coupling is very sensitive to the resonant frequency chosen. In 

order to compute the mutual coupling accurately using the present method the equation for 

calculating the resonant frequency fr needed to be modified in the form 

_C f' 
2(b+1.75&) VT,, (5.3.27) 

whereas in the transmission line model the effective length of the patch is taken as (b+25L) It 
is found that for the cavity model the results are highly sensitive to the effective length taken 
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and it was determined by numerical experiment that the effective length should be taken as 
(b+1.75SL). 

5.4 Comparison Between Measured and Predicted Mutual Coupling Results 

The arrangement for measuring the mutual coupling (S21) is shown in figure 5.4.1. 

Antennae were mounted on a rigid aluminium ground plane in order to obtain a good ground 

plane condition. 

Jedlicka (1981) showed that the mutual coupling takes place mainly due to the space 

wave and the surface wave can be neglected especially for the electrically thin substrate. This 

implied that it is not necessary to insert dielectric spacers between the two patches when the 

spacing is increased. 

In order to ensure that the mutual coupling is measured at the correct frequency and to 

ensure that the two antennae have the same resonant frequencies, the return loss of the 
individual patch was measured with the network analyser as shown in figure 5.4.2. The 

mutual coupling (S21) was then measured for E and H-plane as a function of normalised 

spacing between the edges of antennae. 

The specification of the antenna is as follows: 

Substrate: RT/Duroid 5780, sr 2.33, h=0.79mm, t=0.0355mm, tand=0.001 
Length = 16.18mm, Width = 16.18mm 
Resonant frequency = 5.8GHz 
Return loss < -14dB 
Feed: Micro strip feed 

Measured Results 
The return loss of the two antennae was measured as shown in figure 5.4.3. The 

impedance of the antennae (with the ? J4 matching line) was measured as: 

Antenna #1: 64.70-j 15.72 S2 at 5.82GHz, S 11=-14.47dB 
and Antenna #2 : 60.87-j18.50 S2 at 5.82GHz, S 11= -14.54dB 
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Note that ideally the impedance after the ? J4 matching line should be equal to 500.. 

Figure 5.4.4 shows the measured mutual coupling for E and H-plane compared to the 
theoretical results predicted from section 5.3. It should be pointed out that the predicted 

mutual coupling is based on the assumption that the two antennae are identical and perfectly 
matched to 5M. 

It can be seen that there is about a± 2-5dB difference from the theory. One of the main 
reasons is due to the mismatch effect of the patch antennae (Huynh, 1992). Moreover the 
discrepancy is also due to the reflections in the test chamber and the effect of an imperfect 

ground plane. 

It was also found that the E-plane coupling is stronger than the H-plane coupling as 
expected. For the H-plane the coupling becomes very weak as the spacing between the edges 
of the antennae increased beyond one wavelength. 

5.5 Summary and Conclusions 

Mutual coupling has been studied in detail. Two approaches to evaluate the mutual 
coupling between two patch antennae have been attempted, namely the TLM and the cavity 
model. In the case of the TLM new formulae for evaluating the mutual admittance was 
presented. The new formulae work for any adjacent spacing between the two radiating slots 
of antennae and are especially good for small spacing this being very important when 
examining the mutual coupling effect in the design of antenna array. Expressions for 

evaluating the mutual impedance between two antennae using the cavity model were also 
presented. For both approaches good agreements with the published and measured results 
were obtained. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Design and Performance of the RSU Antenna Array 

6.1 Introduction 

In order to obtain the necessary antenna gain, side lobe level and half-power beamwidth, 

the patches of the antenna array may have to be located very close to each other and power- 
fed unevenly. Because of the proximity of the patches it is therefore necessary in any design 

to include the effect of mutual coupling between patches. Jedlicka (1979), Heberling (1992), 

Gottwald (1993) and Moss (1993) have examined the effect of mutual coupling on the 

performance of an antenna array while Carver (1979) also showed how the effect of mutual 

coupling can be modelled using 'S' parameters. 

Thi chapter examines the parameters, including the effect of mutual coupling between 

patches, that have to be taken into account in the design of an antenna array using the'S' 

parameters. Finally a four by four patch antenna is designed and realised. There is a good 

agreement between the predicted and measured results of the designed array. 

6.2 Design Parameters of an Antenna Array 

Radiation Pattern 
For a patch element 'i' of a N-element array arrangement shown in figure 6.2.1, the 

radiation field E'ýj is given by (see chapter 4) 

2Va 
_jk ,2.; nBeýo koW koI E 0,, _-jee sin 2 cos 9 tan 9co 2 sin Osin for i=1,2,..., N (6.2.1) 

m' 

()ý 

where the effect of mutual coupling between the patches has been neglected. 

Mutual coupling between patches affects the input-impedance of the array as it causes 
reflections at the input port of the elements, resulting in a change of excitation voltages. To 
include this effect, the input slot voltage of each patch Vo i is expressed in the form 

V0, i= Vi + V-i = Vi (1 + ri) for i=1,2,..., N (6.2.2) 
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where F is the input reflection coefficient of the patch and is a function of the coupling 
between the patches. The power Prad, i and the electric field Eýj radiated by each patch are 

given by 

pmd, i = 
Eo. ' [1_IF, 12} (6.2.3) 

Em,, _ 17P = Em., J1_Irjl2 (6.2.4) 

where now Eýj is the electric field of a single patch antenna which includes the effect of 

coupling. 

Directivity 
The directivity D(O, 4) is a measure of the spatial distribution of radiated energy and is 

defined as the ratio of the power density in the 9,4 direction to the average power density 

radiated. Thus the directivity can be found from the following expression 

D(e, 0)= 2, rý 
Ig(e, O)f(0,0)12 (6.2.5) 

4ff Ig(e, O)f (e, 0)I Z sin W&iq 

Gain and Efficiency 

The directivity as given in equation (6.2.5) assumes that all the energy supplied to the 

antenna terminals is radiated. However some energy is dissipated or lost within the antenna 

and its feed network. A good measure of the performance is the actual gain of the antenna in 

the direction of maximum radiation and is given by 

G(em, 4m) = T1D(Om, 4m) (6.2.6) 

where r) is the efficiency of the antenna and its feed network. 

Beamwidth 
The beamwidth of the radiation pattern is determined by the number of elements, the 

element spacing, the excitation voltage amplitude distribution, and, the element pattern. 
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Generally for equal excitation voltage distribution, if the spacing between antenna elements is 

increased the beamwidth will be narrower and the side lobe level will unfortunately be 

increased. However in order to have a narrow beamwidth and low side lobe level it will be 

necessary to have an unequal excitation voltage distribution to the individual antenna 

elements (Parks, 1977). 

6.3 Modelling of Mutual Couplin using 'S' Parameters 
Mutual coupling affects the input reflection coefficients of each of the patch antennae and 

hence the antenna gain will be reduced and the polar pattern will be changed. The [S] 

parameter matrix which represents the mutual coupling between the antenna patches can be 

expressed in the form (Carver, 1979) 

VI S11 S12 SLY V+ 

V2 S21 
ºS22 

S2N V2 

VN SN1 SN2 SNN 
'N 

where V- and V+ are the reflected and incident voltages at each patch, respectively. 
Assuming a lossless feed-line network and all the incident voltages to the patches are equal, 
i. e. V+1= V+2 = ... = V+N 

, the input reflection coefficients of each patch can be expressed 
in the form 

rl = sll + S12 +... +SIN 
r2 S21 +s22 +... +s2N 

(6.3.2) 

IAN = SNI +SY2+... +SNN 

6.4 Design and Performance of a 5.8GHz 4*4 Planar Antenna Array 
A 5.8GHz circular polarisation antenna array has been designed as shown in figure 6.4.1. 

Each patch antenna elements has two input feeds located on adjacent sides with a 90° phase 
difference in order to produce circular polarisation. From the output port of the 3dB two- 
branch coupler the 5091 line feeds a pair of 5091 feed lines using the 35.4fl quarter 
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wavelength transformer. These 5O1 lines each feed a pair of 1000 lines. These 100fl lines 

each feed a pair of IOM fines using the 70.7fl quarter wavelength transformer. These 100CI 

lines then feed a pair of 75S2 lines using the 61.252 quarter wavelength transformer. Finally 

these 75SZ lines feed the individual antenna patches using the 15552 quarter wavelength 
transformer. 

Table 6.4.1 shows the relationship of spacing between the patches of a 4*4 array and the 
3dB beamwidth and the first side lobe level. In order to satisfy the requirement of the 

communication zone (see chapter 3), the beamwidth has been chosen as 16° and so the 

spacing between the patches is then 0.75,0. 

Resonant frequency: 5.8GHz 

Width of a single patch: 16.18mm 

H-plane pattern 

Element Spacing 
ko mm 

-3dB 
Beamwidth 

First Side lobe Level 
(dBi) at the angles(*) 

0.50 25.86 24 -17.37 ±44 

0.55 28.45 22 -16.47 ±40 

0.60 31.03 20 -15.83 ±36 

0.65 33.62 19 -15.37 ±33 
0.70 36.21 17 -15.01 ±31 
0.75 38.79 16 -14.74 ±29 

0.80 41.38 15 -14.51 ±27 
0.85 43.97 14 -14.32 ±25 
0.90 46.55 14 -14.19 ±24 
0.95 49.14 13 -14.08 ±22 
1.00 51.72 12 -13.95 ±21 

Table 6.4.1 Effect of Element Spacing on 3dB Beamwidth and First Side lobe Level 
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The radiation pattern for a 4*4 planar antenna array can be derived in the form 

Eo = 2E0,1 cos 
k0 (3cos9+3sin 0) +2E0.2 co 

k2° (3cos9+sin 

+2EO. 3 co 
{kodo (3 cos 9- sinn) +2E,. 4cos 

ký°(3cos0-d" 

+2EO., co 
k2° (cosh+3sino) +2E0.6co 'k2°(cos9+sino) 

+2E0.7 cos 
k2° (cos O- sin 0) 

1[ 
+2E,. $ cos 

k2° (cos9- 3sin 0) 

(6.4.1) 

where, because of the symmetry of the array, the following relationships have been used: 

Eý, 1= E4 
, 16 ; Eý, 2 = Eý, 15; Eý, 3 = Eý, 14; Eý, 4 = E4 

, 
13; 

Eý, S = Eý, 12; Eýfi = Eý, 11; Eý, 7 = Eý, 10; Eý, 8 = Eß, 9 
(6.4.2) 

For the H-Plane, j=180°, 0°<A<180° and the total electric field is given by 

I E4=2(E4,1+E4,2+E4,3+E`. 4)cos 
3 
2d°cosB 

+2(E4.5+EO. 6+EO. 7+E,, 8)cos 
k2° 

cos BJ C 
(6.4.3) 

while, for the E-Plane, 0=90°, 90°<ý<270° and the total electric field is given by 

E4=2(Eý, 1+EO. 4+E0,, +E,, 3)cos 
3k; 

° sing +2(EO. 2+EO, 3 +EO. 6+E4.7)cos 
k2° 

sin0 

(6.4.4) 

A computer program which takes into account the effect of coupling has been developed 

(see Appendix J) and used to predict the radiation pattern for both linear and circular 

polarisations. The following 'S' parameters for the array (element spacing = 0.75%o) were 

calculated using the cavity model (see chapter 5): 
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51,1=0 

S1,2 = 0.03096 L-2.59° 
, -30.18dB 

S1,3 = 0.01639 271.11° 
, -35.71dB 

S1,4 = 0.01111 L150.55° 
, -39.09dB 

S1,5 = 0.02605 L77.27° 
, -31.68dB 

S1,6 = 0.01389 L-92.62° , -37.15dB 
S1,7 = 0.01175 L10.85° 

, -38.60dB 
S1,8 = 0.00939 L107.16° 

, -40.55dB 
S 1,9 = 0.00600 L 157.85° 

, -44.44dB 
51,10 = 0.00506 Z 59.16° 

, -45.91dB 
51,11= 0.00590 L -143.67° , -44.58dB 
S 1,12 = 0.00624 L -12.09° , -44.10dB 
S l>13 = 0.00262 L -121.270, -51.62dB 
S1914 = 0.00244 Z 170.64° 

, -52.26dB 
S1,15 = 0.00301 L 9.51° 

, -50.44dB 
S1,16 = 0.0038 L 175.32° 

, -48.41dB 

Also because of the symmetry of the array, the following relationships can be deduced: 

Sl. 
l =S22 =S3 =... =516.16 

`512 
S2.3 s3,4 

'= `55.6 = `56,7 = `57,8 
59.10 = 510,11 = 511,12 = `13,14 

= 
S1431S = 515,16 

S1.3 = S2.4 = S57 = S6,8 59,11 = SIO. 
12 = S1311S = 514,16 

SI. 
4 = S5.8 = 5932 

- 
S13.16 

S1.5 S59 = 59,13 = S26 
6= 

56,10 
= 

510,14 
= 

S3,7 = 5'1,11 = SILlS = 54,8 58,12 512.16 

51,6 S2 
5 

52,1 = S36 
6= 

S3,8 S4,7 = 5530 = S6,9 = 56,11 = 57,10 = 57,12 = 58,11 = 59,14 = 510,13 = 5,0,15 = SI 
LU = S1 

L16 = 512,15 

S47 = S28 
8 

S3,5 S4,6 = S5,11 = 56.12 = S7.9 = 58,10 = 59,13 = 5,0,16 = 51113 = 512.14 

S,, 
8 

S45 
5= 

5532 = S8.9 = `59,16 = 512.13 

S19 
`52.10 = `53.11 = 54,12 = 5533 = 56,14 = 57,15 = 53-16 

51,10 = S29 52,11 = 53,10 = 53.12 = 54,11 = SS5,14 = 56.13 = S611S = 5134 = 57,16 = S8,1S 

SIJI = 52.12 = S39 = 54,10 = S5.15 = 56.16 = 57,13 = 58,14 

51.12 = S4,9 = 55,16 = 58,13 

SL13 = 52,14 = S3J5 = `x4,16 

Sld4 = `52.13 = 5215 = 53.14 = 53,16 = S4.5 

SL15 =S2.16 =53.13 =54.14 

51.16 = 54,13 

(6.4.5) 
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The individual input reflection coefficients of each patch can be obtained using equation 
(6.3.2). By substituting equation (6.3.2) into equations (6.2.4) and (6.4.1) the total radiation 

of the antenna array has been determined. 

Effect of Mutual Coupling on Radiation Pattern 
Figures 6.4.2 and 6.4.3 (for E and H-plane respectively) show the predicted radiation 

patterns for linear polarisation with and without mutual coupling being taken into account. It 

was found that the antenna gain is 0.03äB lower if the mutual coupling is included while the 
beamwidth and the side lobe level were unchanged. 

Figure 6.4.4 shows the effect of mutual coupling. on the radiation pattern for circular 

polarisation (CP). The antenna gain is 0.03dB lower while the beamwidth (16°) and the side 
lobe level (-12.56dB) were unchanged. 

Performance of a 4x4 Antenna Array 

The 4*4 Circularly Polarised (CP) antenna array was realised using a RTlDuroid 
(sr 2.33, h=0.79mm) substrate. The measured radiation pattern is shown in figure 6.4.5. The 

predicted and practical results were summarised in tables 6.4.2 and 6.4.3 together with the 

antenna gain and axial ratio. 

Antenna Gain 

=100% 

Half-Power 
Beamwidth 

Side lobe Level Axial Ratio 

20.28dBi 16° -12.56dB 0dB 
Table 6.4.2 Predicted Results (included mutual coupling) 

Antenna Gain Half-Power 
Beamwidth 

Side lobe Level 
RHCP, LHCP 

Axial Ratio 
RHCP, LHCP 

17.00dBi 15° -9dB, -11.8dB 1dB , 4.2dB 

Table 6.4.3 Practical Results 

The measured'S' parameters of the array are shown in figure 6.4.6 where S11= -20dB 
and S21 = -13.5dB at 5.8GHz. 
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Good agreement on both the beamwidth and the side-lobe level has been obtained 
between the practical results and the theory which takes into account the effect of mutual 

coupling. It was found that the mutual coupling has little effect on the beamwidth and the 

side lobe level when the spacing between the centres of elements is 0.75%o. Moreover there 

is a negligible effect (0.03dB) on the antenna gain. Therefore in practice it is not necessary to 

include the effect of mutual coupling in the design of antenna array when the spacing 
between the centres of antenna elements is equal to or greater than 0.75%o. 

6.5 Summary and Conclusions 

This chapter has shown how to model the mutual coupling on the performance of an 

antenna array using 'S' parameters. In order to satisfy the requirement of the range of the 

communication zone, a circularly polarised 4 by 4 RSU antenna array with a high gain and a 

narrow beamwidth has been realised. It was shown that the mutual coupling has negligible 

effect on the performance of the antenna array. Therefore in practice under the constraints of 

the design parameters, it is not necessary to include the mutual coupling effects. 
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70.71ohms, 1/4 

61.2ohms, 1/4 
75ohms 

55ohms, 1/4 

100ohms 

SOohms 

4ohms, 1/4 

50ohms 

Figure 6.4.1 5.8GHz C. P. Array Antenna with Feed Line Impedance 
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CHAPTER 7 

Design and Performance of an ASK Detector/PSK Modulator and 

an Image Rejection Mixer (IRM) 

7.1 Introduction 
This chapter reviews the theory of an ASK detector and a single-diode PSK modulator. 

An ASK modulator is used for demodulating the ASK signal transmitted from the RSU in 

the case of down-link operation. For up-link operation a PSK modulator is used for 

modulating the microwave carrier. In order to make the OBU simple and inexpensive, a 

single-diode arrangement is used for the realisation of a combined ASK detector/PSK 

modulator. Then the theory and performance of an image rejection mixer (IRM) used at the 
RSU is also presented. 

7.2 Review of Diode Detector Theory 

Modelling of Diode Characteristic at High Frequencies 
The diode equivalent model shown in Figure 7.2.1 consists of a junction resistance and 

capacitance Rf and Cj 
,a series resistance R, and the package parasiticsL1, L2 and Cl . The 

diode impedance is given by 

Z=Jw +1 d -. l 
1J+ jwC1 

where 

(7.2.1) 

1+ja CR 
Y, =ýj (7.2.2) 

(R, +Rj - o)L2Cj Rj)+ jw -L2 +CCRj R, 

If it is assumed that the diode has an ideal I-V characteristic, the dc voltage-current 
relationship of a diode is given by (Cowley, 1966) 

l_ I3(eaVj -1) (7.2.3) 

where i is the instantaneous diode current, I, is the diode saturation current, Vj is the 

voltage across the junction resistor and a is given by 

e 
a_ 

nkT 
(7.2.4) 
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where n is the ideality factor, e is the electron charge and k is the Boltzmann constant. 
Since the diode junction resistance RR is the inverse of the average slope of the I-V curve at 

the operating point, giving 

RJ = 
di 
dv 

(7.2.5) 
Ja je 

(1s +1o) 

where Io is the bias current. The junction capacitance Cj is given by 

Cl - 
Cho 

(7.2.6) 
Vi 

0 
where 

Vj=ä1nI(7.2.7) 
J 

and Cj° is the junction capacitance at zero bias and 0 is the diode work function. 

At high frequencies the diode is influenced not only by the junction resistance and 
junction capacitance, but also by the parasitic components. Therefore, in the design of the 
ASK detector, a matching circuit is connected to the diode so that the maximum power 
transfer can be obtained. 

Diode Noise 
For a biased diode the output noise is a combination of shot noise of the barrier, the 

thermal noise of the series resistance and the low-frequency noise (called 1/f noise, or, 
flicker noise). Two assumptions are made (Uhlir, 1963): 

1. that the shot and thermal noise are white (its power spectrum is quite flat in the usual 
output frequency ranges) and 

2. that the flicker noise has a IN spectrum 

The shot noise in bandwidth B generated in a Schottky barrier diode due to the junction 

resistance is given by Van der Ziel (1970) 
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V. 2 2nkTBR 
1,, +21, 7.2.8 n1= j IO+is 

) 

and the thermal noise generated in the diode series resistance is given by 

vn2 = 4kTBR3 (7.2.9) 

Flicker noise varies as IN and its value depends on the frequency and bandwidth of the 
detector and is given by (Bhartia, 1988) 

V. 2 =2nkTRiffIn 1+ f 
L 

(7.2.10) 

where fL is the lower frequency limit of the measurement bandwidth B, and f, is the comer 
frequency which is defined as the frequency where the flicker noise equals the shot noise 

generated in the junction resistance. 

The total noise generated in the diode is therefore 

vn = vnl +vn2 +vn3 = 4kTB Rn Io +2I, 
+R +R n f° In 1+ 

B 
(7.2.11) ý2 1, +1, j2 B T" 

The total output noise from the amplifier is then given by 

va = 4kTBG 2 R' +Rj 2ý In 1+ 
B{' 

(7.2.12) 
�L 

where 
R'=R 

j 
n1. +21'+R 

+R (7.2.13) 
2 1. +1, 

and Ra is the equivalent noise resistance and G is the gain of the amplifier. 
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Theory of the Diode Detector 
The diode detector includes an input matching network, a dc biasing arrangement, a 

Schottky barrier diode and a video amplifier. The matching network is used to maximise the 

absorbed microwave power by the diode while the dc biasing current is used to enable the 
diode to work in the square-law region for low-level detection and also to produce a 

reduction of the r. f. and output (video) impedance of the diode. Reducing the r. £ impedance 

allows an easier realisation of the r. f. matching network and the lower output impedance 

allows the use of a lower input impedance amplifier. The bandlimited video amplifier is used 

to convert the detected voltage into the TTL data. Matching the impedance of the diode with 

that of the video amplifier results in an improvement in the sensitivity of the detector 

(Oxley, 1980 and Siegal, 1975). The generalised microwave detector circuit is shown in 

Figure 7.2.2. Figure 7.2.3 shows the output current resulting from a sinusoidal input applied 
to the non-linear diode junction. For a small applied ac voltage SV, the application of the 
Taylor expansion to equation (7.2.3) gives 

22 

i=i(Va+ov)=i(Va)+, v di 
+bV 

di+... (7.2.14) 
dVj 

1 
2! dV 21 

The voltage sensitivity (, ßv) is defined as the open-circuit output voltage divided by the 

power absorbed in the diode and is given by (appendix K) 

2 
aRfRL RAY, Volts ý, =2 Rj +1ý (RV +RL) 1+ jwCjRj [1+ jwL (Y, + jwC, )] 

Rý4°) 
/Watts 

X7.2.15) 

The tangential signal sensitivity (TSS) is used to measure the ability of the detector to 
detect a signal against a background noise which includes amplifier noise. The TSS is defined 

as the amount of microwave signal power (below the OdBm reference level) which is 

required to produce an output pulse whose amplitude is sufficient to raise the noise 
fluctuations by an amount equal to the average noise level. The minimum input power is 
defined as the r. f. input power required to produce an output signal-to-noise ratio of unity 
(or 0dB) for a bandwidth of 1 Hz. 

The voltage signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the detector is given by 
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S_N "Pi. (7.2.16) 

NB J41CTB[R'+Rj2 `B In 1+ 
L 

For a diode with a low flicker noise, it reduces to 

S_Y 
, 
P,,, (7.2.17) 

4kTBR 

The minimum detectable signal P,,,;,, can be determined by letting S/N = 1(or 0dB) giving 

Pý _ 
4kTBR' 

Qv 
(7.2.18) 

TSS can also be illustrated as the condition when the negative noise peaks riding on the 
detected voltage Vom, equal the noise peaks when no signal is present as shown in Figure 

7.2.4. At the above (tangent) condition 

Vpk = VV, 
-Vpk or Vd,, = 2Vpk = 21(2V� 

therefore 
Vet = Qy TSS = 2hV. 

The TSS becomes 

TSS = 
2-f2- V" 

=2f 
4kTBR' 

_ 2-P 
fill Qv 

or TSS(dBm) = 4.5dß+P.,. (dBm) 

(7.2.19) 

(7.2.20) 

(7.2.2 1) 

(7.2.22) 

Therefore the TSS is approximately 4.5dB above the minimum detectable signal power 
P.,. when S/N=1 (or 0dB) and from equation (7.2.20) 

TSS =Vom`` = 
2J 

(7.2.23) 
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For a bit error rate (BER) of 10-6 in the ASK non-coherent detection, the probability P. 

of an error is related to 
2 

(Shanmugan, pp40l) as follows: 

Pt -- 
4/ 

eXp 
(r 

- A)2 
dr =QA =10-6 (7.2.24) Jam, 42; 

r 2dß 2Q 

where A is the peak detected voltage and oý is the r. m. s. noise power. Since 
A=4.75, 
2a 

A=Q 
"P' =2*4.75 = 9.5 , where P. is the received power at the input of the detector. 

Q V. 

Combining with equation 7.2.23, P, is given by 

P, = 9.5 
v" 

= 9.5 
TS 

= 3.39TSS (7.2.25) 

or P, (dBm) = 5.3dß+TSS(dBm) (7.2.26) 

Hence the actual received power at the input of the diode detector is required to be 

approximately 5.3dB above the TSS in order that the BER is 10-6 . 

Comparison of the TSS Between the Practical and Theoretical Results 
The TSS has been evaluated as a function of impedance and bandwidth values of the 

video amplifier against the biasing current of the diode at both 2.45GHz and 5.8GHz as 

shown in Figures 7.2.5 and 7.2.6 respectively. As the biasing current is reduced, the diode 

resistance will be higher than the load resistance so most of the detected voltage appears 

across the diode rather than across load. However, at higher biasing current, the diode is no 
longer working at the square-law region. It can be seen that if the biasing current is too high 

or too low, the TSS is reduced. In addition by limiting the bandwidth of the video amplifier 
the TSS can also be improved. At 2.45GHz the optimum biasing current is about 200µA 

giving the TSS equal to -50dBm for a lkf load impedance and a IMHz bandwidth while at 
5.8GHz the optimum biasing current is about 20µA giving a TSS value of -57dBm for a 3.3k 
91 load impedance and a 1MHz bandwidth. 

In order to compare the measured values of the TSS with the theoretical results, diode 
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detectors using a HSMS-8 101 diode were fabricated and tested at 2.45GHz and 5.8GHz, 

respectively (the bandwidth of the CRO was 60MHz and the load impedance was lkfl). 

Table 7.2.1 shows the comparison between theoretical and practical results and a fairly good 

agreement was obtained. 

Theoretical Practical 

TSS (2.45GHz) 200 to -42dBm -44dBm 
TSS (5.8GHz) 20 -48dBm -50dBm 

Table 7.2.1 Comparison of TSS Between Theoretical and Practical Results 

7.3 Theory and Design of a Single-Diode PSK Modulator 
The diode impedance in'on' and'off conditions at the high frequency is required in the 

design of a PSK modulator. Since the diode may not appear as a perfect switch, it is 

necessary to design a matching network to establish that the input reflection coefficients 
have equal magnitudes and a 180° phase difference with respect to 50fl resistance of the 

modulator for both'on' and'off states of the diode. 

This section first presents the theoretical and measured values of the diode impedance at 
high frequencies. An analysis of a non-ideal PSK modulator and the design of the matching 
network for the PSK modulation is then presented. And finally the performance of a 
combined ASK detector/PSK modulator is discussed. 

Diode Impedance and Measurement 

The parameters of the HSMS-8101 diode given by the manufacturer are as follows: 

1ý = 40 I, =1nH 
L2 = 1.3nH Cl = 0.22pF 
Coo = 0.23pF (junction capacitance at V=0) 

I, = 90nA (diode saturation current) 

a= e/(nkT) 4=0.5 

n=1.08 (ideality factor) e=1.6021917E-19 (electron charge) 
k=1.380622E-23 (Boltzmann constant) T= 300K 

Using the equation 7.2.1 the theoretical values of the diode impedance varying as a 
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function of biasing current are shown in Table 7.3.1 at 2.45GHz and 5.8GHz, respectively. 

The test-circuit for measuring the impedance of the diode is shown in Figure 7.3.1. A 

network analyser was used to determine the impedance of the diode. However in order to 

obtain the impedance it is necessary to include the effect of the 5052 line offset, as it is not 

possible to connect the network analyser directly to the diode terminals. Table 7.3.1 shows 
the measured impedance of the diode at both 2.45GHz and 5.8GHz along with the 

theoretical values. They are also shown on the Smith Chart in Figure 7.3.2(a) and (b). 

As can be seen the theoretical and practical results are consistent over the range of bias 

current used. In order to produce PSK modulation it is necessary to continuously switch the 
diode current'On' and'Off. From the results shown on the Smith Chart (Figure 7.3.2) the 
bias current required to switch the diode'On' is 8mA. The corresponding reflection 

coefficients are shown in Table 7.3.2. 

Biasing 

Currant 

Diode Impedance (Zd) (f2) 

at 2.45GHz eoretical) 

Diode Impedance (Zd) (S2) 

at 2.45GHz (Measured) 

Diode Impedance (Zd) (Q) 

at 5.8GHz eorctical 

Diode Impedance (Zd) (0) 

at 5.8GHz (Measured) 

0 1.19-'123.56 6.50-'169.99 1.63- ' 9.21 1.05-'20.68 

201tA 14.60 -' 108.35 11.10 -' 155.98 5.53 -'0.50 1.09 -' 12.76 

40 26.46-' 103.02 15.55-' 153.17 8.93+' 1.06 2.11 -' 11.14 

6OpA 36.99 -' 96.88 20.65 -' 150.79 12.20+j 2.28 3.09 -j9.89 

80 46.02-' 89.84 24.57-' 148.74 15.36+' 3.44 4.02-' 8.82 

100 53.47 -' 82.18 28.99 -' 146.53 18.42 +' 464 5.09 -' 7.76 

1mA 34.65 +j 28.54 87.69 -' 25.93 55.07+j 74.35 52.05 +' 62.67 

2mA 20.34+' 34.36 45.99+' 22.95 40.93 +j 97.81 51.36+' 140.58 

3mA 15.20+' 35.59 22.71 +j 35.08 32.38+' 104.56 37.78+' 155.35 

4mA 12.58+' 36.05 15.67+' 37.09 27.39+' 107.35 30.66+' 160.01 

5mA 10.99+'36.28 12.82 +j 37.65 24.21+'108.78 26.12+'161.85 

6mA 9.93+' 36.41 11.46+' 37.83 22.01 +j 109.63 23.09+' 159.64 

7mA 9.18+j 36.49 10.52+' 37.97 20.41 +j 110.17 20.47+' 161.18 

8m, 4 8.61+'36.54 9.90+'38.02 19.19+'110.54 19.27+'161.63 

9mA 8.16+' 36.59 
- 

9.45+' 38.09 
- 

18.23+ 110.81 18.58+' 162.33 

1OmA 7.81 +j 36.61 

ý 

9.13 38.13 17.46+' 111.02 18.38+' 162.56 

Table 7.3.1 Diode Impedance (2.45GHz and 5.8GHz) 
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Biasing Current Measured Reflection Coefficients 

(2.45GHz) 

Measured Reflection Coefficients 

(5.8GHz) 

OmA'off r1=0.980E-32.7° r1=0.965L-135.0° 

8mA'on' r2=0.779L104.11 r2=0.936L34.00 

Amplitude difference: 

Phase difference: 

Or=1.99dB 

00=136.8° 
er=o. 27dB 

0O=169° 

Table 7.3.2 Diode Reflection Coefficients (2.45GHz and 5.8GHz) 

Analysis of a Non-Ideal PSK Modulator 

This section examines the effect of amplitude and phase error of the reflection 
coefficients on the non-ideal PSK modulator in terms of the bit error rate (BER). Consider a 
PSK signal in the form 

v(t) =f (t) cos(a) t+ O(t)) +n(t) (7.3.1) 

with a phase error tq5 = 01- 0o + 180° and amplitude error k= dl /do 
. The bandlimited noise 

can be expressed as (Schwartz, p. 365) 

n(t) = r(t) cos{wot + O(t)) (7.3.2) 

where x(t) = r(t) cos6(t) and Y(t)=r(t) sin O(t). lathe synchronous demodulation as 
shown in Figure 7.3.3, the output voltage is given by 

'! ' 
vo(t) = v(t) " coswot =f (t) cosq$(t)+x(t) = 

dcosO for'! ' 
+x(t) (7.3.3) 

do cosoo for'0' 

The equation 7.3.3 can be expressed as 

dl cosh, for' 1' 
v°(t) 

-d° cos{q, - 0o) for '0' +x(t) (7.3.4) 

Assuming the error has a normal distribution (thermal noise only) as shown in Figure 
7.3.4 the probability of error for '0' and' 1' are given by 
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00 
P, o =f p(x+do cos(q$1- 0O))dx (7.3.5) 

0 

0 
Pr1= f p(x-dl cosO1)dx (7.3.6) 

respectively. Equations 7.3.5 and 7.3.6 can be expressed as 

(x +d, co401-Ao))2 

_e- 
2°° 1 do co40, -0o) P. o =j2 erfc ýu 

(7.3.7) 

0 27t& 

s 
_ 

(x-d, cosý, ý 
e 2oß 

Pst 1-" 
2ýraz 

=1 erfc( 
d' s (7.3.8) 

0 
ý- 22Q 

The bit error rate BER = POPO +PP,,. Assuming Po=P1=0.5 the BER was derived as 

or 

1 do cos(01-Ao) d, cost (7.3.9) erfc 
ýý 

rfc BER =a 4 Via +e 

BER =4 erfc 
Eb 

costa +erfc 
Eb (7.3.10) 

Uo 77o 

where the amplitude error is equal to 201oglo 
d, ' = 20log(k). 

z 

For an ideal case where d0=d1=A and 04=0° (ý1=0° and ý0=180°) the bit error rate 
(BER) is given by 

BER =2 erfc 
E6 (7.3.11) 
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The relation between the BER and the amplitude error and phase error is shown in 
Figures 7.3.5 and 7.3.6. Further the relation between the BER and the combined amplitude- 
phase error is shown in Figure 7.3.7. In order to maintain the reflection coefficients of equal 
magnitude and phase difference of 180° between'on' and 'off conditions, it is necessary to 
have a matching network, as is demonstrated in Table 7.3.2 (page 84). 

It is also shown that the phase error has less effect on the bit error rate compared to the 

amplitude error. It is however more important to have an equal amplitude rather than an 
exact 180° phase difference for a PSK modulator. 

Design and Performance of the PSK Modulator 
Three different matching networks as shown in Figure 7.3.8 can be used to transform the 

terminating impedances Z1 and Z2 into the reflection coefficients I'1 and r2 at the output. 
Z1 and Z2 correspond to the impedances of the diode in its 'off' and'on' state. The design 

procedure is based on the work by Atwater (1980). 1-1 and r2 must satisfy the condition 

ri (Zi) = eJ4 r2 (Z2) (7.3.12) 

where 4 is the value of phase shift. The equation 7.3.12 can be expressed as 

Z' -Z- =eJ#Z2-Zm (7.3.13) Zl+Zm z2 +Z� 

The expressions for calculating the values of Zm are shown in the Appendix L. Once the 
virtual impedance Zm is calculated from Z1, Z2 and 4, the parameters of the different 

matching networks can be calculated and are summarised below: 

a) Quarter-Wavelength Double-Stub Transformer (Fig. 7.3.8(a)) 
If Zm is expressed as follows, 

Zm = Zo / (gm + jbm) (7.3.14) 

then the electrical lengths of the two stubs are 
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O1=+tan-' 
1-gm (7.3.15) 

gm 

6z = tan 1[-b, 
� + g, �(1- S, �) 

(7.3.16) 

where 02 is the length of the stub nearer the termination. 

b) Transmission Line Transformer (Fig. 7.3.8(b)) 

Characteristic impedance 

_ __ 
(R^Z° -R- Xm) (7.3.17) Z°m Z. 

(Zo - `tin) 

Electrical length 

9m = tan -1 
(Z 

x2 
(RmzZ, --m (7.3.18) 

0m 

c) Tandem 3/8 - Wavelength Network (Fig. 7.3.8(c)) 

The characteristic impedance of the 45° section is Zm, and the 90° section has a 

characteristic impedance 

Z. = I, +, m (7.3.19) 

Z.. _f °ý^Zm (7.3.20) 

4 The phase shift circuit was designed for the frequency of 2.45GHz and a phase shift 

=180° using an HSMS-8101 diode. The impedance of the diode in its'on'"and'off states was 

measured in order to determine the design parameters Z1 and Z2. Measured values of the 
'off and'on' state impedances obtained were as follows: 

Z1=12.86 j165.62 (fl) at IB=OmA'Off, and Z2=9.97+j38.88 (fl) at IB=8mA'On! 
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and hence Zm was calculated as (see Appendix L) 

Z& =102.06J50.43 (SZ), and gm=0.3937 b&=O. 1949 

By using Zm, the parameters of the three different matching networks were determined 

and the results are summarised below: 

a) Quarter-wavelength double-stub transformer: 01= +51.14° and 02= +16.37°, 

b) Transmission line transformer: Z'om 86.8752, and 0m 60.86°, 

c) Tandem 3/8 - wavelength network: Zm= 113.8452 and Zom 59.4752. 

The matching networks for the three topologies have been modelled and the dimensions 

of the line optimised. They were fabricated on RT/Duroid cr=2.20, h=1.57mm, tand=0.0012. 
The circuit layouts are shown in Figure 7.3.9(a) to (c). Both the simulated and the practical 

results are shown in Table 7.3.3. 

'Su rCom ' Simulation Measurement 

Ti Ö&) r2 (On) er e Ti r2 (On) er e 

A -1.76dB -1.02dB 0.74dB 180.2° -0.70dB -1.14dB 0.52dB 183.5° 

B -0.98dB -0.98dB 0dB 180.2° --- --- --- --- 
C -1.01dB -1.00dB 0.01dB 181.8° --- -- --- --- 

Table 7.3.3 Comparison of a 2.45GHz PSK modulators Between 
Theoretical and Measured Results 

It was found that the topologies B and C did not agree with the theory (the results are 
not shown since the discrepancy was too great). In order to get near 180° phase shift and 
equal magnitudes of I'1 and IF,, it was necessary to fine tune the length of the matching line. 

The discrepancy may be due to the difficulty of soldering the pin of the diode to a precise 
position on the very thin microstrip line. However the topology (a) (double-stub matching 
network) gave good results namely AI'=0.52dB and 04=183.5°. 

In order to obtain a better virtual r. £ ground for the diode the AJ4 rectangular patch was 
replaced with a radial stub as shown in Figure 7.3.10. The measured coefficients for'Off and 
'On' states were: 
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I', = -0.93dBL - 55° and I'2 = -0.99dBL124.5° 
or er=O. 04dB and 04=179.5°. 

The same method was used for 5.8GHz and in this case it was found that topologies A 

and C have extreme I. JW ratios which are hard to realise. Matching network B was selected 
with length L=15mm and width W=4.1mm Then the matching network with the diode was 
built and tested using network analyser. It was found that the reflection coefficient of the 'on! 

state is practically independent of the biasing current in the range 6-10 mA. 

The measured reflection coefficients for'on' and'off states were: 

' r1= -L 604dBL -119.25° and r2= -1.729dBL59.74° 
or er=0.125dB and e4=178.99°. 

Single Diode ASK Detector/PSK Modulator 
The PSK modulator has also been used as an ASK detector. Switching the diode between 

OmA and 8mA allows the diode to function as a PSK modulator. Biasing the diode at 20µA 

allows the diode to function as an ASK detector. The matching network is designed for the 
diode acting as a PSK modulator which results in a mismatch in the ASK detector. The 

resultant TSS will be degraded by the factor 

-lologlo(1-IrPSK. in 
12 )dB (7.3.21) 

where T p5K,,,, is the input reflection coefficient of the PSK modulator which is functioning as 

an ASK detector. 

The 2.45GHz PSK modulator was then tested as an ASK detector whose TSS was 
degraded from -50dBm to -45dBm due to the mismatch of the matching network. For the 
5.8GHz PSK modulator, the measured TSS was also degraded from -52dBm to -48dBm. 

7.4 Theory of an Image Rejection Mixer (IRM) 
The image rejection mixer (IRM) consists of two broadband mixers, together with a 

common local oscillator and four phase shifters as shown in Figure 7.4.1. The basic element 
of the mixer is two broadband single balanced mixers consisting of a 3dB coupler and two 
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diodes as shown in Figure 7.4.2(a). The equivalent circuit for analysis is shown in Figures 

7.4.2(b) to (d). The advantages of using the single balanced mixer are that the local oscillator 
(pump) and signal ports are isolated and that the local oscillator noise is suppressed (Saleh, 

1971). The two diodes are connected so that on a positive half cycle of the local oscillator 
waveform only one diode is in forward conduction whilst the other is effectively switched 
oft On a negative half-cycle the process is reversed. This means that there is 180° phase 
difference between the operation of the two pairs. The Fourier series for the resistance of the 

resistive diode is therefore given by 

and 

00 
r+(t) = J? +2ER, cosnavpt (7.4.1) 

n-l 

Go 

r (t) = R. +21: (-1)"Rn cosntvpt (7.4.2) 
"_1 

where r. and r are the diode resistance in the Fourier series form for the positive and 
negative half cycles of the local oscillator waveform, respectively. op is the pump (local 

oscillator) frequency. From Figure 7.4.2(d) the output current I (t) is given by 

and 

I, (t)=li(t)-i2(t) (7.4.3) 

il(t)+i2(t) = 2i, (t) (7.4.4) 

from equations (7.4.3) and (7.4.4) 

and 

il(t) = i3(t)+ 
1 fit) 

(7.4.5) 

i2(t) =Yt)- 
12t) 

(7.4.6) 

It can then be shown that the signal voltages (v, (t)) and the if currents Q, (t)) at all possible 
frequencies in the circuit are given by 
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v 
4r+(t)r (t) 

I. 
2[r (t)-r+(t)] 

v : 
(t) = 

r+(t)+r (t)s(t)+ r+(t)+r (t) , (t) (7.4.7) 

and 

_2r 
t -r+ t)1 If (t) 
t tt'(t)+ rt 

ve(t) (7.4.8) J 
r+O+r O r+(t)+r (t) 

In these equations the voltage at the input is restricted to contain only the components at 
signal frequency and the output current contains only the component at i. f. frequency. 

For the IRM it is necessary that the following conditions are satisfied. 

1. Were can be no net image power transfer between two identical mixers. The image 

recovery must only be due to the cancellation of image voltages (or currents) generated 
by each individual mixer at the input port in order to prevent any power loss at this 
frequency. In other words this creates short or open circuit terminations for the images. 

2. The mixers are both 'broadband' and the theoretical minimum conversion loss of each 
mixer is 3dB since this divides the input r. f. power equally between i. f. and image 
frequencies. 

As far as the image rejection mixer is concerned, by suitable choice of phase shifters, the 
broadband properties of the two mixers (which would normally lead to a minimum 
conversion loss 3dB) can be modified so that dissipation of power at the image frequency in 
the input termination is avoided. 

In realising a practical circuit using two mixers together with phase shifters, the design 

must satisfy the following requirements: 

1. The signal and local oscillator phase shifts must combine to produce either image voltage 
or image current cancellation at the input port; 

2. The signal at the image frequency should generate i. f. voltages from the I and Q- mixer 
channels and these voltages will cancel each other out; and 

3. The signal at the r. f signal frequency should generate i. f. voltages from the mixers at the I 
and Q- channels, which are then combined to give a maximum i. f power output. 
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The image rejection mixer reflects any image frequency component appearing at the r. £ 

terminals of the mixer back to the diode for reconversion to i. f. which is in phase with the 

original generated i. £ signal. The anglesa1 and a2 shown in Figure 7.4.1 must be chosen so 

that the input impedance of the mixers at image frequency are either open or short circuited. 

Consider the input signal (which in complex form is valid for AM, DSB, SSB and NBFM 

as shown in Figure 7.4.3) as 

vJ = a, eJ('t+m, ) 
ails 

L (7.4.9) 

The input signals after a phase shift by al or a2 and fed into 1' and 'Q' mixers become, 

(7.4.10) 
ý,. 

LJ 

JQ= la, eJ("It+m, -': ) +e-J(m1+m. -a2)] (7.4.11) LJ 
ails 

The output of the local oscillator after a phase shift of 0 for the 'r channel becomes 

Tr _ apref(m, r-#) +e-. ý(d, t-, 6) j (7.4.12) 

while for the 'Q' channel it is 

V. g =ap[e4°' +e-'°"] (7.4.13) 

The Fourier series for the conductance of the diodes of the two mixers is given by: 

g(t), = go +g, 
(eJ(W, t-a) +e-f("It-'8))+92(en(wrt-, 6) +e-12(0,1-, #))+... (7.4.14) 

g(t)Q = go +g1(eJW pt +e-f 0't) +g2(eJ2wpt +e-j2 2 Pt)+... (7.4.15) 

The output current (or voltage) of the mixer i(t) v. g(t) (or v(t)=i. R(t)) can be separated 
into different frequency components at the i. f. and image frequencies as shown below 
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I-Channel: 

Q-Channel: 

= K1Eas [ef_0t_tt-ý) 1 
(7.4.16) (I,. 

f)I J all. 

1 
(Ii. ), = K2ýa, 

[eJ 2w m 
)t-#f+a, 

-2ß) 
+e J 

-J((2wp -wr)t-O, +a, -2P) (7.4.17) 
dl. 

(i, ) 
Q= 

K1Ea, 
[emP_03)t_r2) 

+e-J((d-m, 
)r-ý, +a=)1 (7.4.18) 

al,. J 
ýIrýº)Q =K21: a, 

[eJ«20P_0, +ct: )+e-2w, -r-#2)1 (7.4.19) 
all. 

J 

where Kl and K2 are constants representing the Fourier coefficients of the non-linear device 
(mixer diode). K2 is smaller than Kl as K2 is derived from the 2nd harmonic of the 
conductance waveform. 

In considering the image signal which is generated from the two single balanced mixers, 
the total phase shift for the image signal is given by: 

fj[(2wp-w, )t-0, 
+a1-2Q]±j[(2wp-w, )t-ý, +a2] 

=±j[01+a1-2ß]±j[01 +a2] (7.4.20) 

where 9, = 
(2cap 

- w, 
)t 

- 0, . The phasor diagram of the image signal in the 'F and 'Q' 

channels is shown in Figure 7.4.4 and the condition for the image signal to cancel is 

(61+a, 
-2ß)-(91+a2)=n, r, n=1,3,5,... 

Wig, 
(al-a2)-2Q=nir 

Taking 0=7t/2, 

al-a2)=m7r, m=0,2,4,... 

(7.4.2 1) 

(7.4.22) 

(7.4.23) 
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Therefore, a condition to create an open circuit at the node 0 is 

and 

al - a2 =0 and Q=! (7.4.24) 

(I,. ), +(1,. )Q =0 (7.4.25) 

The image currents cancel each other out at the node 0 and no power is dissipated in the 

source conductance. 

Considering the phase components of i. f. outputs at channels I and Q aller a phase shift of 

y the following result is obtained: 

±j[(wp-w, )t-0, +a, -ß] ±j{(wp-w, jt-q, +a2 rl 

=±j[9z+a, -ß]±j[62+a2-Y] (7.4.26) 

where 62 = 
(cop 

- cojt - 0, . The phasor diagram for the IF. in'r and'Q' channels is shown 
in Figure 7.4.5. The vector sum is a maximum when the two vectors are in phase so that 

9z+a1-ß=92+a2-y (7.4.27) 

giving y= n/2. Therefore the if. current at the output port (after phase shifted by n/2 for Q- 

channel) is given by 

llrf. 
ýQL-90° 

= 

r ±J((w, -w, 
)t-#r+at 7ý fj(1 

=K1Ea3 e\2 +e 

all a 

=2Kta, ei 
(dp-0, )t -0, +-, - n2) t (7.4.28) 

all. 
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As the current (voltage) at the node 0 is zero, the image of the I and Q-channels will be 

reflected back to the mixers and converted into intermediate frequencies. The i. f. outputs for 

I and Q channels after the second mixing (indirect i. f. ) are given below. 

I-Channel: 

= (Irm), *g(t), 

3j s 
alts 

(mr'm, ýf-ý, +aý'ý1 

= K3 a, etll \z (7.4.29) 
all . 

Q-Channel: 
((]im)Q), 

f 
= (IJ�. )Q*g(t)Q 

= K, 1: a, e±J((w-w, 
)r-O. +a2) (7.4.30) 

ah 

The value of K, is smaller thanK2 and KI. After a phase shift of y= 7t/2 for ((IJQ): 

r., /. 

((Ifl)Q)" 
=K3Zase 

all a 

Thus the total output current can be obtained by 

I'm + (I, 
f)Q + ((I 

b. 
), ) + 

,1 ((lun)g), 

direct direct indirect indirect 
conversion conversion conversion conversion 

(7.4.3 1) 

(7.4.32) 

When an input signal at image frequency is applied to the mixer the resulting spectrums 
are shown in Figure 7.4.6. With the IRM parameters a, = a2 , 

ß= ; r/ 2 and y ='r/ 2, the if 

and image outputs of the mixers are as follows: 
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I-Channel: 

Q-Channel: 

K, Za, e(7.4.33) 
all , 

image: (I,, ), = K2Ea, e±ß((2w, -a. )t-4, +a, -248) (7.4.34) 
all s 

(7.4.35) i. f.: (Ir 
t. 

ý 
= K, a, Q 

ails 

image: (Irm)Q = K2I a, e±J((2w-W, 
)t-m. +a2) (7.4.36) 

all e 

The sum of the two currents is zero i. e. 

Q,. ), +(IJQ =0 (7.4.37) 

Since the open-circuit condition is created at the node '0' the image frequency 

components will be reflected back to the mixers for a second mixing. The re-converted i. £ 

components after second mixing are given by 

I-Channel: 

=(1j, *S(t), 

= K, I: a3 e(7.4.38) 
all s 

Q-Channel: 
((II, 

fl)Q), 1" = (Ijm)Q*9(t)2 

= K3 a etý((ý,, (7.4.39) 
all s 

For the Q-channel after a phase shift of y =1t/2 expressions for (1, 
f") Q 

and 
((Iý, ý 

Q U. 

become 
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(I )=K Ea etjýýýj (7.4.40) 
all 

ýýIr, 
�ýQ)r.. 

K3Za, etjl(ýf 2 (7.4.41) 
f dt. 

Thus the total output current can be obtained. 

Lout + (I,. 
f)Q + ((I, 

ýý, 
), 

f+ 
((1jQ1i 

f 
(7.4.42) 

direct direct indirect indirect 

conversion conversion conversion conversion 

=o 

The signal at the image frequency is cancelled at the output of the image rejection mixer. 
The mathematical analysis has shown that by choosing suitable phase shifts the IRM will 

rejects the image signal. 

Performance of the IRM 

In the last section it has been shown that the phase shift parameters of the image rejection 
mixer must be a1= a2, ß=y= 7r/ 2 in order to reject the components generated at the 
image frequency and to maximise the components generated at the signal frequency. 

Therefore the r. f. signal fed into the mixers I and Q must be in phase while the local 

oscillator signal fed into the mixers must be 900 out of phase. An IRM operating at 5.8GHz 
has been designed and fabricated on RT/Duroid 6010, (e, = 10.5, h=1.27mm) and is shown 
in Figure 7.4.7. The following tests were carried out on the IRM. 

LO-RF Leakage 

The test set-up for measuring the LO-RF Leakage (the power leakage between the LO 

port and the RF port) is shown in Figure 7.4.8 and the measured LO leakage was +13.58dB. 

The Effect of Local Oscillator Power Level on the Conversion Loss 
The test set-up is shown in Figure 7.4.9. Conversion loss is defined as the ratio between 

the r. f input power against the output if. power. Figure 7.4.10 shows the conversion loss 
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against the LO power level for I and Q-channels. Conversion loss decreases as the LO power 
level increases but the converstion loss increases if the LO power level is too high because of 

the mismatch of the diode impedance. The minimum conversion loss of 6.52dB was obtained 

at LO=+12dBm for I channel. 

Effect of DC Biasing Current 

In order to investigate the biasing current effect on the conversion loss the mixer was 

modified as shown in Figure 7.4.11. By biasing the mixer diodes there is a reduction of the 

LO power level. However an increase in the noise figure results in an increase in the 

conversion loss. Figures 7.4.12 and 7.4.13 show the effect of biasing current on the 

conversion loss for the LO power levels equal to +5dBm, OdBm, -5dBm and -lOdBm for I 

and Q-Channels respectively. 

The measured results were summarised as follows: 

1. LO-RF leakage: 13.58dB 

2. Conversion Loss (LO=+IOdBm, RF=-45.8ldBm) : 7.04dB (I-Channel) and 7.52dB_(0- 

channel 

7.5 Conclusions 
This chapter has presented the theory and performance of the diode detector, the PSK 

modulator and the image rejection mixer (IRM). The tangential signal sensitivity (TSS) 

which characterises the performance of an ASK detector has been derived using a diode 

model which includes the parasitics. It was found that a biasing current, a matching network 
and a video amplifier with a narrow bandwidth are required to optimise the TSS. 

An analysis for a non-ideal PSK modulation has been presented. It was found that the 

phase error has little effect on the bit error rate compared with the effect of the amplitude 
error. Therefore it was concluded that it is very important to maintain the equal amplitude 
property of the PSK modulator in order to have a good PSK modulation. 

In order to simplify the circuitry of the On-Board Unit the single diode approach was 
attempted. First a matching network was designed in order to maximise the PSK modulator's 
performance. The PSK modulator was then used as an ASK detector and it was found that 
the TSS was degraded due to the mismatch of the PSK matching network. 
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Finally the analysis of the IRM using a phasing technique was presented. The mixer 
consists of a phase shifter realised by a 3dB two-branch coupler and two broadband single 
balanced mixers realised by a 3dB two-branch coupler with two diodes for each mixer. A 

mixer has been fabricated and tested and good performance has been achieved. It has also 
been shown in practice that it is possible to reduce the local oscillator power level by 

employing a biasing condition for the diodes. 
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Figure 7.2.1 Diode Equivalent Circuit (HSMS-8101) 
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CHAPTER 8 

Design and Performance of the Two-Way Communication System 

8.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the design of the OBU and the RSU. The design studies included 

the case when the same circular polarisations were employed for both down and up-link 

communication and also when a right hand circular polarisation was employed for the up-link 

communication with a left hand polarisation for the down link communication. The results of 

practical measurements for both up and down-link in terms of field strengths are then 

presented. It was found that there is a good correlation between the practical and the 

theoretical results. 

8 .2 
Ori-Board Unit Design 

Option 1- Using Different Circular Polarisations (CP) 

As discussed in Chapter 3, for the down-link operation, an ASK signal is transmitted from 

the RSU to the OBU using the left-hand CP. In the case of up-link, the RSU transmits a pure 
CW-signal, which is modulated by the OBU. The modulated signal is then re-radiated back 

to the RSU using the right-hand CP. 

One way of implementing the above communication procedure is to use a two-diode 

arrangement as shown in figure 8.2.1. In the case of the down-link, the ASK signal with the 
left-hand CP is demodulated using a diode detector. For the up-link operation, the CW-signal 

is PSK-modulated by a DPSK 1MHz sub-carrier signal using a second diode which is 

optimised for PSK modulation. The modulated signal is then re-radiated back to the RSU 

with the right-hand CP. The detailed design of the ASK detector and the PSK modulator has 

been presented in Chapter 7. 

If an extra gain is needed in order to increase the communication range, it is necessary to 

add an amplifier at the OBU (an amplfier costs about £25 each). The CW-signal is 

amplitude-modulated (DSB modulation) by a DPSK 1MHz sub-carrier signal at the OBU as 

shown in figure 8.2.2. The DSB modulator is basically a switching amplifier. The carrier 

wave is modulated by the sub-carrier which is modulated by baseband signal. By switching 
the r. £ surface-mounted amplifier, the DSB signal can be obtained. However, care must be 

taken in the design of the OBU layout to prevent any possible electromagnetic oscillations 
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taking place between the two antennae at the OBU. 

Option 2- Using Same CP 

Figure 8.2.3 shows the OBU for the use of the same polarisation. For down-link 

operation, an ASK signal is transmitted from the RSU to the OBU using the left-hand CP. In 

the case of the up-link the OBU transmits a pure CW-signal which is DPSK modulated by 

the OBU. The modulated signal is then re-radiated back to the RSU using the left-hand CP. 

A single diode which costs about £1 each is used to implement both the ASK detection and 
the PSK modulation. Since the received power in up-link communication is much weaker 
than that in down-link communication (see chapter 3), a matching network optimised for the 
BPSK modulator circuit (for up-link) was first developed to ensure that the reflection 
coefficients are equal in magnitude and a 180° out of phase when the diode is switched 
between'On' and'Off conditions. This circuit was then tested as an ASK detector (see 

chapter 7). Using a single diode arrangement this makes the OBU circuitry simpler and less 

expensive to build than using either of the other two arrangements since only one diode and 
one antenna are required. 

8.3 Road Side Unit Design 

The RSU generally consists of two microstrip antenna arrays, a microwave oscillator, a 
mixer, a 10dB coupler, a low noise amplifier (LNA), an i. £ amplifier and detection circuit. 
The RSU block diagram is shown in figure 8.3.1. For the down-link operation the ASK 

signal with Manchester encoding was used because it requires simple circuitry (i. e. a diode 
detector and a video amplifier) at the OBU for demodulation. For the up-link operation, 
BPSK modulation on the microwave carrier was used. In order to reduce low frequency 

noise of the mixer diodes and to use only one microwave oscillator at the RSU, a DPSK 
1MHz sub-carrier was employed (see chapter 3). 

To demodulate the DSB signal, the received signal at the RSU is synchronously 
demodulated using an image rejection mixer (IRM) which removes the carrier frequency and 
one of the sidebands of the amplitude modulated carrier. This is done in order to overcome 
the fading of the signal due to the motion of the vehicle with respect to the RSU (see chapter 
3). The output from the mixer is then again demodulated in order to recover the data 

transmitted from the OBU. 
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The specifications of the RSU's sub-units operating at both the frequencies of 5.8GHz 

and 2.45GHz are shown in table 8.3.1(a)-((f). 

Oscillator 

5.8GHz 2.45GHz 

Dielectric Resonant Oscillator (DRO) Cavity Free Running Oscillator 
Table 8.3.1(a) Oscillator 

I0dB Coupler 
5.8GHz 2.45GHz 

Substrate: RT/Duroid 6006, e =10.5, h=1.27mm RT/Duroid 6006, sr=6, h=1.27mm 

input/Output VSWR: 1.54: 1 max 1.03: 1 max 
Main beam coupling: -2.86dB -0.68dB 
Coupled beam: -10.05dß -10.74dB 

Table 8.3.1(b) 10dB Coupler 

SPST Switch 
5.8GHz 2.45GHz 

Substrate: RT/Duroid 6006, E =6, h=1.27mm RT/Duroid 6006, Er=6, h=1.27mm 

SPST chip: Alpha AS006M1-1 Alpha AS006M1-1 
Input/Output VSWR: 1.58: 1 max 1.07: 1 max 
Insertion loss: -5.24dB -1.8dB 
Isolation: -34.02dB -30.9dB 

Table 8.3.1(c) SPST Switch 
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Image Rejection Mixer IRM 

5.8GHz 2.45GHz 
Substrate: RT/Duroid 6010, E =10.5, h=1.27mm RT/Duroid 6010, Er=10.5, h=1.27mm 

Diodes (x4): HP HSMS-8101 HP HSMS-8 101 

LO level: +lOdBm +IOdBm 
Conversion loss: 

I-Channel: 7.04dB 6.8dB 
Q-Channel: 7.52dB 6.6dB 

LO-RF leakage: 13.58dB 36dB 

I. F. frequency: 1MHz 1MHz 

Table 8.3.1(d) imaee Refection Mixer 

Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) 

5.8GHz 2.45GHz 

Small Signal Gain: 30dB 30dB 
Output Power (I dB GCP): 5dBm 20dBm 

Noise Figure: 2.2dB max, * 1.9dB typ 2dB max, 1dB typ 
Manufacturer: Celeritek Microwave Amplifier Ltd. 

Table 8.3.1(e) Low Noise Amplifier 

RSU Antenna Array 
5.8GHz 2.45GHz 

Substrate:, RT/Duroid 5870, £1 2.33, h=0.79mm RT/Duroid 5880, cr--2.2, h=1.57mm 

Antenna Gain l7dBi 13dBi 
Input VSWR: 1.22: 1 max 1.01: 1 max 
Axial Ratio: 

Left-hand CP: 4.2dB 1dB 
Right-hand CP: 1dB 2,22dß 

Half-Power Beamwidth: 15 30" 
Side-lobe Level: -9dBc max -12dBc max 

Table 8.3.1(f) RSU Antenna Arrav 
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8.4 Performance of the Two-Way Microwave System 
The measurement set-up, as shown in figure 8.4.1, has the roadside unit in an overhead 

gantry position at a height of 4.5m and the on-board unit (OBU) in the top centre of the 

vehicle windscreen at a height of 1.2m. The test vehicle is a Ford Sierra saloon car. 

Measurements were carried out with the RSU at angles of orientation of both 60° and 45° 

with the vehicle travelling in the central position on the road. In order to carry out the 

measurements of the down-link signal strength the RSU was set-up to transmit a constant 
125kHz square wave. In the vehicle the output of the diode detector was amplified and fed 

to a storage oscilloscope which recorded a voltage level corresponding to the signal strength. 
It should be noted that due to the square law response of the diode detector the output 
voltage is proportional to the received power. 

The measurement set-up for the up-link was essentially the same as the down-link except 
that the OBU was set to transmit a constant string of zero's whilst the signal strength at the 

roadside unit was monitored. For the up-link measurements the output was taken from the 

output of the I. F. amplifier. In both cases the oscilloscope was triggered at distance of 15m 
from the roadside unit. 

Practical Results 

Down-Link 

The results given in Figure 8.4.2 are for the roadside unit at an angle of 60° with the 

vehicle travelling in the centre of the beacon while figure 8.4.3 shows the results with the 
roadside unit at an angle of 45°. Comparing the results in figures 8.4.2 and 8.4.3 shows that 
with the RSU at 45° the maximum received signal strength is stronger, as compared to the 
case when it is at 60°, however, the length of the communication zone is reduced. 

Up-Link 
The results given in figure 8.4.4 show the up-link signal strengths with the test vehicle 

travelling in the centre of the road and the RSU at an angles of both 60° and 45°. These 

results show, as with the corresponding down-link measurements, that with the RSU at 45° 
the signal strength reaches a higher peak but the duration of the communication zone is 

reduced, as compared to the case when the RSU is at 60°. 
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RSU Radiation Power Levels 
Measured results are presented of the radiation power levels at the road surface produced 

by the RSU transmission, when set to down-link mode as shown in figure 8.4.5, with the 
RSU at angles of 60° and 45°. It should be noted that the measurements obtained are of 

relative power, with 0dB corresponding to the background noise level and it was found that 
15dB being the minimum signal strength required for reliable down-link communication. 

The results presented have illustrated the signal strengths, for both up- and down-link, 

within the communication zone of the system. Assuming the reliable communication can be 

obtained when the signal level exceeds the background noise level, then down-link 

communication can be maintained for approximately 7m and 4m with the RSU set to 60° and 
450, respectively. By comparison the theoretical results for the down-link communication 
zone with the 60° and 45° orientations of the RSU were 6.9m and 3.8m respectively and 
good agreement has been obtained. 

Measurement of the projected power levels on the surface of the road illustrated the 
different'foot prints' that were obtained with the RSU at both 60° and 45°, these results 
being consistent with the signal strength measurements. The results are also consistent with 
the predicted results presented in chapter 3. 

Much of the microwave design study in the present work has been incorporated into the 
microwave modules used in extensive field tests in five cities in the Europe under the 
ADEPT: V2026 project. The locations were Göteborg (Sweden), Thessaloniki (Greece), 
Cambridge (UK), Lisbon (Portugal) and Trondheim (Norway). It was shown that the system 
fully met the requirements on the technical aspect. They are 

" system performance, 

reliability and durability, 

" security, 

" compatibility, and 
handling. 
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8.5 Summary 

The design and development of the OBU and the RSU has been presented. Manchester 

encoded ASK modulation was employed for down-link operation while 1MHz DPSK sub- 

carrier was used in up-link mode. This was achieved by using a single diode arrangement for 

both PSK modulation and ASK detection at the OBU. Since the received power in up-link 

mode is much weaker than that in down-link, it is necessary to ensure that the matching 

network of the diode is optimised for the PSK modulation. A matching network optimised 
for the PSK modulator circuit was first developed and this circuit was then tested as an ASK 

detector in order to make the OBU simple and inexpensive to build. By using a single diode 

arrangement, the cost for the OBU has been reduced by approximately £60 (using two- 

amplifier arrangement) down to approximately £6 (using single diode approach). 

Finally the system has been evaluated in terms of signal strengths for down and up-link 

operations. It was found that the measured communication zone is in agreement with the 

predicted results. The measured down-link communication zones were approximately 7m 

and 4m with the RSU oriented at 60° and 45° compared with the theoretical values of 6.9m 

and 3.8m respectively. 
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CHAPTER 9 

Conclusions and Further Work 

9.1 Summary and Conclusions 

Two-way digital data microwave communication systems between the Road-Side Unit 

(RSU) and the On-Board unit (OBU) have been investigated in detail. By using the 

microstrip technology a very light weight and compact OBU can be realised. The antenna 
design for both the OBU an4 the RSU constitutes a major part of this investigation. Other 

important studies include the PSK modulator/ASK detector and the mixer circuitry for both 

the OBU and the RSU. 

Chapter 2 contains a review of a number of systems which have recently been developed 

in Europe, USA and Japan. 

Chapter 3 is concerned with the specifications of the system for the down and up-link 

operations. It is easier to produce a double side-band signal by using either a single diode or 

a switching amplifier at the OBU. In either case an image rejection mixer for the 
demodulation at the RSU is required and so an analysis of the image rejection mixer has been 

presented. Further the communication zone of the system as a function of the projection 

angle of the RSU's antenna has also been predicted. 

Chapter 4 contains an investigation into the design of the single patch antenna. First the 
design methods and models were reviewed. The transmission line model was employed to 

characterise the single patch antenna (mainly on the input impedance and the resonant 
frequency). Two transmission line models were examined, the simple model in which 
radiation coupling was ignored, and, the improved model which included radiation coupling. 
In each case it was difficult to accurately predict the resonant frequency. The latter improved 

two slots model gave superior results which gave better agreement with measured values. 
Finally a circular polarised OBU antenna was developed and it performed well in practice. 

In the design of the planar array antenna mutual coupling between adjacent patches may 
affect the performance of the antenna. Two approaches to the analysis of the mutual 
coupling have been presented in Chapter 5- the transmission line model (TLM) and the 
Cavity Model. For the TLM the mutual admittance between two radiating slots is required to 
predict the mutual coupling. For the mutual susceptance the Nauwelaers (1985) formula was 
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in fact divergent. This was because it neglected the width of the radiating slots. A new 
formulation of the expression for the mutual susceptance was obtained which included the 

slot widths. However the mathematical integration involved proved difficult because of the 

poor convergence properties of the integrand. In respect of the mutual conductance a new 

computational formula was derived which proved to be more accurate and computationally 

efficient. Moreover this formula did not involve Bessel functions and it was preferred to the 
formula given by Nauwelaers (1985). 

In respect of the Cavity Model the formulation by Huynh (1992) was studied and the 

necessary specific analysis required for the present study has been presented. The above 
formulation is in terms of a line integral contained within another line integral which takes 
into account all the field interactions between the two antennae. The integration evaluates 
the interaction of each segment of the antenna #I in turn with each segment of the antenna 
#2. There are total of sixteen interactions involved giving rise to sixteen double integrations. 

Practical measurements for the mutual coupling between two antennae at 5.8GHz have 

also been carried out and the results were compared with the predicted results using both the 

transmission line model and Cavity Model, respectively. 

Chapter 6 is concerned with the design of the RSU antenna array working at 5.8GHz 

using [S] parameters to model the mutual coupling between antenna elements. In order to 

obtain the required beamwidth (15°) of the antenna, it was found necessary to make the 

spacing between the centres of adjacent patches to be 0.75,0 . It was found that the mutual 
coupling has a negligible effect for this spacing. Thus it was concluded that it is not 
necessary to take the mutual coupling into account in the design of the RSU antenna. A4 by 
4 antenna array has been used successfully. As a result of the work done in Chapter 6, a 
paper has been published in the IEE Colloquium Proceedings (11 June 1993). 

In chapter 7 the design and performance of the ASK Detector, PSK Modulator and the 
image rejection mixer have been presented. The equation for the tangential signal sensitivity 
(TSS) which characterises the performance of the detector has been derived. In order to 
make the OBU design simple, a single diode arrangement was employed. First a matching 
network was designed to maximise the performance of the PSK modulator. It was then used 
as an ASK detector. The TSS was degraded due to the mismatch of the PSK matching 
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network. Further, an analysis for a non-ideal PSK modulation has also been presented. It was 

shown that in order to maintain the signal-to-noise ratio of 10.5dB to 11dB the amplitude 
that can be tolerated is approximately 0.5dB and the phase error that can be tolerated is 

about 10 . It was found that it is very important to maintain the equal amplitude rather than 

exact 180 phase difference of the reflection coefficients in the design of the PSK modulator. 
As a result of the work done in the design of the single-diode arrangement for the PSK 

modulator and the ASK detector at the OBU, a paper is to be presented in the 24th 
European Microwave Conference (5-8 September 1994). 

Further the mathematical analysis of an image rejection mixer using a phasing technique 
has also been presented. The mixer was then built and tested and a good performance was 

achieved. It was also found possible to reduce the Local Oscillator power level for the mixer 
by applying a biasing condition to the mixer diodes. 

Chapter 8 is concerned with the development and testing of the two-way communication 

system. By using the same polarisation for both down and up-link operations, a simple 
design of both the OBU and the RSU was achieved. As a result of the work done in the 
design of the microwave transponder a paper is to be presented in the Microwaves 94 

Conference and Exhibition (25-27 October 1994). 

Finally, a field test was carried out to evaluate the system and it was found that the 

measured communication zone are in good agreement with the theory. 

As a result of the work done in the design of the communication system, two reports 
have been published in the Commission of the European Communities R&D Programme 
documents (November 1992 and May 1994). 
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9.2 Suggestions for Further Work 

The work below identifies the areas for further investigations and research. In order to 
further reduce the size and the cost for the On-Board Unit it is suggested that the CP 

antenna which consists of a square patch and a 3dB two-branch coupler on the same side of 
the microwave board may be replaced by the following alternatives: 

1. To use an aperture coupling: The microstrip antenna to be formed on a separated 
dielectric substrate above the ground plane and the two structures electromagnetically 

coupled through an electrically small aperture in the ground plane between them. With 

the two-layer design, the antennae to be located on a separated substrate, which not only 

will reduce the unwanted radiations from the feed line network but also reduce the size 
of the OBU. Moreover, aperture coupling obviates problems associated with probe feeds 

at microwave frequencies, such as complexity of construction and large probe self- 

reactance. 

2. To use a square patch antenna with a rectangular slot on the main diagonal to produce 
circular polarisation; this design does not need a feed line network (i. e. a 3dB coupler) to 

generate a 90° phase shift between the vertical and the horizontal components of the 

signal. Therefore a structure for the OBU which is simple and small in size can be 

achieved. 

3. To employ two patches in order to form an array; this enables the polar pattern to have a 
narrower beamwidth. This will result in the increase of the antenna gain which in turn 
would increase the communication range. 

4. To attach the microstrip patch antenna on the inside of windscreen of the vehicle; this is 
to investigate the possible degradation of the circular polarisation property of the signal 
on transmission through the windscreen in terms of the vertical and horizontal 

components of the signal. 

5. To investigate the polarisation arrangement; the degree of interference between adjacent 
systems in the multi-lane situation may be influenced by the polarisations used for up and 
down-link operations. It is therefore necessary to examine the reflections due to the road 
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surface and nearby vehicle bodies in order to decide whether different or the same 

polarisation should be used for up and down-link operations. 
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Appendix A -'Pascal' Program to Predict the Communication Zone 

PROGRAM Projection RSU Array(INPUT, OUTPUT); 

Author: T. K. Chan 
Date : 10th March 1993 

File name: RSUARRAY. PAS 

This progamme is to calculate projection of radiation pattern from 
RSU antenna onto road for the horizontal distance along away from the 
RSU antenna. Thus the power level recevied at the obu for downlink 

and at the rsu for uplink is then calculated and stores in files, 

namely Pr_obu. dat and Pr_rsu. dat. 

const pi=3.1415; c=3e8; step=36; max limit=100; 

var 
i, theta_o: integer; answer: char; 
h_o, x_o, r_o, f, EIRP, Pt, Grsu, Gobu, Ld, Lu : real; 
( RSU antenna radiation pattern ) 
P_ant: packed array [0.. step] of real; 
( Communicaton Range ) 

r: packed array [0.. step] of real; 
x: packed array [0.. step] of real; 
Pr_obu: packed array [0.. step] of real; 
Pr_rsu: packed array [O.. step] of real; 

procedure input_data; 
begin 

writeln('Do you want to use the default Radiation Pattern of); 
write ('the RSU antenna? '); readln(answer); 
if (answer='n') or (answer='N) then 
begin 
writeln('Input radiation pattern of RSU antenna in dB (5 deg. per step'); 
for i: = 0 to step do 

begin 
write('angle (', i* 10/2-90: 5: 1, ') : '); readln(P_ant[i]); 
P_ant[i]: =exp(P ant[i]*In(10)/10); {converted from dB} 

end 
end 
else 
begin 

P_ant[O]: =-30; 
P_ant[l]: =-28; 
P_ant[2]: =-24; 
P ant[3]: =-22; 

P_ant[10]: =-26; 
Pant[ 11]: =-19; 
P_ant[ 12]: =-17; 
P_ant[ 13]: =-19; 

P ant[20]: =-4; 
P_ant[21]: =-10; 
P ant[22]: =-19; 
P_ant[23]: =- 19; 

P ant[30]: =-17; 
P_ant[31]: =-20; 
P_ant[32]: =-26; 
P_ant[33]: =-29; 
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Appendix A -'Pascal' Program to Predict the Communication Zone 

P_ant[4]: =-19; P ant[14]: =-34; P ant[24]: =-16; P ant[34]: =-28; 
P_ant[5]: =-18; P ant[15]: =-12; P_ant[25]: =-16; P ant[35]: =-26; 
P_ant[6]: =-17; P_ant[16]: =-4; P_ant[26]: =-22; P_ant[36]: =-25; 
P_ant[7]: =-18; P ant[17]: =-1; P_ant[27]: =-34; 
P_ant[8]: =-22; P ant[18]: =0; P ant[28]: -21; 
P_ant[9]: =-34; P ant[19]: =-1; P_ant[29]: =-17; 
for i: = 0 to step do 

P_ant[i]: =exp(P ant[i]*In(10)/10); {converted from dB} 
end; 
write('height of the RSU antenna (m): '); readln(h_o); 
write('the projection angle, theta_o, (deg. ): '); readln(theta_o); 
write('Input Operating frequency (Ghz): '); readln(f); f. =f* 1 e9; 
write('Input RSU antenna gain (dBi): '); readln(Grsu); 
write('Input OBU antenna gain (dBi): '); readln(Gobu); 
write('Input EIRP (W): '); readln(EIRP); 
write('Input the total fixed losses for Downlink (dB): '); readln(Ld); 
write(' for Uplink (dB): '); readln(Lu); 
Grsu: =exp(Grsu*ln(10)/10); 
Gobu: =exp(Gobu*ln(10)/10); 
Ld: =exp(Ld*ln(10)/10); 
Lu: =exp (Lu*]n(10)/ 10); 
Pt: =EIRP/Grsu; 

end; 

procedure calculate; 
var theta, beta: real; 
begin 

x_o: =h_o*sin(theta_o)/cos(theta_o); wiiteln('x_o=', x o); 
r o: =sgrt(h o*h_o+x o*x o); writeln('r o=', r o); 
for i: =0 to step do 
begin 

theta: =i* 10/2-90; 
beta: =theta_o+theta; 
if ( (beta>0) or (beta=0) ) and (beta<90) then 
begin 
r[i] := h_o/cos((theta_o+i* 10/2-90)*pi/180); 
end else 
if (theta 

_o>(i*10/2-90)) then r[i]: =h_o else r[i]: =max limit; 
x[i] : =sqrt(r[i] *r[i]-h_o*h_o); 
writeln(i, ' ', r[i], ' ', x[i]); 

end; 
for i: = 0 to (((90-theta_o) div 5)-1) do P ant[i]: =0; 
for i: =0 to step do 
begin 
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Appendix A- 'Pascal' Program to Predict the Communication Zone 

if P ant[i]=0 then begin Pr rsu[i]: =-200; Pr_obu[i]: =-200 end else 
begin 
(Power received at OBU (Downlink)) 
Pr_obu[i]: =Pt*Grsu*Gobu*sqr(c/f/4/pi/r[i])*P ant[i]/Ld; 
Pr_obu[i]: =10*ln(Pr obu[i]/0.001)/ln(10); (in dBm) 
(Power received at RSU (Uplink)) 
Pr rsu[i]: =Pt*sgr(Grsu*Gobu)*sqr(sqr(c/f/4/pi/r[i]))*sgr(P ant[i])/Lu; 
Pr rsu[i]: =10*ln(Pr rsu[i]/0.001)/ln(10); {in dam} 

writeln(Pr obu[i], ' ', Pr rsu[i]); 
end; 
end; 

end; 

procedure output_data; 
var dat: text; name: string[12]; 
begin 

name: ='Pr_OBU. dat'; 

assign(dat, name); 
rewrite(dat); 
for i: =0 to step do writeln(dat, x[i]); 
for i: =0 to step do writeln(dat, Pr_obu[i]); 
close(dat); 
name: ='Pr_RSU. dat'; 

assign(dat, name); 
rewrite(dat); 
for i: =0 to step do writeln(dat, x[i]); 
for i: =0 to step do writeln(dat, Pr_rsu[i]); 
close(dat); 

end; 

begin 
input data; 
calculate; 
output_data; 

end. 
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Appendix B- TouchStone Model for the Dummy Network in the OBU Antenna Design 

! OBUANTI. CKT 
! 5.8GHZ CP ANTENNA AT OBU 
! SUBSTRATE 5870 
DIM 

FREQ GHZ 
LNG MM 
ANG DEG 

VAR 
X1#0 6.40506 15 
X2#0 6.12003 15 
WW1#4.2 4.57416 4.6 
WW2#5 5.01063 5.3 
WW3#2 2.47253 2.5 

CKT 
MSUB ER=2.33 H=0.79 T=0.0355 RHO=0.709 RGH=O 
TAND TAND=0.0012 

MLIN 12 W=4.44 L=5 
MTEE 423 W1^WW2 W2=4.44 W3^WW1 
MLIN 35W^WW1L^X1 
MTEE 675 W1=4.44 W2^WW2 W3^WW1 
MLIN 68 W=4.44 L=5 
MLIN 4 12 WAWW2 L^X2 
MLIN 7 15 W^WW2 L^X2 
MTEE 11 12 10 W I=2.28 W2^WW2 W3^WW3 
MTEE 15 13 14 W1^WW2 W2=2.28 W3^WW3 
MLIN 10 14 WAWW3 L^X1 
MLIN 11 9 W=2.28 L=5 
MLIN 13 16 W=2.28 L=5 
DEF4P 9 16 81 Cl 

Cl 1234 
RES 30 R=31.25 
RES 40R=31.25 
DEF2P 12 C2 

Cl 1234 
RES 30 R=51.03 
RES 35 R=30.62 
RES 40R=51.03 
RES46R=30.62 
DEF4P 12 56 C3 

OUT 
C3 DB[S11] GR1 
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Appendix B- TouchStone Model for the Dummy Network in the OBU Antenna Design 

C3 DB[S21] GR1 
C3 DB[S31] GR1 
C3 DB[S41] GR1 
C3 ANG[S3 1] GR1 
C3 ANG[S41] GR1 

FREQ 
STEP 5.8 
SWEEP 5 6.6 0.08 

OPT 
C3 DB[S11]<-30 
C3 DB[S21]<-30 
C3 DB[S31]=-9.201 
C3 DB[S41]=-9.201 

Simlulated Results: 

FREQ-GHZ DB[S11] DB[S21] DB[S31] DB[S41] ANG[S31] ANG[S41] 
C3 C3 C3 C3 C3 C3 

5.00000 -9.342 -12.292 
5.08000 -10.207 -12.903 
5.16000 -11.205 -13.633 
5.24000 -12.367 -14.506 
5.32000 -13.735 -15.558 
5.40000 -15.371 -16.837 
5.48000 -17.383 -18.422 
5.56000 -19.967 -20.443 
5.64000 -23.537 -23.153 
5.72000 -29.077 -27.117 
5.80000 -34.317 -33.718 
5.88000 -27.731 -35.003 
5.96000 -22.970 -27.966 
6.04000 -19.857 -23.761 
6.12000 -17.582 -20.946 
6.20000 -15.798 -18.870 
6.28000 -14.333 -17.249 
6.36000 -13.094 -15.939 
6.44000 -12.022 -14.856 
6.52000 -11.082 -13.947 
6.60000 -10.249 -13.177 

-9.175 -11.232 
-9.124 -10.930 
-9.088 -10.641 
-9.067 -10.371 
-9.062 -10.123 
-9.070 -9.900 
-9.091 -9.707 
-9.121 -9.543 
-9.160 -9.412 
-9.203 -9.312 
-9.250 -9.244 
-9.298 -9.208 
-9.346 -9.202 
-9.392 -9.227 
-9.437 -9.280 
-9.481 -9.360 
-9.525 -9.468 
-9.569 -9.600 
-9.615 -9.756 
-9.664 -9.934 
-9.717 -10.132 

105.750 -171.323 
100.307 -175.211 
94.833 -179.341 
89.346 176.306 
83.862 171.751 
78.396 167.019 
72.963 162.137 
67.572 157.136 
62.227 152.042 
56.932 146.883 
51.681 141.684 
46.469 136.468 
41.286 131.255 
36.121 126.065 
30.963 120.915 
25.801 115.824 
20.626 110.807 
15.432 105.879 
10.215 101.058 
4.976 96.357 
-0.284 91.792 
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Appendix C- Nauwelaers Algorithms for Mutual Admittance 

Mutual Conductance (G). 

By expanding the sinc function in its McLaurin series Gm is given by 

where 

G, 
�(a, c, f)= a2 j(-1). 3 

EHm(c, f)-EHf+, (c, f) ]a2m 
(C. 1) 

3iril� 
, �_o 

(2m+2). 

EH. (c, f "' (eh�. f 21) r� 
(+ir) 

(C. 2) 
i-0 

r= c2+f2 (C. 3) 

eho° =1, eg =0 (j # 0), eh; ' = 0, eh' +, = eh. - 2i -1 
(2m+1) (C. 4) 

. cosr (C. 5) Jo(r)= smr & Ji(r)= sirr ýr2 
r 

Jm(r)= 
2m-lam-I (r)-Jm-,, (r) (C. 6) 

r 

where j. (r) are spherical Bessel functions of the first kind and order m 

The series converge for c2 +-f2 > 1. 

Mutual Susceptance (B 
(1)Forc2+f2>a2: 

, 
(-1)'"3 EHm(c'f)-EHm+'(c, f) 

azM (C. 7) 
00 

B, 
�(a, c, f)= a2 . 

3 
,, , �. o (2m+2)! 

where 

EHm(c, f) = -1 
(eh, '.. f `) Ym �(r) (C. 8) 

i=o r 

r= c2+f2 (C. 9) 
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Appendix C- Nauwelaers Algorithms for Mutual Admittance 

eh'-' 
eh°° =1, eh( =0 (j # 0), ehe�' = 0, eh'� = eh,, -m (2m+1) (C. 10) 

21 -1 

yo (r) _- 
cosr & yl(r) -- 

cosr 
r2 

r. sin r (C. 11) 

2n: -1 Ym(r) =r Ym-, (r)-Ym-: (r) (C. 12) 

where ym(r) are spherical Bessel functions of the second kind and order tn. 

(2) For c2 +f2 <a 2 and f=0: 

B,. (a, c, O) = Bm(1, c 
, O). 

G 
CF(a, c) (C. 13) 

u G, (1) 

where u=1.0086-0.00772a-0.00085a2 
Gs(a) : self conductance of the slot 

(W=a/ßo=(a"Xo)/(2"n), W=width of the patch) 

Gs(1) : self conductance as W= 1/0o = Xo/(2"n) 

(a-1)z. ss sign(c-3.7)Ic-3.7t '(25.03-Ia-3.6I"')1.49 
CF =1+ 1000 

+0.016(a -1)(c - 3.5) + 
10000 

(C. 14) 
This is valid only for 1<a<5 and 1.2 <c< a+0.1. 
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Appendix D- Pascal Program to Evaluate the Nauwelaers Algorithms 

Evaluate Gms(a, c, fl 

Program Nauwelaers(input, output); 
{ 

To evaluate Gms(a, c, f) using Bart Nauwelaers algorithms 

The series can converge alright 

06/09/93 by T. K. CHAN 
} 
Const 

pi = 3.141592654; 
eta = 376.9911184; 

Var 
N : integer; 
a, c, f : real; 

Function Power(x: real; y: integer): real; 
{x to the power of y; Power(2,3): =8 } 

var k: integer; dO: real; 
begin 

if y=0 then power: =1 else 
begin 

d0: =1; 
fork: = Ito ydo 
begin 

dO: =x*dO 
end; 
power: =d0 

end; 
end; 

Function fact(n: integer): real; 
{ To calculate factorial of n} 
begin 

if n>33 then writeln('Overflow Error in factorial') else 
ifn=0 then fact: =1 else 
fact: n*fact(n-1) 

end; 

Function j(m: integer; r: real): real; 
{ To evaluate 1st kind spherical Bessel function } 
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Appendix D- Pascal Program to Evaluate the Nauwelaers Algorithms 

{ Input: ym(x) <---> y(m, r) } 
Begin 

if (m=0) then j: =sir(r)/r else 
if (m=1) then j: =(sir(r)-r*cos(r))/(r*r) else 
begin 

j: =(2*m 1)*j(m 1, r)/r - j(m-2, r) 
end 

end; 

Function eh(m: integer; i: integer): real; 
Begin 

if (m=0) and (i=0) then eh: =1 else 
if (m=0) and (i<>0) then eh: =0 else 
if (i=-1) then eh: =0 else 
begin 

eh: =( eh(m 1, i)-eh(m 1, i-1)/(2*i-1) )*(2*m 1) 
end 

end; 

Function EHH(n: integer; c: real; f: real): rea1; 
var i : integer; 

dO, r: real; 
" Begin 

r := sqrt(c*c +f*f); 
dO :=0; 
for i: =0tondo 
begin 

dO: =eh(n, i)*Power(f, 2*i)*j(n+i, r)/Power(r, n+i) + d0; 
end; 
EHH: =dO; 

end; 

Function Gms(a: real; c: real; f: real): real; 
var m : integer; 

dl: real; 
Begin 

writeln; 
dl: =0; 
form: =0 to N do 
begin 

d l: = Power(-1, m)*3 *(EHH(m, c, f)-EHH(m+1, c, f))/fact(2*m+2)* 
Power(a, 2*m) + dl; 

writeln('m=', m, ': Gms=', dl*a*a/(3*pi*eta)); 
end; 
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Appendix D- Pascal Program to Evaluate the Nauwelaers Algorithms 

Gms: = dl*a*a/(3*pi*eta); 
end; 

begin 
write('Input the value of N: '); readln(N); 
write(' a: '); readln(a); 
write(' c: '); readln(c); 
write(' f: '); readln(f); 
writeln('Gms : =', Gms(a, c, f)); 

end. 

Evaluating Bms(a, c, fl 

Program Nauwelaers(input, output); 

To evaluate Bms(a, c, f) using Bart Nauwelaers algorithms 

The convergence constraint is: c*c + f*f> a*a 

06/09/93 by T. KCHAN 
} 
Const 

pi = 3.141592654; 
eta = 376.9911184; 

Var 
N : integer; 
a, c, f : real; 

Function Power(x: real; y: integer): real; 
{x to the power of y; Power(2,3): =8 } 
var j: integer; dO: real; 
begin 

if y=0 then power: =1 else 
begin 

d0: =1; 
for j :=1 to y do 
begin 

d0: =x*dO 
end; 
power: =d0 

end; 
end; 
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Appendix D- Pascal Program to Evaluate the Nauwelaers Algorithms 

Function fact(n: integer): real; 
( To calculate factorial of n} 
begin 

ifn>33 then writeln('Overflow Error in factorial') else 
if n=0 then fact: =1 else 
fact: n*fact(n-1) 

end; 

Function y(m: integer; r: real): real; 
{ To evaluate 2nd kind spherical Bessel function 
{ Input: ym(x) <---> y(m, r) } 
Begin 

if (m=0) then y: =-cos(r)/r else 
if (m=1) then y: =-(cos(r)+r*sin(r))/(r*r) else 
begin 

y: =(2*m-1)*y(m l, r)/r - y(m-2, r) 
end 

end; 

Function eh(m: integer; i: integer): real; 
Begin 

if (m=0) and (i=0) then eh: =1 else 
if (m=0) and (i<>O) then eh: =0 else 
if (i=-1) then eh: =0 else 
begin' 

eh: =( eh(m- 1, i)-eh(m 1, i-1)/(2*i-1) )*(2*m-1) 
end 

end; 

Function EHH(n: integer; c: real; f real): real; 
var i : integer; 

dO, r: real; 
Begin 

r: = sqrt(c*c +f*f); 
dO :=0; 
for i: =0tondo 
begin 

d0: =eh(n, i)*Power(f2*i)*y(n+i, r)/Power(r, n+i) + d0; 
end; 
EHH: =-dO; 

end; 

Function Bms(a: real; c: real; f: real): real; 
var m : integer; 
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Appendix D- Pascal Program to Evaluate the Nauwelaers Algorithms 

dl: real; 
Begin 

writeln; 
dl: =0; 
form: =0 to N do 
begin 

dl: = Power(-l, m)*3*(EHH(m, c, f)-EHH(m+1, c, f))/fact(2*m+2)* 
Power(a, 2*m) + dl; 

writeln('m=', m, ' Bms=', dl*a*a/(3*pi*eta)); 
end; 
Bms: = dl*a*a/(3*pi*eta); 

end; 

begin 
wr_ite('Input the value of N: '); readln(N); 
write(' a: '); readln(a); 
write(' c: '); readln(c); 
write(' f: '); readln(f); 
if a<sgrt(c*c+f*f) then 
writeln('Bms : =', Bms(a, c, f)) else 
begin 
writeln('The series will diverge because of c*c+fkf < a; '); 
writeln('Please use the curve-fit expressions to find Ym'); 
end; 

end. 

Program Nauwelaers(input, output); 
{ 

To evaluate Bms(a, c, f) using Bart Nauwelaers algorithms 
Curve-fit expression. 

This is for c*c+f*f < a*a 

07/09/93 by T. KCHAN 
} 
Const 

pi = 3.141592654; 
eta = 376.9911184; 

Var 
N : integer; 
a, c, fr, W, lambda : real; 

Function Power(x: real; y: integer): real; 
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Appendix D- Pascal Program to Evaluate the Nauwelaers Algorithms 

{x to the power of y; Power(-1,2): =1 ) 
var k: integer; dl: real; 
begin 

if y=0 then power: = 1 else 
begin 

dl: =1; 
for k: = 1 to y do 
begin 

dl: =x*dl 
end; 
power: =dl 

end; 
end; 

Function Power_CF(x: real; y: real): real; 
{x to the power of y; Power(2.0,3.0): =8 } 
{ x: positive value ) 
begin 

if y=0 then power CF: =1 else 
if x=0 then power CF: =O else 
power CF: =exp(y*ln(x)) 

end; 

Function fact(n: integer): real; 
{ To calculate factorial of n) 
begin 

if n>33 then writeln('Overflow Error in factorial') else 
ifn=0 then fact: =1 else 
fact: n*fact(n-1) 

end; 

Function y(m: integer; r: real): real; 
{ To evaluate 2n kind spherical Bessel function ) 
{ Input: ym(x) <---> y(m, r) ) 
Begin 

if (m=0) then y: =-cos(r)/r else 
if (m7-1) then y: =-(cos(r)+r*sin(r))/(r*r) else 
begin 

y: =(2*m 1)*y(m- l, r)/r - y(m-2, r) 
end 

end; 

Function eh _m 
0(m: integer): real; 

Begin 
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Appendix D- Pascal Program to Evaluate the Nauwelaers Algorithms 

if m=0 then eh_m_0: =1 else 
begin 

eh m 0: =fact(2*m 1)/Power(2, m 1)/fact(m-1); 
end; -- 

end; 

Function Gs(a: real): real; 
var W: real; 
Begin 

W: =a*lambda/(2*pi); 
if W<(0.35*lambda) then Gs: =W*W/(90*lambda*lambda) else 
if(W>(0.35*lambda)) and (W<(2*lambda)) then 

Gs: =W/(120*lambda)-1/(60*pi*pi) else 
if (W=(0.3 5 *lambda)) or (W=(2*lambda)) then 

Gs: =W/(120*lambda)-1/(60*pi*pi)'else 
if (W>(2*lambda)) then Gs: =W/(120*lambda); 

end; 

Function sign(x: real): real; 
begin 

if (x>O) or (x=0) then x: =1 else x: =-1; 
end; 

Function CF(a: real; c: real): real; 
begin 

CF: =1 + Power_CF(a-1,2.55)/1000 + 0.016*(a-1)*(c-3.5) + 
(sign(c-3.7)*Power_CF(abs(c-3.7), 5.5)* 
(25.03-Power 

_CF(abs(a-3.6), 
3.37)))* 1.49/10000; 

end; 

Function EHH(m: integer; cu: real): real; 
{ To evaluate EHm(c/u, 0) } 
begin 

EHH: =-eh m 0(m)*y(m, cu)/Power CF(cu, m); 
end; 

Function Bms_1(cu: real): real; 
{ To evaluate Bms(l, c/u) ) 
var m : integer; 

dO, u : real; 
begin 

d0: =0; 
for m: =0 to N do 
begin 
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Appendix D- Pascal Program to Evaluate the Nauwelaers Algorithms 

dO: =Power(-1, m)*3 *(EHH(m, cu)-EHH(m+l, cu))/Fact(2*m+2)+d0; 
end; 
Bms_1: =d0/(3 *pi*eta); 

end; 

Function Bms(a: real; c: real): real; 
var u: real; 
begin 

u: =1.0086-0.00772*a-0.00085 *a*a; 
Bms: =Bms_1(c/u)*Gs(a)/Gs(1)*CF(a, c); 

end; 

begin 
writeln('The conditions are: 1<a<5 and 1.2<c<a+0.1 '); 
write('Input the value of N: '); readln(N); 
write(' a: '); readln(a); 
write(' c: '); readln(c); 
writeln(' f: 0.0 '); f: =0; 
r: =sgrt(c*c+f*f); 
write(' wavelegth in air (mm): '); readln(lambda); lambda: =lambda/looo; 

writeln(' Gs : =Gs(a)); 
writeln(' Bms(a, c, 0) : ', Bms(a, c)); 

end. 
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Appendix E- Expansions for G12-(f=O) 

Deduction of the G12 expansion from the Nauwelaers algorithm 
With f=0 the Nauwelaers algorithm is given by 

2 °° 
Gý(a, c, 0) =a Z(-1)m3 EH 

m c0)-EH i+l 
(c0 ) 

Q2, ß (E. l) 
3zq0 �_o 

(2m+2). 

where EHm(c, 0) = eh° 
Jmr(r) (only the first term, i=0, is present) (E. 2) 

and r=c; eho°=1; eh '=0; ehm+, = eh. ' - 
eh'"1 l(2m+l)=eh(2m+1); 

2i-1 

sirr sinn-rcosr 2m-1 
Jo(r) =r; Ja(r) = 

r2 
JMfr) =rJ. -, 

(r)-J. 
-: 

(r) 

where jm(r) are spherical Bessel functions of the first kind and order m 

Reverse Analysis 
The series converges for c>1. Since, ehm+1 = (2m+1)ehh (from E. 2) 

e4 = e4 ; eh2° = 3e11°; eh, ° = 5e4 ;... 

hence, 

(E. 3) 

(E. 4) 

(E. 5) 

eh, °eh2°eh3°... eh, � = eho 3eh, °Sehý°7eh, °... (2m-1)eh, °ý_, (E. 6) 
therefore, 

eh' = 3.5.7... (2m-1)ehoo 

so that 

(E. 7) 

eh' = 3.5.7... (2m-1)eh°° = 
(2m-1)! 

2m-'m-1)1 (E. 8) ( 

EHm(c, 0) = 
(2m-1)1 

)ß 
ýC C) 

(E. 9) 
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Appendix E- Expansions for G12-Cf=ý 

Now, 

co (-1)'3 ' (-1)m3EHm(c, 0) °° (-1)'"3EH,. 
+, 

(c, 0) 

, �_o 
(2m+2)! M-0 

(2m+2)! 
, �. o (2m+2)! 

- 
3EHO(c, 0) 

+. 
', (-1)m3EHm(c, 0) 

-E 
(-1)m 3EHm(c, 0) 

2 mr_, 
(2m+2)! 

M. 1 (2m)! 

=3 EHO(c, 0)+Z(-1)m3EH, �(c, 
0) +1 

Since, 

3 (-1)m3EH (c, 0) 1 
_- = 2EHo(c, 0)+ý 

(2m)! (2m+1)(2ni+2)+1 (E. 10) 
m-I 

EHo(c, 0) = Jo(c) and EH. (c, 0) = 
(2m-1)! 

. 
(c) 

(m Z 1) (E. 11) 
2 (n: -1)! c 

Thus the explicit form of the G12 expansion is then 

Gý2(a, c, 0)= a Jo(c)+ 
l(1 

2 ýc '"m! 
a2 (E. 12) 

c2 

{(2rný1x2rn+2)+1}jm 

Derivation of the G12 expansion from the modified Nauwelaers source integral 

The modified Nauwelaers source integral (f0) is given by 

G12 .4 
°2 $Jsinc2/1_P2 sin 8 (cos26+`T'2 sin= 6) cosýc, cos9 1- `12)d`Vd© 

1o 00 

(E. 13) 

On substituting ̀ Y=cosa. we have 
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Appendix E- Expansions for G12- ß 

r 

a, 2 x, 2 sin2 
a 

l sin a sin 0 cos(c. cos Osin a) 
)sinacos(c. 

cosOsina)! &O _4j 
`2 

-sin' 
(-sinasinOf 

sin a sine 0 ,o00 

(E. 14) 

Since 
2 ý4 

-� sin' X= 
2(1-cos2X)= 2 

1- 1-(22ý +(241 

1 00 (2Av)2m(-1)m 

_1 

00 (2X)2m+2(_ 1)m 

2 (2m)! 2 (2m+2)! 
(L. 15) 

Thus E. 14 can be written as 

s/2 ar/2 

G12 =f fE(a, o)dciao 
77 000 

where 

(E. 16) 

1 (-I)- (a sin asin 0)2m+2 cos(c. cos0sina) 1- 
E2 

(2m--2)! sinasin2 0 -2ý(-1)'"(asinasin0)2i"iý sin a cos(c. cos Osin a) 
m-9 m-0 

(-1)ma2in+2 sine'"+l asin' ©cos(c. cos ©sina) 
_1 

(-1)-a2'"'2 sine'`asin'"'2 0 
COsc. cosOsina) 2t (2m+2)! 2 (2m+2)1 

1 a2 
sin a cos(c. cos9sin a) +1 

(_1)md2m+2 sin 2m+1 
aSin 2m Ocos(c. cosOsin a) _ --ý 222 m_1 (2m+2)! 

00 (-1)m-la zm si 2m" asin2m 8 l cos(c. cos9sin a) 
2 (2m)! 

= 
a2 

sin acos(c. cos Osin a) +1 sinZ'"+` asiný'" a+ ý--- 
cos(c. cos Osin a) 4 2, �=t (2m+2)1 (2m) I 

(E. 17) 
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AppendixE - Expansions for G12-(L-JO 

Since 
Q2nt+2 a 

2m a2M a2 

(2m+2)! 
+(2m)! (2m)! (2m+1)(2m+2) 

+1 (E. 18) 

E. 17 becomes 

2 eo m 

E4 sin a cos(c. cos Osin a) + 
2nß 2 

Zh( (2m)! 
(2m+1)(2m+2)+1 sine'"'asin2'"Ocos(c. cosOsina) 

(E. 19) 

We now have (Bell, 1968) 

and 

; r/2 a12 
$ $sin acos{c. cosOsin a)dad9= 

2 j, (c) 
00 

(E. 20) 

x/2 x/2 
Jf sine'"+` asin2in Bcos(c. cos9sin a)dad9= J. (c) (E. 21) 
00 c'"2'"(m-1)! 

On substituting E. 19, E. 20 and E. 21 into E. 16, finally G12 is given by 

a2 1 ao (_1)ma2m a2 
G (a, c, 0)= j, (c)+ ) 12 2ýr7o 7cýºo m. l cm2mm! 

{(2m+1)(2mý2)+1} 
J. (C) (E. 22 

I 

Reference 

Bei, W. W. (1968). 'SPECIAL FUNCTIONS for scientists and engineers'. Van Nostrand. 
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Appendix F- Derivation of Mutual Conductance 

Mutual Conductance (G12). 

The equation for G12 is given by 

2 2x1 

G12 .4 
JJsinc2(/1_P2 sin 0) sin c2 (2 1- `Y2 cos 6) 

Mio 00 

(code+%p2 sin2 e) cos[(c. cos O+ f. sin 0), T 
- `Y= ]d`Y'de 

where a--kW; b=k8L; c=kLy; f=kOx and k--2n/? 0. 

(F. 1) 

Assuming the width of the radiating slot is much smaller than the wavelength in free space, 

i. e. b-*O and substituting ̀ 1 by cosa. After rearranging terms and changing the upper and 

the lower limits of the integration, we have 

2 
G12 = 

77o 
(1I-12) 

where 

(F. 2) 

. /2 sine 2a sin Osin a CJ f=f cos{(c. cos0+ f. sin 0) sin a}sin adadO (F. 3) I1 
00Z 

9sinz a 

s s/2 

I2 =f$ sine 
2 sin 9sin a cos{(c. cos6+ f . sin 9) sin a}sin a dadO (F. 4) 

00 

For 12: 

Let X= 
2 sin Osin a and Y= (c. cos 6+ f. sin 6) sin a, I2 maybe writtern as 

Ias! 2 

I2 =- 
f J(1-cos2X)cosY. sincrdcýdo (F. 5) 

20 
0 

Now 

F. 1 



Appendix F- Derivation of Mutual Conductance 

(1-cos2X)cosY. sina= 
2{2cosY-cos(2X+Y)-cos(2X-Y)}sin 

a (F. 6) 

COST= 
0 (-1)my m 

1+(-OmYIm 
m=o 

(2m)! 
, �_, 

(2m). 

(F. 7) 

cos(2X+Y) =1+yl (2m)ß where 2_X +Y = (c. cos0+A. sin 0) sin a 
m=1 

(F. 8) 

(_1)m(2X -Y)z, v 
co42X-Y) =1+Z where 2X-Y =-(c. cosO+B. sin ©)sin a 

ON-1 (2m)! 

(F. 9) 

where A=f+a and B=f-a. Substitute F. 7-F. 9 into F. 6, we then have 

I 1)m 

(1-cos2X)cosysina=2 
ý2m) 

{2Y2m-(2X+Y)2m-(2X-Y)2m}sina 

m 

2 
Z2 '-, Em(X, Y) sin a 

1 
EI (X, Y)+ 1Z (-1) 

Em(X, Y) sin a (F. 10) 42 
, �_2 

(2m). 

where Em(X, Y) = 2Y2" -(2X +Y)2in -(2X -Y)2" (F. 11) 

and -4 E, (X, Y) = 2X2 =2 sine 6sin2 a. F. 12 

For m? 2: 

F. 2 



Appendix F- Derivation of Mutual Conductance 

E. (X, Y) = 2(c. cos 9+ f . sin 9)Z" sin2i" a- (c. cos B+ A. sin B)2'" sin"" a- (c. cos 9+ B. sin 6)2'" sin"' a 

= 
{2(c. 

cosO+ f . sin 9)Z' - 
(c. cos6+ A. sin 9)2in - 

(c. cos 9+B. sin 0) 2'} sin2m a 

(F. 13) 
so that on using the binomial expansion 

Em(X, Y 
=2 

(2m)I. 
. (c cos9)"-1(f. sin 0)' 

sm a .o 
(2m-i)! i! 

-1 
(2m)1 (c. cos6)2'"-i (A. sin 0)' 

1=0 (2m-l)tli 

2m (2m)! (C. COSB)Zm-i(B. sin B)' -_ (2m-i)! i! 

2"' (2m)! 
_1 

(c. cose)2nr-'{2(f . sin 0)' -(A. sin o)' -(B. sin o)'} 
r=o (2m-i). i! 

zm (2m)! (2f '- A- B'I coszm-1 Osin'0 (F. 14) = (2m-i)! i! 

Also 

A Aiz 1g xn az 1j 
{_ J 

2-sine 6sin' adad9 
0000 

= 
a2 f sine 9d9 f sin3 ada= 

222_ 
nag 

(F. 15) 20 0 223 6 

Substituting F. 14 and F. 15 into F. 10 and F. 5,12 is then given by 

I2 ßa2 + 
11 1) 

iff 
Ein(X, Y) sin adad9 (F. 16) 12 4 .. �(2m)! oo 

F. 3 



Appendix F- Derivation of Mutual Conductance 

where 

a a/2 
J JEm(X, Y)Sifladctd9 
00 

2m (2m' C2m-i 
ýr ßl2 

(21' 
- A' - B') ff cos2m-` Osin' Osinzm+` a dad9 (F. 17) 

t_o 
(2m-i)! i! 00 

Since, when i=0,2-AO-B0=2-1-1=0, therefore F. 17 becomes 

it n/2 

f JEm(X, Y)sifladüdO 
-00 

Y (2m)! c2 
I 
(2f '- A'- B)f cos2m_1 Osin' 9d9 f sin2i ' ada (F. 18) 

'_, (2m i)' . i! 00 

where a primary objective of converting the double integration into the product of two single 
integrations is achieved. 

The elementary integral in the variable a is given by 

n/2 22m (nz! )2 J 
S2m+1a =l 

o 
(2m+1)! (F. 19) 

In the interval [0, it], sinO is an even function while cosO is an odd function with respect to 0 

=it/2 so the above 0 integration is zero if 'i' is an odd integer, and when 'i' is an even 
integer the integral is twice that over the half interval [0,7/2]. Hence the 0 integration is 

obtained as 

F. 4 



Appendix F- Derivation of Mutual Conductance 

s/2 

Jcos2mi en' OdG= 2 fcos2'-"6sin2`0d8 
0 
2 

(2m-2i-1)! (2i-1)!; r 
22m-1(m-i -1)! (i -1)! m! 

;i <m (F. 20) 

2" 
(2m-1)! 7r 

; i=m 
22mm! (m-1)! 

Substitute F. 19 and F. 20 into F. 18, and replace 2m by in, giving 

x 'r/2 
f JEm(X, Y)sifladadO 
00 

= 
(2m)lczm-2i(2 (2f 

- Alt -B 21) R =, ý m! t lI fCoem-21 esýZl ed 
2 

e( 
i=1 (2m 2i)! (2i)! 

0 (2m+ 1)! 

- 
(2m)! c2m-212 fei - Ast -B 21 ) 2(2m-2i -1)! (2i -1)! ;c 22i"(m! )2 

i=1 (2m-21)! (2i)! 22'"-'(m-i-1)! (i-1)! ntl (2nt+1)1 

(2m)! (2 f 2m -A 21" -B 2m ) 2(2m-1)!; r 22in(m! )2 
+ 

(2m)! 22innt! (m-1)! (2n: +1)! 
(F, 21) 

Substitute F. 21 into F. 16,12 becomes 

00 
(-1)m 

I2 -; 
ca 

2 

+1C 
f2 f2m-Alm-B2m 

12 4 m-2(2m+1)! 

) (-1)m 
m! c2m-21(2 f21 

-A 
21 

-B 
21 

4 m_2 
(2m+1)! L>_ý, ' 

(m-i)! i! 

Further since, 

(F, 22) 

F. 5 



Appendix F- Derivation of Mutual Conductance 

m_1 C2m-z, 
(2f2i 

_A , 121 -B 
21 )m 

mI(C2 
)m-! 

l2 fzr - Az, -B 21) _(212m - Alm _ B") M! i- 
ý TM 
1-0 

(F. 23) 

therefore, F. 22 takes the form 

00 
rm 

1= 
ýQ2 7I \-1 (2 f2m 

_ 
Alm 

_ 
B2m) 

2 12 
+4 (2m+1)! 

m-! 
00 

+ 

(-1)m 

Imm! 

C2 
(2f zr 

- 
A2, 

- 
D2r) 

_ 

(-1) 
(, 

ýý Im 
- 

ý2aý 
- 

plm) 

4m=2(2nt+1). 
J.. 

(n? 
-1)f . 

tI 
.O 

4m_=(2nt+1)! 
L, 

- 
ßa2 

+ ýý (-1)m ýrn! (c2) (2(ý2ý! 
-(A2ý! -(B2ý'ý (F. 24) 

12 4rn=2 (2m+1)!,. 0 (»i-i)! i! 

22 ^' 
(az)"'-l (bz)'n I 

Noting the binomial expansion, 
(a +b 

i-o 

)_0 
(nt-i)! ij , the summation on 'e' above 

is replaced by closed forms as follows: 

Z )p n-' 
m {2(f 

2)' 
-(A2)' -(B2)t 

} 
(C 

m! 
= 2(c2 +, f 2)M 

-(c2 +A 2)"' 
-(c2 +B2)ß 

t=o 

Substituting F. 25 into F. 24 then gives 

I2 _ 
ira2 

+-Z 
12(c2 

f2)m (2 
+ A1)ý-(c2+B2)tm} 

12 4m-7(2m + 1)! 

ra 2 
i-_X 

Om 
r11 

12(C2 
+f2)m -(c+ A -(C2 +B2) 

Go (- 

12 4 
"'} 

, 
L.. r0 (2n + )! 

_ 
'r 

ý 1ý {2(c2 
+f 2)-(c2 +A2)-(c2 +B2)} 

4 3. 

(F. 25) 

F. 6 



Appendix F- Derivation of Mutual Conductance 

00 
12(c2+f2)m-(c2+A2)m-(c2+B2)m} zag + (2f2-AZ-B2)+4E 

1)! 12 24 m-o 
2m + 

22 
)2m 2m 

_(V cý + A2 c2 + B21 (F. 26) 
4 m=O ""+, )! 

t2( 

l 

Om X2m 
' 
F. 26 then gives the closed form expression for 12 Finally since = 

sin X 

m=o 
(2m + 1)! X 

I2 sin c2 +7 2- sin c2 + A2 
_ 

sin c2 + B2 
(F. 27) 

24 c2 + f2 c2 + A2 c2 +B2 

For Il: 
From F. 3: 

xx, 2 sine 
a2 

sin 9sin a 
1-ff cos{(c. cos0+ f. sin 0) sin a}sin adad© 

0 sine Osin2 a 
(F. 3) 

Let X= Q2 
sin Osin a and Y= (c. cos B+ f. sin 6 sin a, F. 3 becomes 

I f"f (1-cos2X)cosY. sin a dadO (F. 28) 
1 -i 

f0 
Jo sine 6sin2 a 

Substituting F. 10 into F. 28, gives 

xx/2-lEI(X, 
Y)+1Z, E. (X, Y) 

jj42, �_2 
(2m)i. 

sin adadO (F. 29) 
I -2J J sin2Osin2a 00 

Now 

F. 7 



Appendix F- Derivation of Mutual Conductance 

1z 
, riz s xn a1 ,ý An -4 E1(XýY)aad9= 1ff a2 sm2 6sT aaad9= 

4J 
jsin adadB= 

ý: 

2Ö 
JJin2Osina 

2002 sine 6sin ao0 
(F. 30) 

For the integral 

nn/2 Em(Xfl 
ýl-aare (F. 31) Usjn20sjna 

Substituting F. 14 into F. 31 and replacing 2m by in, gives 

A An m (2m)! c2-2'(2f 21 - A2ý - B211 ,r , rn 
j( Er(XYüadO=ý l/ Jcos2in'2/ 9sin21'2 fkýB f sinn"-tads 

00 sine 9sina ,. 1 (2m-2i)! (2i)! o0 

x a/2 
(2f 2m 

_ 
Alm -B 

2m )f sjn2m-2 BJ sin2m-1 Ada, 

00 

m-i (2m)! c2M-zr 
(2f V- A21 - B21) T/2 jcos2'"-219sin2' 2X19 f sin2in'' ada 

týl 
(2rn-21)! (21)1 

00 

(F. 32) 

where the first term of F. 32 is for i=m while the second term is for i<m The first integral 

above yields 

f 
sin2nr'2 940 

x/2 
f 

sin2m-1 ada =2 

A//2 

sin2r"_2 &19 
ßr/2 
f 

sin2m_l ada 

0000 (F. 33) 

(2m-3)!; r 22'"-2 ((m -1)! 
)2 

_ 
27r(2m - 3)! (n -1)! n 

=2-22in-2(m-1)! (m-2)! ý (2m-1)! (m-2)! (2n: -1)! 2m-1 

In the second integral the 0-integration gives (i # m) 

x a/2 

f cos2m-2' esin21-2 &19= 21Cos2m-21 0sin21-2 WO 
00 

F. 8 



Appendix F- Derivation of Mutual Conductance 

2 
(2m-3)!; r ; fori=l 

22m_2(m-1)! (m-2)! 
(F. 34) 

2 
(2m-2i-1)! (2i-3)!; r for i_: 2 

22m 3 (m -i -1)! (i - 2)! (m -1)! 

and fori=m 

a/Jsmzmlada 2 

-= 
22m-2 ((m 

- 
(F. 35) 

0 
(2m- j)! 

Substitute F. 33, F. 34 and F. 35 into F. 32 and then F. 30 into F. 29, whence 11 is obtained as 

1 =2 +1 
(-1)m E. (X, Y) dad6 

'4400 
m-2 

(2nz)! sine Osin a 

2 jr r2 E (X y) ýnr 1 (-1)r 
uad9 4 4m-2(2m)! 0 0 sine 9sina 

It is convenient at this point to extract the term with m=2: 

ff Ezcýade 
4 4! oo sine esm a 

(F. 36) 

4! c2(2f2-A2-B2) jr Rn 

96 
(2f 4- A4 B4)J sine O18+ 

2! 2T -ft 
fWe f sin' ada (F. 37) 

000 

7r x/2 2 
Since f sine O19= f cost io= 2 and Jsin3 ada= 3, F. 37 becomes 

000 

f4 _ it 23 -B 4 
+2c2(2f2-A2-B2) (F. 38) 

96 

Since 2f'ß-A4-B4=-2a2(6f2+a2) and 2f2-A2-B2=-2a2, F-38 is therefore 

F. 9 



Appendix F- Derivation of Mutual Conductance 

Aa2(6f2 +a2) 7___ 

144 24 

Substiuting F. 39 into F. 36, gives 

I 
=2 2 

2(6 f2 +a2) =2C2 1 ,o (_1)m arrn Ern(X, Y) 
ýafi8 it =4 144 24-+-1: 4 (2m)! ö0 sin ' Osin a 

6f2J+ (-1)'" (2f i, �-A" -B2) 46 36 4 
, �. 3 (2m)! (2m -1) 

(_1)m (2m)lc 2m-2(2f 2 -A2 -B2ý 2(2m-3)1 22"-2((nm-1)1)2 
+4m (2m)! (2m-2)! 22i'-2(m-1)! (m-2)! (2m-1)1 

'° 1m m_i (2m)! c2m-2f 
(2 j2l 

-A 
21 

4 m_, 
(2m)! ; =2 

(2m-2i)! (2i)! 
2 (2m - 2i - 1) 1(21 - 3)1 
'3(m-i -1)! (i -2)I(m-1)I (2: n-1)1 

2 
J_C2 

612 2 J+ 
;r =o rn 

f2m 

46 36 8 m_3 
(2m-1)! m(2m-1) 

) 

; rZ 
(_1)MCZm-2(2fz - 

A2 
-BZ) 7Cý (-1)'"(m- 1)! m-1 c2m_21(212i _ A2, 

_B21) 
+8mm 

33 (2\m-1)! 
+8, 

�. 3 (2m-1)1 1.22 (2J-1)(m-lýI1l 

(F. 40) 

Since 2f2-A2-B2=-2a2, F. 40 becomes 

- 
B21) 

F. 10 

(F. 39) 

22, -2((n, -1)1)2 



A endix F- Derivation of Mutual Conductance 

=2 E2 6f 2 +a2 1+ ýý 
-(2f" - Ai, ý _ B2ý) 

-416 36 8m-3(2m -1)! m(2m -1) 

(-1)m (/1- 1)! m-l c2m-21(2121 -A2-B21) 2 ,c (-1)m c2m-2 - 

4 (am-i)! s (Zm-i)! (2r-1)(m-i)lrl 
(F. 41) 

In the third term of F. 41, by replace m by m+1 so that 

2 (_1)mC2m-2 2 (_1)mc2m 

4 m=3 
(2m _ 1)! 4 

\(2m 
+ 1)! 

- 

m2 (-1)mC2m+1 

- 

M2 
Ij (_1)mC2m+1 

-C+C3 
l 

4c m-2 
(2m+1)! 4c m. 0 (2»i+1)! 6 

Z32 E- ma sin c 
-J+ 

C2 7m 
) 

(F. 42) 
- 4c 

sinc-c+ 6-4c6 

Substituting F. 42 into F. 41, then gives 

1=2 
sins 6f2+a2 

+7r(-1)m(2f2m-A2, 
-B2m) 

14c 36 8 m_3 
(2m -1)! m(2m -1) 

(F. 43) 

Om ni -1 ý M-1 czm-2i (2f 21 -A" -Bet 
) 

8m. 3 
(2m_1)! 1=2 

(2i-1)(m-i)! i! 

Consider the second term of F. 43: 

1 
=( a2_21=2_2 (F. 44) 

m(2m -1)(2m -1)! 2m -1 2m (2m -1)! (2m -1)(2n: -1)! (2n: )! 

Therefore, the second term of F. 43 becomes 

F. 11 



Appendix F- Derivation of Mutual Conductance 

(-1)m(2 f2m 
- 

Alm -B2m) 

m=3 
(2m-1)! m(2m-1) 

_E 
(_1)m (2 fzm _ Alm = B2m 

- (-I)(2 f2 -A 2 -B 2) - 
(-1)2(2f4 - A° - B° 

m_o 
(2m-1)! m(2m 1) 3! 2! 3 

= -2a2 
a2 (( i-2 

-4 n2 
1 

-i- 
ý0 `-l)m 

(2 {2m 
- Alm -B 

2m )-20 `-1)" (2f 2m 

18 k-, ._, -m' (2m-1)(2m-1)! M-I-d 0 (2m)! 

(F. 45) 

w 
_l 

m V2m 

Since 
Aýý 

= cosX, giving 
m=0 (m 

ao (_1)m (2 f 2m 
-A 

2m 
-IJ 

D2m ) 

I`\=2 cos f- cosA - cosB (F. 46) 
m=o 

(2m)! 

Therefore F. 45 becomes 

) 
(-1)'(2 f2m 

-A 
2m 

-B 
2m 

ma3 
(2m-1)! m(2m-1) 

2m 2+w 2uß ) 

= -2a2 +ig (6 f2 +a2 
(-1)»(2f )- 2(2 cos f- cosA - cosB) +21 -B 

M. o (2m-1)(2 (2m-1)! 

(F. 47) 

co Go (-1)m x2m (-1)m x2m-2 sin x 

Now, _-l1=, 
m. 0 (2m+1)! m_, 

(2m-1)! x 

X S. X x2w-1 hence, f! fr =--_ S1(x) 
0xM. 1(2m-1)l 2m-1 

(F. 48) 

The last term of F. 47 can thus be written in the form 

-As'« -B") 

F. 12 
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°° /-j)mr2ý2m 
- 

ý2m 
-B2m) 

- 

,c (-1)m(2Ji2m 
-l , 12" 

-B2iw) 

m"o 

l 

(2tm -1)(2m -1)! 

l 
(2m-1)(2mi -1)! 

= 
rn. i 

(2m-1)(2m-1)! _ -2f. Sr(f)+A. Si(A)+B. Sl(B) 

(F. 49) 

Substituting F. 47 into F. 49 into F. 43, finally, gives the following result for 11 

1' 
4 

a2 
cný-aZ-2cosf 

+cosA+cosB-2fSI(f)+A 

+ ný (m-1)! C2m-2i(2 f2, - A: - B21) 

8 
, �., 

(2m-1)! ,. _ (2i-1)(nr-i)! i! 

SI(A)+B Si(B) 

(F. 5O) 

F. 13 



Appendix G- Pues Equations for Mutual Susceptance (E-Plane) 

The mutual susceptance is given by 

Bni = BsFbKb (G. 1) 

where Bs = self susceptance 

22 

BS -Q°ý"`W 
rln 

2 
+C` 

2) 
1 

24 
+ 

288 
(G. 2) 

7M° l 

i 

o(C)+ 
s 

sZ 
Y2(0 Y 

24 F 
2In s+C-3+ s2/12 

(G. 3) 

22 24 - s2 
Kb = 1-e-0.2 la (G. 4) 

where Yi(x) is the ith-order Bessel functions of the second kind; Ce=0.577216... =Euler's 

constant; and s=008L = the normalised slot width. Self conductance (Gs) is given by 

s 
G"If 

82 c"W 1 
24 qo 

(G. 5) 

If it is assumed that the slots width (SL) is much smaller than the wavelength and set to zero 
in the calculations (i. e. s -> 0). The mutual susceptance normalised to the self conductance 
becomes 

Bm, 
^ _1, (c)(1-e-0.21ß1 1 G,. 

If 
(G. 6) 

Note that these equations are not valid for calculating self- susceptance (by putting c=0) as 
Fb would tend to infinity. 

G. 1 



Appendix H- Lier Equations for Mutual Conductance (E-Plane) 

The mutual conductance is given by 

G, 
nr 

Jo(0.9ßoEY) Gseij (H. 1) 

where JO is the Bessel function of the first kind and order zero, Ay is the distance between 
two radiating slots in E-plane and GSelf is the self conductance and given by 

1 (fix), GS if _ 3'ri 
1+(QaW)2 

60 

where W is the width of the patch antenna = the length of the slot. 

(H. 2) 

H. 1 



Appendix I- Derivation of Mutual Impedance Using Cavity Model 

The mutual impedance is given by (Chapter5, equation 5.3.3) 

Z21 =1 H(» ' M(2)d ý (I. 1) 
1112 (2 

where I1 and 12 are unit currents at the coaxial feeds of the patches so that 

= ZfH ') " M(2)d l2 21 
(I. 2) 

where M(2 and H(') are given by (Richards, 1981 and Huynh, 1992) 

00 
M(z ) = hw 

Zmn('x, y)Tmnlxz9Y2. ixn 1.3 I fý 
' 

k2 _ k2 
() 

m=0 n=0 e mit 

where n is a unit vector in the direction of the outward normal to the path of integration and 

£ 
{k2 F" (x, y)+v(v. l)(x, y))] (I. 4) 

imp" 

where 

Fc'ý _ 
ýý Mýlý ýr') edt, 
47r Ir-r'ý 

(I. 5) 

M(' = 2M(2) (I. 6) 

LýJmn _ 
ýomýon 

Cos 
mnx 

Cos 
my (1.7) 

ab ab 

6 op = 
1' P=O (I. 8 
2, p#0 

k ff = ko", (1- j8`ff) (I. 9) 

I. 1 



Appendix I- Derivation of Mutual Impedance Using Cavity Model 

and km� äý 
2+b2 

(I. 10) 

The transmission coefficient S21 is given by 

2Z21.50 S21 
(Z� 

+50)2 -ZZ, 
(I. 11) 

where Z11 is the input impedance of isolated antenna. The mutual coupling CP is defined as 

Cp = 201ogloIS21J 

For the fundamental mode (mn=01), we have 

(I. 12) 

2 JX, Y) = 
ab 

Co b 
(L 13) 

M(2) (x, Y) =2 
2hwu 

co 
! 

(Y 
- Ly) 

co l Yý2 ). (Z- x r- h) k`ff - k01 ab bb ni) _ -Y; Y ýz) () 

2M(2'ý 

-2 
j4hcou 

co lryI 
co 

"'i ). (1xýi)=M0)(y; yi) (1.15) 
keff - ko, ab bb 

Let A= J4hwu 
ký-ki glvmg 

Mýlý(Y'; y', )= Aco b 
co 

7rb "' ). (2 x n, ) (I. 16 

I. 2 



Appendix I- Derivation of Mutual Impedance Using Cavi Model 

M(=), .. _A Co 
y- Ly 

co iT .vx (y, vz)- 2bb(. 

Hence, 1.5 becomes 

-Jk, d 

Fýlý (x, Y) =- M(1) (r')e 
dd 

ti (where d= (x - x' )2 +(Y -Y)2 ) 

i -Jk, d 

=° Aco rY 
)CO 

2rY 

Je 
(zxni)dV, 

4 7r bbd 

-AE 7r . e01 
= 4ý co 

b1 
co 

('rY') 

d 
dl', (zxnl) 

=Bjcoýly-ý gdel(zxnl) 

-jk, d 

where B=4 co 
;r1 

and 
ed= 

S(x, Y, x', Y') =g 
;rýb) 

Consider I. 4: 

{k2F(1)(xy)+v(v. F(1)(xy))] 
Jw, uw. 

Since V" F(l)(x, y) =z- +y " F(`) (x, y) then 

0"F(l)(x, y)= z- +y 
a 

Bf co -() 
b1SdýI, (zxnl) 

=B co y-±+ (i x fil) gd V, 
bý) 

(5c 
a 

(I. 17) 

(I. 18) 

(I. 19) 

(I. 4) 

(1.20) 
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Appendix I- Derivation of Mutual Impedance Using Cavity Model 

xxy=i; yx1=z; 2xz=-y and a"bxc=axb"c 
:. z"zxn1=zxz"ný=-5 .i and y"ixn, =9xz"n1=z"nl, therefore I. 21becomes 

V. F(1)(x, Y)=Býco 
b (_9. n1 A+xný i9g dt', (1.21) 

Since Vo_-z+0y, we have 

V(V-F(')(x, y))=iBjcos(! 
L) 

b -y"i og+2"n 1 oac 

) 

dl', 

+yB f cos 
ý 

-y"h, 
g +z"nl °ýg dl', (1.22) 

Consider 

v(v "F (') (x, Y)) " M`2' (Y'; Y'2) (1.23) 

Substitute I. 17 and 1.22 into 1.23, we have 

ý2 o(o " F`1' (X, Y)) ' Al(2) W J12 )=2 AB co 
7r 

(Y 

b- 
Ly) 

Co 7r y 

Af cos __4n 
ng+z"n Og 

aV b 

)[ 

&2 

+z"r12 f Co -y"tý +x^-rh -9 CI (1.24) 
t., 

ýb )[ 

ae jy 

Further, 

ko F`''(x, y)" I(2)(Y'; y$ ) 
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Appendix I- Derivation of Mutual Impedance Using Cavity Model 

1 ýc 
) 

= ko 
AB 

cos 
Y Ly 

cos 
7r Y12 ). 

cos_)gav1 
ýY (z xnl) " (- x n2) (1.25) 

2bbý, 
1 

b 

On substituting the expression from 1.25 and 1.24 into 1.2, finally the general form of the 

mutual impedance Z21 is given by 

co b 
LköS'(z xnlý"(z xizýý+ g(Y'iýý(Y' 

zý 
ý Z21=jK co 

yb Ly ff 

+ýlg(:. n1)(2'2)-8g [(9. n2)(x. n1)+(9. i)(2. nz)]}ae', d'2 (1.26) 0 

where 

z 
K= 

2hoju 
co Y'l co b Y12 (1.27) 

(k 2a -k 
)2 

a2b2b 01 

e-jkcd e-lka 
(x-x ý2 Y'Y'ý= 

(1.28) S= d and S=g(x, Y, X', y')= Xx 
-)ey + (Y - yy 

°ýg 
-- 

e_ý, ý (1+ jkod) 1+ 
kö (x-x')2 

- 
3(x ýx')2 (1.29) 

cýc d1+ jkod d 

ýg--e___ (1+jkod) I+ký(Y-Y, 
)2 

_3(Y 2 
l)Z 

(1.30) 
d3 1+ jkod d 

_-(x-x')(y 
- y')e-jkod (köd2 

-3- j3kod) (1.31) 
occy d' 

d (x-x')2+(y-y')2 (1.32) 
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Appendix I- Derivation of Mutual Impedance Using Cavity Model 

The computation for Z21 takes into account all the interactions of the line integrations 
between the two antennas. This involves the integration of each segment of line Z, with in 

turn each segment of line i4 . There are totally sixteen interactions as presented as follows: 

Consider the two rectangular antennas oriented as shown in figure I. 1. 

Y 

#2 
Ly+u ........................ _.............. 

1 

IC B 

(x ') O"A 

pt ý 
n2 

b 
C, B 

(), Y) 

0_e Lx We 
X 

Figure I. 1 

Integration along O'A'; OA 
x' E[o, a]; x E[L,, Lx +a]; y'= O; y = Ly; k == -9; g = g(x, y, x', y') = g(x, L,., x', 0) 

Lfi 1 

Zaa. oA JK k, g(x, Ly, x', 0)+ 
Jg(x'L2'x'0) 

'd (1.33) 
c, o 

Integration along O'A'; CO 

x' e [o, a]; x= Lx; Y'= O; Y e[L,,, Ly +b]; n1= -Y; 1zß = -x; S = g(x, Y, x', Y') = S(L�Y, x', O) 

ZaaWo - -jK 
ff 

co b 
dx dy (1.34) 

p0 

Integration along O'A'"BC 
x'E[o, a]; x E[LL, LL+a]; y'=0; y= L,, +b; n1=-y; n2 =9; S=B(x, y, x', y')=B(x, Ly+b, x', 0) 

Z KL f 
+a fkxL,, +b x' 0)+8g(x, 

L' + b, x', 0) 
, (I. 35) £lx 

L, 0 
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Appendix I- Derivation of Mutual Impedance Using Cavity Model 

Integration along O'A': AB 
x'e[o, a]; x= Lx+a; y'=0; y e[Ly, Ly+b]; n, =-Y; n2 =x; g=g(x, y, x', y')=S(LL +a, y, x', 0) 

Lr+b a 8g(Lx+a, y, xi, 0) dx dy (I. 36) Z. Aý, AS = JK J Jco 
b e, Lr 0 

Integration along C'O'; OA 

x'= O; x e[L,, LX +a]; Y' E[O, b]; Y = L,; n, _ -. x; ' =-y ;S= S(x, Y, x"Y, ) = S(x, Ly, O, Y, ) 

L, +a b may, ýg(x, Lý, o, y, ) , Zcoý, oA = -JK 
f JCO(r) 

ý 
d1' dx 

L. 0 

(1.37) 

Integration along C'O': CO 

x'= O; x = Lx; Y'E[O, b]; y e[LL, L,, +b]; n1=-x; n2 =-2; g= S(x, Y, x', Y')= S(Lx, Y, O, Y') 

`y4h" 
Zc 

�co = jK f $co 
b Co 

L,, o 

b kog(Lx, y, O, y')+ cjýV2 

(1.38) 

Integration along C'O': BC 
x'=0; xe[Lx, Lx+a]; y'e[0, b]; y=Ly+b; n1=-z, nz=y; g=g(x, y, x', y')=g(x, Ly+b, O, y') 

L, +ab 

f Jcos(! ) = -JK b TL, 0 

8g(x, Ly +b, 0, y') dy'dx 
ace 

(1.39) 

Integration along C'0'; AB 
x'=O; x=Lx+a; y'E[O, b]; yE[LY�Ly+b]; n1=-z; n2=X; g=g(x, y, x', y')=g(L. +a, y, 0, y') 

Zca. AB =- jK 
L , +b bf 

cos 
(Yb LY) )c(. ) 

kLc, 

o 
+a, Y, ý, Y'ý+ 

b2g(L, +a'Y'0'Y') dY'dY 
42 

(1.40) 
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Appendix I- Derivation of Mutual Impedance UsinCavity Model 

Integration along B'C'; OA 
x'E[o, a]; x E[LL, L,, +a]; Y'=b; Y= Ly; n1=9; n2 =-9; g=g(x, Y, x', Y')=g(x, Ly, x', b) 

L, +a a 

Zjrcý. oA =JK 
LJ 

kög(x, Ly, x', b)+ýg(x'LZ'x'b) 'dx (1.41) 
L, 0 

Integration along B'C'; CO 

x'E[o, a]; x= Lx; Y'=b; Y e[L,,, L,, +b]; ui, = y; n2 =-2; g=g(x, y, x', y')=g(L,,, y, x', b) 

L, a ; '(Y-Lý) og(LL, Y, x', b) 
Zac, co = -fK 

J Jco 
b aCý 

dx dy (1.42) 
Ly 0 

Integration along B'C'; BC 
x' E[o, a]; x E[L,,, LL +a]; y'=b; y= L,, +b; 111=$'; n2 = y; g=g(x, y, x', y')= g(x, Ly+b, x', b) 

ZB'C'. BC - KL J ft k /x L +b x' b+ 
8g(x, Ly +b, x', b) 

chc 1,43 
L, 0( 

&2 

Integration along B'C'AB 
x' e[o, a]; x = Lx +a; y'=b; y e[Ly, Ly +b]; n, = y; ̂  = z; g= g(x, y, x', y') = g(Lx +a, y, x', b) 

1, +b a 

Zsrc,. AS = jK ff co 
ý ýY Ly) ýg(L, 

, Y, x', b) 
dx, dy (1.44) 

L, 0be 

Integration along A'B'; OA 
x'=a; x E[Lx, Lx+a]; y'G[O, b]; y= L,,; n1=x; r2 =-Y; g=g(x, y, x', y')=g(x, L,, a, y') 

L, +ab 
pry' gg(x, Ly, a, . v) , ZA'Bf. oA = JK f fCO 
bý 

dy dx (1.45) 
L. 0 

Integration along A'B': CO 

x'=a; x=L.,; y'E[O, b]; y E[L,, L,, +b]; n, =i; k =-2; g=g(x, y, x', y')=g(LL, y, a, y') 
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Appendix I- Derivation of Mutual Impedance Using Cavity Model 

Z. 
L, +b b 

J CO 
ir (Y - Ly) 

CU 
(may' [kg(Lx, 

Y, a, Yt)+ 
OS(L,,,. y, a,. Y') , AIr. CO 

L, 0 

(1.46) 

Integration along A'B'; BC 

x'=a; x E[LX, Lx+a]; Y'e[O, b]; Y=L., +b; n, =z; nz =$; S=g(x, Y, x', Y')=8(x, L., +b, a, Y') 

`_+a b x, Ly+b a>Y' 
ZA'sý. ac =jKffcoby, 

ýS( 
dy dx (1.47) 

c3l 
, 

L, 0 

Integration along A! B': AB 

x'= a; x = L,, +a; y' e[O, b]; y E[LL, Ly +b]; n1= z; n2 = z; 8 = g(x, y, x', y') = S(LL +a, y, a, y' ) 

ZA"B'. aa = JKL$ f cos cos ýYý [k(Lx 
+a, y, a, y')+ 

ýg(Lx +a, Y, a, Yý) dd, dd 
L, 0 b 

(b) 
ay 

(1.48) 

By combining expressions 1.33 through 1.48 the mutual impedance is finally given by 

Z21= Z1 +Z2 +Z3 +Z4 

where 

(1.49) 
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Appendix I- Derivation of Mutual Impedance Using Cavity Model 

cýgýx, Ly, x', 0} 
kög(x, Ly, x', 0) + 

o'k 
&g(x, Ly x', 0) 

11, x, Q +ko gýx, L, +b, x', 0ý +, a2 
Z1=jK $f 

L` 0 +k, g(x, Ly, x', b)+ g(x LZ' x' b) 

0g(x, Ly +b, x', b) 
+kog(x, Ly+b, x', b)+ 

Z äX, 

dlg(x, L,, a, Y') 
+ 

c9g(x, Ly +b, a, y') 

Io 

; V)j ac Cý a C3, Z2=jK co f b O'g(x, Ly, O, y') oýg(x, Ly+b, O, y') 

dx (H. 50) 

'dx (I. 51) 

cg(Lx 0, 
kög(Lx, Y, O, Yý)+ 

eZ, Y 

- ki 
ilg(L, +a, Y, 0, Y') 

Ly+b6 L) ,o g(Lx + a, y, Oy)- i 
Z, °jK JJ co Co` sý ýYl e 

Ydy (H. 52) 
bb/ 8g(L 

ayy, a, y') `y 0 -kög(L. �y, a, Y')- e 

+kag(L., +a, y, a, y')+ 
Jg(L,, +a, y, a, y) 

e2 

_ Ly+ 

c9g(Lx, Y, x', O) 
+ 

8g(Lý +a, y, x', 0) 
Ba 

Z4 = jK fco y- Lyý ace are 
'dy (I. 53) 

Ly 0b olg(L. �y, x', b) 88(L, +a, Y, x , 
b) 

are ae 
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Appendix J- Pascal Program to Predict the Radiation Pattern Including Mutual Coupling 

program mutual! 1(input, output); 
{ 

File Name: Mutual! l. Pas 

This Pascal program is to calculate the theoretical radiation 
pattern for Horizontal Polarisation along H and E-Plane and Circularly Polarisation for 
the 4*4 planar array, which including Mutual Coupling. 

Author : T. K. Chan 
Date : 22nd March 1993 
Revised : 9th Feb 1994 

The patch assignment is as follows: 

- -1 --2 --3 --4 

--5 --6 --7 --8 

--9 --10 --11 --12 

--13 --14 --15 --16 

const pi = 3.1416; 
c. =3e8; 

var fo, lambda_o, theta, phi, d 
,. _o, 

ko, W, 
Pt 

_E 
max, Pt H max, Pt_CP max, yl : real; 

ij, k : integer; 
answer: char; 

{ [ij, k] :: Magnitude[i, j, 1]; Phase[i. j, 2] ) 
SH : packed array [L 16,1.. 16,1.. 2] of real; 

{ [i j, k] :: Real[i j, 1]; Imaginary[Lj, 2] ) 
S packed array [L 16,1.. 16,1.. 2] of real; 
X: packed array [L 16,1.. 2] of real; 
GAMMA : packed array [1.. 16,1.. 2] of real; 
GAMMA 

_M 
: packed array [L 16] of real; 

E_H_voltage : packed array [L 8,0.. 180] of real; 
Et_H : packed array [0.. 180] of real; 
Pt_H : packed array [0.. 180] of real; 

J. 1 



Appendix J- Pascal Program to Predict the Radiation Pattern Including Mutual Coupling 

Pt H dB : packed array [0.. 180] of real; 

E_E_voltage : packed array [L 8,90.. 270] of real; 
Et_E : packed array [90.. 270] of real; 
Pt_E : packed array [90.. 270] of real; 
Pt E dB : packed array [90.. 270] of real; 

Pt_CP : packed array [0.. 180] of real; 
Pt CP dB: packed array [0.. 180] of real; 

procedure input_data; 
begin 

write('resonant frequency fo (GHz): '); 
readln(fo); 
fo := fo*1e9; 
lambda_o := c/fo; 
ko := 2*pi/lambda_o; 
write('width of a patch element (mm): '); 
readln(W); 
W := W*le-3; 
write('spacing between the middle of two patches'); 
write('d o (mm): '); 
readln(d_o); 
d o: =d o*le-3; 

For i: = 1 to 16 do 
for j: =1 to 16 do 
fork := Ito 2 do 

begin 
SH[ij, k] :=0; 
S[ij, k] :=0; 

end; 

For i := Ito 16 do 
for k :=1 to 2 do 

begin 
X[i, k] :=0; 
Gamma [Lk] 

end; 

write('Do you want to include the effect of mutual coupling? Y/N); 
readln(answer); 
if (answer--Y) or (answer='Y) then 
begin 
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Appendix J- Pascal Program to Predict the Radiation Pattern Including Mutual Coupling 

writeln('Enter the S parameter matrix: '); 
For j :=1 to 16 do 
begin 

write(' SH[ 1, 'ßj, '] (dB) 
read(SH[ l, j, l]); 
SHE 1 j, 1] := exp(2.3026*SH[1, j, l]/20); 
write(' SH[ 1, ', j, '] (degrees) : '); 
readln(SH[1, j, 2]); 
SH[1, j, 2] := SH[1, j, 2] * pi/180; 

end 
end 
else 
begin 

For j: =1 to 16 do 
begin 

SH[1; j, 1] :=0; 
SH[1j, 2] :=0; 

end; 
end; 

Forj: =1to16do 
begin 

S[1, j, 1] := SH[1 j, 1]*cos(SH[1, j, 2]); 
S[1, j, 2] := SH[1, j, 1]*sin(SH[1j, 2]); 

end; 

Fork :=1 to 2 do 
Begin 

X[ 1, k]: =S[ 1,1, k]; 
S[2,2, k]: =X[1, k]; S[3,3, k]: =X[1, k]; 
S[4,4, k]: =X[1, k]; S[5,5, k]: =X[1, k]; 
S[6,6, k]: =X[1, k]; S[7,7, k]: =X[1, k]; 
S[8,8, k]: =X[1, k]; S[9,9, k]: =X[1, k]; 
S[10,10, k]: =X[1, k]; S[11,11, k]: =X[1, k]; 
S[12,12, k]: =X[1, k]; S[13,13, k]: =X[1, k]; 
S[14,14, k]: =X[1, k]; S[15,15, k]: =X[1, k]; 
S[16,16, k]: =X[1, k]; 

X[2, k]: =S[1,2, k]; 
S[2,3, k]: =X[2, k]; S[3,4, k]: =X[2, k]; 
S[5,6, k]: =X[2, k]; S[6,7, k]: =X[2, k]; 
S[7,8, k]: =X[2, k]; S[9,10, k]: =X[2, k]; 
S[10,11, k]: =X[2, k]; S[11,12, k]: =X[2, k]; 
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S[13,14, k]: =X[2, k]; 
S[15,16, k]: =X[2, k]; 

S[14,15, k]: =X[2, k]; 
S[2,1, k]: =X[2, k]; 

S[3,2, k]: =X[2, k]; S[4,3, k]: =X[2, k]; 
S[6,5, k]: =X[2, k]; S[7,6, k]: =X[2, k]; 
S[8,7, k]: =X[2, k]; S[10,9, k]: =X[2, k]; 
S[11,10, k]: =X[2, k]; 
S[14,13, k]: =X[2, k]; 
S[16,15, k]: =X[2, k]; 

X[3, k]: =S[1,3, k]; 

S[12,11, k]: =X[2, k]; 
S[15,14, k]: =X[2, k]; 

S[2,4, k]: =X[3, k]; S[5,7, k]: =X[3, k]; 
S[6,8, k]: =X[3, k]; S[9,11, k]: =X[3, k]; 
S[10,12, k]: =X[3, k]; S[13,15, k]: =X[3, k]; 
S[14,16, k]: =X[3, k]; S[3,1, k]: =X[3, k]; 
S[4,2, k]: =X[3, k]; S[7,5, k]: =X[3, k]; 
S[8,6, k]: =X[3, k]; S[11,9, k]: =X[3, k]; 
S[12,10, k]: =X[3, k]; S[15,13, k]: =X[3, k]; 
S[16,14, k]: =X[3, k]; 

X[4, k]: =S[1,4, k]; 
S[5,8, k]: =X[4, k]; S[9,12, k]: =X[4, k]; 
S[13,16, k]: =X[4, k]; S[4,1, k]: =X[4, k]; 
S[8,5, k]: =X[4, k]; S[12,9, k]: =X[4, k]; 
S[16,13, k]: =X[4, k]; 

X[5, k]: =S[1,5, k]; 
S[5,9, k]: =X[5, k]; 
S[2,6, k]: =X[5, k]; 

S[9,13, k]: =X[5, k]; 
S[6,10, k]: =X[5, k]; 

S[10,14, k]: =X[5, k]; S[3,7, k]: =X[5, k]; 
S[7,11, k]: =X[5, k]; S[11,15, k]: =X[5, k]; 
S[4,8, k]: =X[5, k]; S[8,12, k]: =X[5, k]; 
S[12,16, k]: =X[5, k]; S[5,1, k]: =X[5, k]; 
S[9,5, k]: =X[5, k]; S[13,9, k]: =X[5, k]; 
S[6,2, k]: =X[5, k]; S[10,6, k]: =X[5, k]; 
S[14,10, k]: =X[5, k]; S[7,3, k]: =X[5, k]; 
S[11,7, k]: =X[5, k]; S[15,11, k]: =X[5, k]; 
S[8,4, k]: =X[5, k]; S[12,8, k]: =X[5, k]; 
S[16,12, k]: =X[5, k]; 

X[6, k]: =S[1,6, k]; 
S[2,5, k]: =X[6, k]; 
S[3,6, k]: =X[6, k]; 
S[4,7, k]: =X[6, k]; 
S[6,9, k]: =X[6, k]; 

S[2,7, k]: =X[6, k]; 
S[3,8, k]: =X[6, k]; 
S[5,10, k]: =X[6, k]; 
S[6,11, k]: =X[6, k]; 
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S[7,10, k]: =X[6, k]; S[7,12, k]: =X[6, k]; 
S[8,11, k]: =X[6, k]; S[9,14, k]: =X[6, k]; 
S[10,13, k]: =X[6, k]; S[10,15, k]: =X[6, k]; 
S[11,14, k]: =X[6, k]; S[11,16, k]: =X[6, k]; 
S[12,15, k]: =X[6, k]; S[6,1, k]: =X[6, k]; 
S[5,2, k]: =X[6, k]; S[7,2, k]: =X[6, k]; 
S[6,3, k]: =X[6, k]; S[8,3, k]: =X[6, k]; 
S[7,4, k]: =X[6, k]; S[10,5, k]: =X[6, k]; 
S[9,6, k]: =X[6, k]; S[11,6, k]: =X[6, k]; 
S[10,7, k]: =X[6, k]; S[12,7, k]: =X[6, k]; 
S[11,8, k]: =X[6, k]; S[14,9, k]: =X[6, k]; 
S[13,10, k]: =X[6, k]; 
S[14,11, k]: =X[6, k]; 
S[15,12, k]: =X[6, k]; 

S[15,10, k]: =X[6, k]; 
S[16,11, k]: =X[6, k]; 

X[7, k]: =S[1,7, k]; 
S[2,8, k]: =X[7, k]; S[3,5, k]: =X[7, k]; 
S[4,6, k]: =X[7, k]; S[5,11, k]: =X[7, k]; 
S[6,12, k]: =X[7, k]; S[7,9, k]: =X[7, k]; 
S[8,10, k]: =X[7, k]; S[9,15, k]: =X[7, k]; 
S[10,16, k]: =X[7, k]; S[11,13, k]: =X[7, k]; 
S[12,14, k]: =X[7, k]; S[7,1, k]: =X[7, k]; 
S[8,2, k]: =X[7, k]; S[5,3, k]: =X[7, k]; 
S[6,4, k]: =X[7, k]; S[11,5, k]: =X[7, k]; 
S[12,6, k]: =X[7, k]; S[9,7, k]: =X[7, k]; 
S[10,8, k]: =X[7, k]; S[15,9, k]: =X[7, k]; 
S[16,10, k]: =X[7, k]; S[13,11, k]: =X[7, k]; 
S[14,12, k]: =X[7, k]; 

X[8, k]: =S[1,8, k]; 
S[5,4, k]: =X[8, k]; S[5,12, k]: =X[8, k]; 
S[9,8, k]: =X[8, k]; S[9,16, k]: =X[8, k]; 
S[13,12, k]: =X[8, k]; S[8,1, k]: =X[8, k]; 
S[4,5, k]: =X[8, k]; S[12,5, k]: =X[8, k]; 
S[8,9, k]: =X[8, k]; S[16,9, k]: =X[8, k]; 
S[12,13, k]: =X[8, k]; 

X[9, k]: =S[1,9, k]; 
S[5,13, k]: =X[9, k]; 
S[6,14, k]: =X[9, k]; 
S[7,15, k]: =X[9, k]; 
S[8,16, k]: =X[9, k]; 
S[13,5, k]: =X[9, k]; 

S[2,10, k]: =X[9, k]; 
S[3,11, k]: =X[9, k]; 
S[4,12, k]: =X[9, k]; 
S[9, l, k]: =X[9, k]; 
S[ 10,2, k]: =X[9, kl; 

S[14,6, k]: =X[9, k]; S[11,3, k]: =X[9, k]; 
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Appendix J- Pascal Program to Predict the Radiation Pattern Including Mutual Coupling 

S[15,7, k]: =X[9, k]; S[12,4, k]: =X[9, k]; 
S[16,8, k]: =X[9, k]; 

X[10, k]: =S[1,10, k] 
S[2,9, k]: =X[10, k]; 
S[3,10, k]: =X[10, k] 
S[4,11, k]: =X[10, k] 
S[6,13, k]: =X[ 10, k] 
S[7,14, k]: =X[ 10, k] 
S[8,15, k]: =X[10, k] 
S[9,2, k]: =X[10, k]; 
S[10,3, k]: =X[10, k] 
S[11,4, k]: =X[10, k] 

S[2,11, k]: =X[10, k]; 
S[3,12, k]: =X[10, k]; 
S[5,14, k]: =X[10, k]; 
S[6,15, k]: =X[10, k]; 
S[7,16, k]: =X[10, k]; 
S[10,1, k]: =X[10, k]; 

S[11,2, k]: =X[10, k]; 
S[12,3, k]: =X[10, k]; 
S[14,5, k]: =X[10, k]; 

S[13,6, k]: =X[10, k]; S[15,6, k]: =X[10, k]; 
S[14,7, k]: =X[10, k]; S[16,7, k]: =X[10, k]; 
S[15,8, k]: =X[10, k]; 

X[11, k]: =S[1,11, k]; 
S [2,12, k]: =X[ 11, k]; 
S [4,10, k]: =X[ 11, k]; 
S[6,16, k]: =X[11, k]; 
S[8,14, k]: =X[11, k]; 
S[12,2, k]: =X[11, k]; 
S[10,4, k]: =X[11, k]; 
S[16,6, k]: =X[11, k]; 
S[14,8, k]: =X[11, k]; 

S[3,9, k]: =X[11, k]; 
S[5,15, k]: =X[11, k]; 
S[7,13, k]: =X[11, k]; 
S[11,1, k]: =X[11, k]; 
S[9,3, k]: =X[11, k]; 
S[15,5, k]: =X[11, k]; 
S[13,7, k]: =X[11, k]; 

X[12, k]: =S[1,12, k]; 
S[4,9, k]: =X[12, k]; S[5,16, k]: =X[12, k]; 
S[8,13, k]: =X[12, k]; S[12,1, k]: =X[12, k]; 
S[9,4, k]: =X[12, k]; S[16,5, k]: =X[12, k]; 
S[13,8, k]: =X[12, k]; 

X[13, k]: =S[1,13, k]; 
S[2,14, k]: =X[13, k]; 
S[4,16, k]: =X[13, k]; 
S[14,2, k]: =X[13, k]; 
S[16,4, k]: =X[13, k]; 

X[14, k]: =S[1,14, k]; 
S[2,13, k]: =X[14, k]; 
S[3,14, k]: =X[14, k]; 
S[4,15, k]: =X[14, k]; 
S[13,2, k]: =X[14, k]; 

S[3,15, k]: =X[13, k]; 
S[3,1, k]: =X[13, k]; 
S[15,3, k]: =X[13, k]; 

S[2,15, k]: =X[14, k]; 
S[3,16, k]: =X[14, k]; 
S[14,1, k]: =X[14, k]; 
S[15,2, k]: =X[14, k]; 
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Appendix J- Pascal Program to Predict the Radiation Pattern Including Mutual Coupling 

S[14,3, k]: =X[14, k]; S[16,3, k]: =X[14, k]; 
S[15,4, k]: =X[14, k]; 

X[15, k]: =S[1,15, k]; 
S[2,16, k]: =X[15, k]; S[3,13, k]: =X[15, k]; 
S[4,14, k]: =X[15, k]; S[15,1, k]: =X[15, k]; 
S[16,2, k]: =X[15, k]; S[13,3, k]: =X[15, k]; 
S[ 14,4, k]: =X[ 15, k]; 

X[16, k]: =S[1,16, k]; 
S[4,13, k]: =X[16, k]; S[16,1, k]: =X[16, k]; 
S[13,4, k]: =X[16, k]; 

end; 

For i: = 1 to 16 do 
begin 

Forj :=1 to 16 do 
begin 
write('S[', i, ', 'j, '] : ', S[i, j, 1]: 5: 5); 
writeln(' j', S[i, j, 2]: 5: 5); 
end; 

writeln; writeln('Press RETURN please... '); 
readln; 

end; 

For i := Ito 16 do 
Fork: =1to2do 
begin 

Gamma[i, k] _ 
S [i, 1, k]+S [i, 2, k]+S [i, 3, k]+ 
S [i, 4, k]+S [i, 5, k]+S [i, 6, k]+ 
S [i, 7, k]+S [i, 8, k]+S [i, 9, k]+ 
S[i, 10, k]+S[i, 11, k]+S[i, 12, k]+ 
S[i, 13, k]+S[i, 14, k]+S[i, 15, k]+ 
S[i, 16, k]; 

end; 

For i := Ito 16 do 
begin 

write('Gamma [', i, '] = ', Gamma [i, 1]: 5: 5); 
write(' j ', Gamma [L2]: 5: 5); 
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Appendix J- Pascal Program to Predict the Radiation Pattern Including Mutual Coupling 

write(' Magnitude 
GAMMA_M[i] := sqrt( Gamma[i, 1]*Gamma[i, 1] + 

Gamma [i, 2] * Gamma [L2] ); 
GAMMA M[i]: = abs(GAMMA M[i]); 
writeln(GAMMA_M[i]: 5: 5); 

end; 
writeln; writeln('Press RETURN please... '); 
readln; 

end; 

procedure calculate 4by4_array_H plane; 
var ij: integer; 
begin 

writeln('Calculating the H-plane pattern... '); 
For i: = 1 to 8 do 
begin 

For j :=0 to 180 do 
begin 
theta : =j*pi/180; 

(along the H-plane) 
E 

_H 
voltage[i, j] :_ 

sgrt(1-GAMMA M[i]*GAMMA M[i])* 
sin(theta)/cos(theta)* 
sin(ko*W*cos(theta)/2); 

writeln(E H voltage[ij]); 
end; 

end; 

writeln; writeln('Press RETURN please... '); {readln; ) 

add up all the electric fields contributed by } 
each patch } 

For j :=0 to 180 do 
begin 

theta : =j*pi/180; 
(along the H-plane) 

Et_H(j] := (E_H_voltage[ l, j]+E H voltage[2; j]+ 
E_H_voltage[3, j]+E H voltage[4, j])* 
cos(3/2 *ko*d_o*cos(theta)) + 
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Appendix J- Pascal Program to Predict the Radiation Pattern Including Mutual Coupling 

(E_H_voltage[5, j]+E H voltage[6, j]+ 
E_H_voltage[7, j]+E H voltage[8 j])* 
cos(1/2 *ko*d o*cos(theta)); 

The average Poynting vector 
P=ExE/ 120pi 

Pt 
-HU] 

:= Et H[j]*Et H[j]; 

end; 

Normalise and convert into dB 

Pt_H max := Pt H[90]; 
For j :=0 to 180 do 
begin 

Pt H[j] := Pt H[j]/Pt_H max; 

if (Pt H[j]=0) 
then Pt_H[j] := le-10; 
Pt H_dBU] := 10*ln(Pt H[j])*0.43429 - 0.00; 
(log e=0.43429) 

end; 

writeln('calculation for H-plane is done... '); 
end; 

procedure calculate_4by4_array_Ej, lane; 
var ij: integer; 
begin 

writeln('Calculating the E-plane pattern... '); 
For i: = 1 to 8 do 
begin 

For j := 90 to 270 do 
begin 
phi := j*pi/180; 

(along the E-plane) 
E 

_E 
voltage[i j] := 

sgrt(1-GAMMA M[i]*GAMMA M[i])* 
co s(ko *W* sin(phi)/2 ); 
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writeln(E E voltage[ixj]); 
end; 

end; 

writeln; writeln('Press RETURN please... '); {readln; } 

{ add up all the electric fields contributed by } 
{ each patch } 

For j := 90 to 270 do 
begin 

phi := j*pi/180; 
(along the E-plane) 

Et_E(j] := (E_E_voltage[1 j]+E E voltage[4j]+ 
E_E_voltage[5j]+E E voltage[8, j])* 
cos(3/2 *ko*d o*sin(phi)) + 

(E E voltage[2xj]+E E voltage[3, j]+ 
E_E_voltage[6; j]+E E voltage[7; j])* 
cos(1/2 *ko*d o*sin(phi)); 

{ The average Poynting vector } 
{ P=ExE/ 120pi } 
{} 

Pt_EU] := Et_E[j]*Et Eli]; 

end; 

{ Normalise and convert into dB } 
Pt E max: =Pt E[180]; 
For j := 90 to 270 do 
begin 

Pt EU] := Pt EU]/Pt_E max; 

if (Pt EU]=0) 
then Pt_EU] le-10; 
Pt_E_dB[j] := 10*In(Pt E[j])*0.43429 - 0.00; 
(log e=0.43429) 

end; 

writeln('calculation for E-plane is done... '); 
end; 
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procedure calculate_4by4_array_CP; 
var j: integer; 
begin 

writeln('Calculating the CP pattern... '); 
For j :=0 to 180 do 
Pt-CPU] := Pt_H[j] + Pt E[j+90]; 

{ Normalise and convert into dB } 

Pt_CP_max := Pt_CP[90]; 
For j :=0 to 180 do 
begin 

Pt LPU] := Pt_CPU]/Pt_CP max; 

if (Pt_CP[j]=0) 
then Pt_CP[j] := le-10; 
Pt_CP_dBU] := 10*ln(Pt_CP[j])*0.43429 - 0.00; 
(log e=0.43429) 
end; 

writeln('calculation for CP is done... ); 
end; 

procedure HGptr; 
var i: integer; 

ASC: text; 
title: string[ 15]; 
subtitle: string[ 12]; 
name: string[ 12]; 

begin 
{ ELECTRIC FIELD in term of POWER ON H-PLANE 
name : ='P_H. ASC; 
writeln('the HP file generated is named as P_H. ASC. '); 
assign(asc, name); 
rewrite(asc); 

title : ='H-PLANE POWER'; 
subtitle : ='E field'; 
writeln(asc, title); 
writeln(asc, subtitle); 
writeln(asc, '4*4 array d =', d_o*1e3: 5: 2); 
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for i :=0 to 180 do 
begin 

writ eln (a sc, Pt_H_dB [i]: 10: 2) ; 
end; 
close(asc); 

( ELECTRIC FIELD in term of POWER ON E-PLANE) 
name : ='P E. ASC'; 
writeln('the HP file generated is named as P_E. ASC. '); 
assign(asc, name); 
rewrite(asc); 

title : ='E-PLANE POWER; 
subtitle : ='E field'; 
writeln(asc, title); 
writeln(asc, subtitle); 
writeln(asc, '4*4 array d =', d_o* 1e3: 5: 2); 

for i :=0 to 180 do 
begin 

dB[i+90]: 10: 2); writeln(asc, Pt 
-E- end; 

close(asc); 

( ELECTRIC FIELD in term of POWER for C. P. ) 
name : ='P_CP. ASC'; 
writeln('the HP file generated is named as P_CP. ASC. '); 
assign(asc, name); 
rewrite(asc); 

title : ='C. P. Power'; 
subtitle : ='C. P. '; 
writeln(asc, title); 
writeln(asc, subtitle); 
writeln(asc, '4*4 array d =', d_o*1e3: 5: 2); 

for i :=0 to 180 do 
begin 

writeln(asc, Pt_CP_dB [i] : 10: 2); 
end; 
close(asc); 

END; 
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begin (main) 
input_data; 
writeln(' 4 by 4 patch array'); 
writeln; 
calculate_4by4_array_Hplane; 
calculate_4by4_array_E_plane; 
calculate_4by4_array_CP; 
HGptr; 

end. 
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Appendix K- Derivation of Diode Detector Volatge Sensitivity 

The dc voltage-current relationship of a diode can be expressed as: 

i=I, 
(e'v' 

-1) (K. 1) 

where, i = instantaneous current. For the case of a small applied ac. voltage SV, by using 
Taylor's expansion, equation (K. 1) becomes 

i=i(V +(5V)=i(V )+bV di 
+bV2 

d 2i 
+... (K. 2) 

dVo 
10 

2! dV 2 
,o 

Consider the case of a short-circuit load, so that average value of SV is zero. Therefore, 

the short-circuit rectified current is given by (Uhlir, 1963), 

e; = 
N' d2i 

z 2 dVa 
1 

(K. 3) 

where, SV is the ac. voltage across the diode junction. For 5V = VIP cosco0t and ignoring 

terms higher than the second order, 

=1(vo)+viPCOSO)ct-l 
Jo 

+ 
(ys, 

cosOvct 
s 

del 
2 dv2 

,o 
(K. 4) 

where, co = carrier frequency and Vjp = peak amplitude of carrier across the diode junction. 

The rectified current becomes: 

Z jLj Die = 
V2p 

cost wt =! -(I+ 
ýcos2coct)d_, 

t., 2 
1. u !o 

_ 
VIP d 2i 

- (after filtering) (K. 5) 2 4dv !o 
where 

d_d [I, (e'v, 
- i)] = a(I3 +4) (K6) 1 
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The junction resistance Rj is the inverse of the average slope of the I-V curve at the 

operating point, therefore 

R_ 
di ]-' 

_1 (K7) 
' lo a(Is +lo) 

The second derivative is 

1= 
a2(Is +lo) =R (K8) 

dv' 10 1 

The short-circuit rectified current is then given by (Torry, 1964, pp337) 

_ 
Di= 

r2 a Di 
Rl 

(K9) 
'- -4 Rj Rj 

where, the second term of the right-hand side of the above equation is included to take into 

account the series resistance RS , so that we can write equation K. 9 in the form 

2 

Di =I! ýa a Rj 
(1(10) 

4 Rj Rj +R, 

The r. f power absorbed by the diode is given by 

2 2 
Re Z (K11) 

d 

where, Vd is the peak voltage across the diode and Zd is the input impedance of the 

equivalent circuit of the diode. 

The peak voltage Vj, across the junction resistance Rj is related to the peak diode 

voltage Vd by the expression: 

V-I 
j(1+j(oCRf)[1+jwL, (Y, +jwC, )] 

(K 12) - d RJY, 

By substituting equation (K. 12) into (K. 11), the power absorbed in the diode becomes 
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p 
v2 (1+ jrv CjRj)[l+ jco lY, + jco Cl)12 

Re 
1 1.13 

2 RAY, 

(Zli 
> 

The detector current sensitivity A is obtained by dividing Di by P: 

2 

Di a RAI', 
Re (z K 14 

P2 Rj +RJ 1+ jw CjRj[1+ jwL, (Y, + jw C, )] d) 

The voltage sensitivity into an open circuit is defined as the current sensitivity times Rj. 

To correct for non-infinite load resistors, the sensitivity should be multiplied by 
RL/(R +RL) where RL is the load resistance and Rý is the diode video resistance 
(Ry = R, +Rj). Hence, the diode detector voltage sensitivity becomes: 

2 
aRJRL RjY, 

Re(Zd) V/W (K. 15) ßv =2 RJ +R, (R, +RL) 1+ jw CJRJ[1+ jwL1(Y, + jcoCj)] 

The R. F. matching circuit should be connected to the diode so that the maximum power 
transfer can be obtained. The loss in detector sensitivity due to mismatch loss can be 

determined. The loss in power delivered to the diode will reduce the sensitivity: 

A, =A3v 1-trI2 where IF = 
Z" 

+Z 
(K. 16) 

Wo 

and Z,. is input impedance of the diode detector. 
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Appendix L- Matching Network for Phase Shifter 

Calculation of Zm=Rm+jXm from Z1=R1+jX1, Z2=R2+jX2, and ý: 

Y. = 
ZZ 

= gm +Jbm 
Z. 

Q i± 1+Qz 

X. = Up� +V 

where P, Q, U, V are defined by 

P= 
(E+MV -VZ) 

(1+U2) 

Q- (KN-UM+2UV) 
(1+U2 ) 

U=K Rl- 
R, +RZ 

V_( 
X2+XIR2) 

(11+ R2) 

E= (R1R2 - X, X2 ) 

M=(X1+X2) 

N=(X, -X2) 

K= cot 2 

(L. 1) 

(L. 2) 

(L. 3) 

(L. 4) 

(L. 5) 

(L. 6) 

(L. 7) 

(L. 8) 

(L. 9) 

(L. 10) 

(L. 11) 
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